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FORECAST
Mostly sunny today and Satur­
day with cloudy periods and a 
fe wshowers or thunderstorms in 
the afternoon and evening both 
days. Winds light becfwning gusty 
near thunderstorms.
VoL 54
T h e  D a i l y  C o u r i e r
HIGH AND LOW•
I^w tonight and high Saturday 
at Kelowna 50 and 78. Official 
tcnxperaturcs recorded Thurs­
day 48 and 77.
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I SOCIALISTS REPORTED WEAKENING
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AFTER RECORDING a run
of 145.974 miles per hour to 
gain the pole position in the 
SOO-mile race at Indianapolis,
Dick Rathmann gets a hand­
shake from owner of the car, 
Lee Elkins of Kalamazoo, Mich. 
Rathmann is from Miami.
TODAY’S front row lineup for 
the 500-mile race at Indianapo­
lis is pictured, just the way it 
lined up when’the flhg dropped. 
Pole positipn is
Rathmann (right), with Ed 
EUsian (centre) and Jimmy 
Reece in the other .two spots. 
Last year Sam Hanks won the 
' 47-year-old classi?,.^ a  record 
135.601-mph.. t r
. INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Pat O'Conjoor, young racing 
protege of the late Wilbur Shaw, was kilfed today in a thunder 
ous ll-car crash on the Indianapolis motor speedway on the 
first lap of the 500-mi!e race.
BULLETIN
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) —Jim­
my Bryan.. top-ranking U.S. 
professional auto racer, won 
the 42nid Indianapolis SOO-mlle 
race today, a terrific batUe 
niarred by a wild 12-car crack- 
up that killed veteran Pat 
O’Connor.
KAMLOOPS (CP)-Rise of the 
ThompsonJliver nt Kamloops has 
slowed up with U>e level nt 15.60 
feet.
Thursday’s level was only three 
inches up from that on Wednes- 
dny nnd a further slackening whs 
exp<;cted. The North Thompson 
River level nt llnrricre showed 
little increase Wednesday nnd 
the effect of this was expected 
to be reflected here today.
The South Tliompson level also 
was steady niursday, with ShuS' 
wap Lake taking most of the 
volume. .
Cooler weather was expected 
to hhvo a restraining influence 
on the river. No reports of fUnxl 
Ing of homos in low nroah had 
iHsen received Thursday.
t r a il  high
The Columbia river pns.sed la.st 
year’s high at 'I'rnll. Thursday, 
nnd showed little sTkii of decliiv 
ing.
A level pf 37,18 feet was reach 
cd by the swtft flowing river, 




CHALK RIVER, Ont. (CP)— 
The basic design of Canada’s 
first full - scale nuclear power 
plant has been completed by a 
nine-man team of engineers 
from private industry.
The plant will cost about $60,- 
000,000 and generate some 200,- 
000 kilowatts of electricity, 
equivalent to the output of a 
large coal-burning electric sta­
tion.
Atomic Energy of Canada is 
expected to proceed with the 




PARIS (CP)—Socialist leader Guy Mollct left Paris today 
for a meeting with Charles de Gaulle that could pave the way 
for the general’s investiture as premier.
The nearly 100 Socialist members of the National Assem* 
bly have represented the main stumbling block to do Gaulle’* 
return to power.
Mollet conferred at the Elysec Palace with President Rena 
Coty before his flight to de Gaulle’s home.
The French president has declared that the nation either 
accepts de Gaulle or faces civil war.
The 67-year-old world wartime
mm
The handsome 29-year-old Irish' 
man from North Vernon, Ind., an 
early leader in the race the last 
two years, met death with the 33 
starting cars running in a bunch 
Dick Rathmann of Miami 
charged into the lead on the first 
turn, then lost control on the third 
northeast corner of the 2 '/2-mile 
brick-and-asphalt track, As he 
spun, the other cars piled up.
Cars in the smashup included 
tho.se of Ed EUsian, Bob Veith, 
Paul Russo, Paul Goldsmith, A1 
Bisch, Len Sutton. Mike Magill, 
Shorty Tcmplcman and Jerry 
Unser.
Unscr suffered a discolated 
right shoulder. Russo was able to 
get back on the track after re­
pairs.
Tcmplcman also got back into 
the race.
Unser, a first-time starter, 
went over the wall in the first- 
lap crash.
(See Earlier Story—Sport's Page)
O’Connor was a test driver for 
the Firestone Tire and Rubber 
Company when he was not rac­
ing. He was wrecked in the flr.st 
of his five Memorial Day starts, 
in 1954, when a , freak storm hit 
only the southeast corner of the 
track, where he was running.. He 
finished eighth in both 1955 nnd 
1957 but was stopped in 1956 by a 
split radiator.
Later, Chuck Weynnt, 3.'i, of 
Springfield, 111., hit. the wall nt 
the northwest turn nnd spun Into 
the Infield but escaped serious In 
Jury. ^
The death of O Connor was the 
first In the race proper since Dill 
Vukovlch was killed, in a four- 
car pilcup in 19.’>5 while trying to 
win his third straight Memorial 
Day victory. ____
EDMONTON (CP) — Import­
ance of education and physical 
fitness of Canada’s youth has 
been emphasized by the Canadian 
Legion’s week-long Dominion con­
vention, ending here today.
As business sessions closed and 
delegates summed up, one high 
officer in the' legion said it is 
apparent that the days when the 
legion met “to wave the flag and 
vote "for ■‘ conscripOpn’.A' are Rstsf
An oft - repeated request for 
compulsory military training in 
Canada came up again Thursday, 
but the emphasis in the resolu­
tion containing it was on_^educa- 
tion and physical fitness of both 
the young men and women of the 
country.
David L. Burgess of Ottawa, 68- 
year-old First World War veteran 
who won the Military Cross while 
serving in the Royal Flying 
Corps, was returned by acclama­
tion to the legion presidency for 
a second two-year term. Erie 
Burgess of St. 'Thomas, Ont., was 
re-elected Dominion chairman. 
URGE VIMY SERVICES
In its major business transac­
tions Thursday the convention did 
the following:
1. Approved resolution asking 
registration and medical examin­
ation of “all young people” on en­
tering high school, a high school 
physical training program and 
compulsory full-time training of 
one to two years in the armed 
forces.
The motion implied th.at young 
See LEGION Page 8
. -r:
m
GENERAL CHARLES D E ’GAULLE CALLED TO POWER BY COTY
CANADA'S HIGH 
. . . AND LOW
(Official)
Regina ------------------- 90
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Heart A ttack 
Kills Physical 
Fitness Fan
FORT WILLIAM. Ont. (CP) 
Francis Cyril Xavier Murphy, 55, 
prominent Fort Wiliam coal mer­
chant, .sportsman, nnd president 
of The 'rime.s-Journnl, died of a 
heart attack here Thursday.
Mr. Murphy, who took great 
pride in his physical fitness, died 
while watching a handball game 
lit the Fort William YMCA, min­
utes after he' had won his own 
match 11-8 in the annual compe­
tition of the Businessmen's Club,
One of two forest fires caused 
by lightning in this area Wednes­
day still is burning, but it is in 
a small, rocky area and is well 
under control. The other has been 
extinguished by a suppression 
crow of the B.C. Forestry Service.
Both lightning strikes were in 
the general vicinity of Squally 
Point, east of Peachland. These
Strikes Cost British Columbia 
$63 M illions In Six Months
VANCOUVER (CP) — The Sun 
■aya labor disputes havt) cost 
more than I63,000.()00 In direct 
loss to the Hrltlsh Columbia econ­
omy during the last six month.s.
The loss In working time is 
equal to a full year’s work for 
more than 2.006 men. the ptt|M?r 
•ays.
. l«i« la workUma Uy Utosa <U-
rcctly Involved In strikes during 
the first four months oK this year 
Wins 22 times that of the siune 
prlod last year ami four times 
the total for all of 1956.
The i)a|>er rinims the direct 
dollar io.<is from sirlke.s In the 
I.ist six months is greater than 
the provne^e’a annual education!fires were
Doukhobor Pair 
Lose Homes In 
Separate Fires
CRESTON, B.C. (CP) -  The 
home of a former .Sons of Free­
dom Doukholjor' leader nnd that 
of a young woman ncriunlntnnee 
were destroyed In .separate fires 
at nearby Wynndel this w«:ck 
RCMP here said Thursday they 
.su.spcct arson,
John Ixibcdoff, former lender 
nt Krestova, B.C., of the fanatical 
religious sect, was In another 
part of the Creston Valley last 
Tuesday wj]en fire destroyed his 
three-room, shanty - like , home. 
The flames apparently Jitnrted 
under n ixirch,
'Iluirsdny, Herb W 111 i a m Si 
owner of a house which he rented 
to Peggy Ih-rekoff, 19, tilscovered 
a flro in the building and the 
hoUso was razed before lu' could 
obtain help. Miss Ber^koft Is re- 
|K>rterl to be a friend of Lebedoff.
No one whs Injured In either 
lire. An RCMP official said l)oth 




Fire Is Still 
Kelowna Area
two fires, according to a forestry 
service spokesman, brought to 
five the number that have erupt­
ed so far this year in the Kel­
owna area of the large Kam­
loops forest district.
A total of 124 fires were burn­
ing in the Kamloops forest dis­
trict Thursday, but the biggest 
fires, in the Chllcotin and Falk-
Key Sommers Witness 
Still Faces Defence Fire
VANCOUVER (CP) — A smallj.split between former lands nnd 
man in a blue .suit with a brief- forests minister Robert Sommers, 
case in his hand takes the assize Charles Schultz and H. W. Gray
court witness box today for the 
seventh time In the bribery-con­
spiracy trial involving a former 
provincial minister, threh other 
persons nnd four companies.
Charles Eversfield, 46-yenr-old 
accountant who now lives In Ix)s 
Angelos, will again be the de­
fence target in cross-examina­
tion. '
Tlie lottery of six defence 
lawyers are seeking to break 
down his testimony—backed by 
documents — that tuonlcs were
through the offices of Pndfic 
Coast Services Limited, where 
Eversfield was formerly cm 
ployed. ,
Documents Eversfield t ook  
from the flics of the log broker­
age firm when he left in ID.'iS now 
form the , basis of a .Ifl-eount 
Crown indictment. It charges two 
counts of conspiracy and .'1(1 of 
bribery in the obtaining of gov­
ernment licences to cut timber 





OITAWA (Crv — Attacks on 
United States Influence on Cana­
dian uplon.s do not help Canadlan- 
U.S. relations. Executive Vice- 
President Stanley Knowles of the 
Canadian Labor Congress said 
'niursday. '
In a statement, Mr, Knowles 
wa.M commenting on (in address 
made 'niursday by Pnnddeiit 
N. H. Crump of the CPU. who 
said problems are treated by Uio 
Influence American-busecl Inler- 
national unions have on Cana 
dinn labor. > .
“At this stage of Canadian- 
American r e l a t i o n e , ” Mt; 
Kwiwlca said, “auch attacks,
land areas, were reported under 
control. Over 500 men arc fight­
ing fires In the Kamloops forest 
district.
Nineteen fires were put out In 
the 24 hours to noon Thur.sdny, 
but . 34 new blazes were report­
ed. Lightning was blamed lor 
many of them.
HAIL DAMAGE 
Meanwhile, full extent of dam­
age to the fruit crop caused by 
the hail that hccompanied Wed­
nesday’s storm won’t be assess­
ed until picking time. Not only 
soft fruits, but al.so; the apple 
crop wss damaged ■'where the 
hail .struck.
One of the hnrde.st hit areas 
was around Summcrland, in an 
area that began at the top end 
of Prairie Valley and extended 
to Trout Creek point.
Hail damage was also report­
ed from the northern parts of 
Oliver and O.soyoos, Keremcos- 
Cnwston, Peachland nnd Wost- 
biink, nccording to an official of 
the B.C. I'Tuit Growers’ Mutual 
Hall Insurance Company.
More rain may fall to<lny nnd 
tonight In the Okanagan, possibly 
accompanied by thunderstorms, 
nccording to the weather office’s 
forecast.
NEARING RECORD
But it's going to lake a fairly 
heavy rainfall over a prolonged 
period in Kclownh to avert a new 
record for dryness during Ihi: 
month of May. '
Wednesday’s rainfall here of 
.04 of an inch was actually twice 
as much n.s was recorded in the 
first 27 days of the month. To 
tal to date Is .06 of an inch of 
rain. ,
Unless ,ll of an Inch falls be
hero waited at his country home 
at Colombey-les-deiix-Eglises 150 
miles away after agreeing to take 
the helm of state, but on his own 
stiff terms.
The atmosphere at the pres­
ident’s Elysee Palace was less 
tense. But the * politicians were 
sombre as they left after hearing 
Coty outline the program de 
Gaulle laid down Thursday night.
Former Premier Guy Mollet, 
whose Socialists hold the answer 
to whether the National Assembly 
will accept de Gaulle, arrived and 
stayed longer than the leaders of 
other political parties.
HEEK DE GAULLE VIEWS 
The Socialist’s 97 votes in the 
/National Assembly can send de 
Gaulle to the premiership. While 
they have been opposing ^de 
Gaulle steadfastly at an almost-' 
continuous party caucus, there 
were reports they were wSakeni 
Ing.
Hanging-over the meettngfS'find 
, <|ver all France was the gtim 
minder from the French insur-' 
gents in Algeria that the army 
there is ready to move if de 
Gaulle's road to power is bicked.
Extra police guards were or­
dered to the Champs Elysees 
after tracts were distributed all 
over Paris calling for both de 
Gaullist and Communist demon­
strations at the same time. 'This 
could only spell trouble.
All public demonstrations in 
Paris have been banned since the 
May 13 military-setters revolt in 
Algeria. But police kept hands off 
the massive leftist demonstration 
two d a y s  ago and Thursday 
night’s exhuberant de Gaullist 
demonstration.
STUDENTS GATHER 
'There was a demonstration at 
the lycoe (school) Buffon by 300 
teen-aged students from the fairly 
well-off families of the district. 
They gathered In front of the 
closed gates of the school and 
demanded that it be opened. It 
is closed by a strike of anti-do 
Gaulle teachers.
Coty asked do Gaulle Thursday 




A MAK .with much to, do; ttii 
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AJACCIO, Cor.slca (Reuters)— 
Flags were hoi.stcd and calm re- 
turned to Ajaccio today following 
night-long celebrations to mark 
the call of Gen, de Gaulle to form 
a French government.
Throughout the night, cars 
moved bumper to bumper down 
the city's main streets honking 
to the rhythm of "Algeric Fran- 
cnlse.’’
A jeep bearing a Cro.ss of l̂ or- 
rnine In electric lights and a por­
trait of de Gaulle led a proces­
sion of flag - waving cltlzcnn 
through the town. Fireworks 
thundered out all over the island.
coinplelcly without foundntloh, do| tween now and .midnight Salur-
no service to the dcslie to main 
tain the bc.st of relations, , . .
“ Facts can be produced (ilxiut 
the domination of Canadian busl- 
nc.ss, which is on direct contrast 
to the control of,their own iiifalr.s 
exercised by iCanndlnn lalMir,"
In a .similar statement, 'Don­
ald MacDonald, secretary-treans 
urer of the CLC, said the Gor 
don commis.sloii on Cnnada’n eco 
nbmic prfi.ijittcfs stated, " 'iipt a 
single cam* has lieen found where 
a Canadian local has gono on 
strike under orders from Inter 
national headquarters.’ ' ’
day, a new dry record (or May 
will be eiitnbUshed, ns well n« a 
new heat record, which nh-endy 
la assured.
Pre.scnt record for a dry month 
In May was set In 1964 when only 
.17 of an inch was recorded. 
While Kelowna got 'hardly more 
than a touch , of rain from Wed 
nesdny’s storm, heavy tnlmi were 
rc|)ortcd from the benches In 
Rutland, the Dclgo, McCulloch 
hnd Joe' Rich. Borne even des­
cribed theminfall ns,of “cloud- 
burst'* proportions, ns minor 
flash flooding on A limited bnali 
occurred,
By DAVID MASON 
AP Foreign Observer,
ALGIERS (AP)—A little group 
of foreign journali.sts, making 
sure nobody thought they were 
French, w a l k e d  through the 
streets of Algiers’ lamed, filthy 
Casbah today.
“What about your rebellion 
against the French?’’ they asked 
the Algerians Jamming the Mo.s- 
lom quarter. “Has there really 
been a recon'eijintion between the 
French nnd you Moslems?”
Across the city, on the aun« 
swept .square in front of Govern­
ment House, an endless scries of 
balcony speakers proclaim daily 
that “ today wo do not speak of 
the Moslems nnd the French of 
Atgorin—we speak only of 10,000,• 
000 Frenchmen.”
WAIT AND SEE
In the Casbah a Moslem 
butcher in Woody apron tHms the 
ears off n sheep's head, points to 
the sky with his knife and says 
with an uncertain smile, “only 
Allah knows if the fighting ia- 
really over:” .
On the Rue do Lion, more n 
tunnel than n street, n gold- 
toothed grocer says cnuUously, 
One must wait < nnd 
see.” ' ,
/jown have come most of th» 
bnrWW - wire barricades around 
Bee MOSLEMS. Page R
w Vive De f t
PARlS(Rciiters) -  The stryeis 
of Paris were full of a cheering 
singing, horn-blowing carnivul al­
most until dawn tmlay,
It looked like New Year’s Eve 
nnd the Fourth of July rolled into 
of public merry-making since the 
one, It was Paris' greatest liurst 
city went wild on Victory Day in 
19415.,
Tlio dempi][i(lraMori« began Irn 
mediately m)tA was jElagl^^d 
Tluirsdny night Ihat-.Oprti-vbaripa 
de Gaulle had 4̂ ccn natped prp- 
mier-designaie by President RchC
I, ' r
kotorlstn bogon Wasting! ' out 
five rhythmic honks In tlnie t̂ Mh 
the (^hunted nlogijn 'Wo Gniillo au 
pouvolr" (do Gnul|o to jKiwcr).
Horn Wowing, is, banned by law 
In Purls but nolswly seemed to 
care today, least of all iho ikiHco- 
Enormous'traffic Jama formed
fv,
: iiiore and more nutos Joined
Ilundrcd.s of celebrants porchcdi 
on the hoods and roofs of cars, 
shouting and singing.
'llie  Champs Elysec and th«  
great Place do la Concorde, 
ncro.'m the river from  Iho N a­
tional AsscmWyi Wore at llm ca  
completely mi^uffed- 
.T licn  n fk ict of'stigcral hundred 
ta rn  would drive off somawhera 
else. ' ■'' ‘ ' I
' A rcd-belctcd paratrooper Jn 
uniform, nccom||)aii||cd.i>y a jiosbo 
of • about JW0( young marchers, 
mingled w ilii V|6'(^arH currying a  
tricolor flag . ' ■ * \
Yrging girls fn sweaters and  
slacks waved chestnut branches 
lorn from  the boiitovord trees, 
and several c iv ilian* .,b,9f0 ahdt 
the flag of do Gaullo s wartitrm  
forccs-r-'a trico lor m arked wUn  
tho Cross o f l/irra ln o y  , ,
I
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W e  W elcom e 
But They Must
Along coffee row, in the sewing circles 
ftjd in rcfreslimcnl parlors, Kelowna people 
express ideas about civic alfairs, give their 
opinions freely and without fear about events 
of local, provincial, national and even ven­
ture into international politics.
This is one of the benefits of a democracy 
v/c all happily enjoy and which most of us 
use. There is another freedom—the free­
dom of the press—-which The Daily Courier 
invites its readers to use more fully. We in­
vite citizens of the Okanagan to use our 
press to voice their opinions on matters of 
public interest.
The recent school teachers’ salary debate 
was probably the hottest issue in the Central 
Okanagan in many years. In order to give 
full discussion. The Courier deviated from its 
policy and allowed publication of letters 
whether they were signed or not signed.
Now that the issue has been settled we 
consider the matter closed (no more letters 
on the subject will be published) and we 
once again return to our former policy of 
insisting on ALL letters being signed, even 
when a nom de plume is used.
It is true people elect governments to 
carry on their public business, and people
' '  U . $ .  I S M O R A M c e  
e A u s e s  F R tc U f tM  
V tliT H  C A M A D A  *
T o o
' Captain Wilson H. Shepherd is an infantry 
officer at Fort Carson, Colorado, and recent­
ly the commanding officer looked his men 
over and decided Shepherd and some others 
needed to reduce. The captain was six feet, 
three inches, but even at that he was on the 
beefy side, weighing 300 pounds. He par­
ticipated in a slimming program, and at a 
given lime signed a statement that he was 
down to 245 pounds. But he was required to 
step on the scales, and it was found that he 
was only down to 284. He was charged with 
making a false statement, and a court-matrial 
sentenced him to dismissal from the ser­
vice. However, the C.O. tobk compassion, 
and on a technicality gave him six months 
in which to get down to 2 0 0  pounds.
It can readily be realized that a 300-pound 
infantryman would have difficulty in perform­
ing his normal duties. If he had to go oit a
Letters . . . . 
Be Signed
buy newspapers to keep up with the news. 
But no person or group of persons can speak 
for the entire population. In the minds of 
1 0 ,0 0 0 -odd city residents are all sorts of sug­
gestions for civic improvement; all sorts of 
S la n ts  to proposed provincial and federal 
legislation; all sorts of views on foreign af­
fairs. Some of them are worthy of passing] 
a'ong to fellow citizens. Many of our laws 
got their start in readers' letters published in 
newspapers.
The Courier invites letters from readers, 
but suggests they be brief and to the point, 
and-that they deal with subjects of current 
interest The editor reserves the right to de­
lete 01 change letters in order to adhere to 
ethical newspaper practice, particularly any­
thing of a libelous or slanderous nature.
All letters MUST be signed to show the 
good faith of the writer, along with the ad­
dress. But a pen-name will be published upon 
request.
In brief, this newspaper desires to be a 
sounding board for public opinion, but will 
not be a party to the personal abuse of any­
one. or to the tearing down of our democratic 
institutions.
T o o  S hort
route march it is likely he would have to be 
picked up by the ambulance wagon. If he 
had to get over an obstacle he would prob­
ably require a shove from behind, and that 
would not look dignified. However, compul­
sory reduction will be beneficial to him any 
’.vay— provided he keeps that way after le&V' 
ing the service.
A case of odd size of another kind con 
fronted a displaced person seeking admission 
to Canada the other day. The applicant was 
a Hungarian, and he had the misfortune to be 
only four feet, three inches in height. The 
immigration authorities refused to admit him 
They didn’t think he could make good. The 
little man offered to show that he could lift 
a 225-pound man off the ground. But the 
answer was No.
It's tough being an odd size, whatever 
form it takes.
BY GONE  DAYS
10 YE.\RS AGO I 30 YEARS AGO
May. i m  May. 19*8
Vancouver: The flood situation} The question having been rais- 
over the whole province, which,ed as to the safety of using the 
government officials described as'Kelowna water at the pri'sent time 
a ••national disaster," has yet to'owing to floods and the high level 
reach its jieak. The Ust of flood-,ot the creeks. Dr. W. j .  Knox 
cd ••ghost towns’  ̂ continues to wishes it known that an analysis 
grow. Aggassiz, Dewdney. Karri- of the city water, tested on IMes- 
son Mills, Deroche. Hatxlc, Usk.lday, .showed it 'to  be perfectly 
Pacific, Glen Valley, Glenvowcll clear and wholesome' for use. 




way travel was closed today due
40 Y£^\RS AGO 
May. 1918
The provincial executive is con- 
. , . . -sidering purchasing Coldstream
to a weakened bridge. MotorLsts Ranch at Vernon for $900,000, 
must now go the long route via payable in five per cent twentj-- 
Salmon Arm. lyear D C. government bonds.
20 YEARS AGO 
May, 1938
The city will not try to collect Dr.
50 YIIARS AGO 
.May. 1908
.Andrew arrived in town
last week, and will take charge
™  “ ' w i r L S  S  a t ” ” . : ”'  «»0 ' T
mg me reading of an opinion from •. j .
City Solicitor Weddell.
NOT ALONE ON THIS CONTINENT
PERSONALLY SPEAKING
By THE VENERABLE D. S. CATCHPOLB
UNITED KINGDOM OPINION






THE PEOPLE NEXT DOOR
The British right now
J ? '  .  h e S X  wh
have been incompetent at best,put the glad tidings into a letter 
and impotent at worst to deal with'it would cost him threepence. And 
the situation. The British have a!even on the cheapest telephone 
natural antipathy towards the | call rate the operation would cost 
idea of having military men in’him 3s. 6d.
I licharge of affairs of state. That is Responsible for all this is 
leei:.. ,... ..—,----- backed Britain’s Postmaster General, who
It is one pf those good-natured, 
teasing, expressions which we 
sometimes use when we want to 
pull the leg of the surgical people 
—“The operation was complete­
ly successful—but the patient 
died.” Well, I suppose the oper­
ation may have been successful 
from a technical point of view 
but either the heart was not 
strong enough to withstand the 
shock, or the operation caused 
some unlooked-for complication 
and so the patient died.
Years ago I was told the story 
of the goose which laid golden 
eggs. Someone decided that an 
operation was necessary to speed 
up the production of these gol­
den eggs, and so a knife was 
taken to the goose and an opera­
tion was performed. It was com­
pletely successful but in the pro­
cess, the goose died and the pro­
duction of golden eggs ceased.
I  jwonder sometimes' if we are 
not” seeing fulfilled be­
fore our eyes. The tragedy of 
France surely goes back to the 
French Revolution* which was 
eminently successful, a most sat- 
ifyingly successful operation; yet 
France, in a very real sense died, 
as a result of that operation. You 
have only to look at the chaos 
which is France today to see 
what I mean. They are free from 
the aristocrats but they have no 
stable government.
There are other operations 
which are being performed every 
day. I leave you to consider to
who are on good terms with, the 
people next door — and hear 
through their thin walls that the 
people next door are having a 
super-grade domestic row.
That, in too tight a nutshell, is 
an assessment of the British atti­
tude towards the French crisis. 
France is separated from the 
southern coast of Britain by a 
mere 22 miles. You can sail across 
the English Channel in a packet- 
boat in about two hours, and you 
can take off from a British air­
field and land bn a French one in 
miles still
what operations I refer. They arc 
very drastic and, of course, very 
successful but very often only 
putrifying corpses remain after 
the operations.
Naturally there must be opera­
tions but need they be violent? 
Might not the last war have been 
shorter had not unconditional 
surrender been insisted upon? 
There are those who think it 
might well have been so. There 
are those who have waged a 
campaign, in some field or other, 
determined that no opposition 
shall be left; and they have been 
very successful but at last they 
find that they have, as it were, 
been flogging a dehd horse. 
Their success, I should think, 
must be dust and ashes in their 
mouths.
I suppose business prices in 
this country are created by gov­
ernment taxes and by the natural 
need for profit. ,I for one, like 
to'-bttyvin m y 'w n cbimtry and, if 
possible, in my own town. The 
other day, when I was in Spo­
kane 1 saw an instrument identi­
cal in make and size to one 
which I bought in Kelowna a few 
years ago for $159.50. The price 
is imprinted on the instrument 
and bn my brain. The identical 
instrument I saw advertised for 
sale in a Spokane shop for just 
over $88.00. You may argue that 
the time lapse may have had 
something to do with the differ­
ence; so let’s take another item 
I bought this item in Spokane for
$10.00 and I saw the identical 
thing in a Kelowna shop recently 
for $21.25.
The operation of extracting 
money from the public (whether 
by government or local merc­
hants matters not) may be quite 
successful but if this sort of thing 
is continued indefinitely, there 
will be no life Jeft in the patient. 
Certainly the desire to buy at 
home receives a very rude shock.
The fact remains, without my 
taking part in any struggle on 
one side or the other, that be­
tween one operation and another 
there soon won’t be anything left 
but corpses following these most 
successful fiancialectomies. I 
dare say there are many who, in 
any theatres of operation, fin­
ancial or otherwise, would wish 
that there might be some reason­
able compromise so that they 
might be allowed to retain, not 
merely enough to live on, but 
also their confidence in the basic 
good of human nature.
Aussies On Road 
To Recovery With 
Industrial Growth
MELBOURNE (Reuters'—Ex 
pansion of basic industries in the 
post-war period has put Australia 
well on the road to self-suffici­
ency.
Australian manufacturers are 
spending the equivalent of more 
than $448,(XM),000 a year on new 
buildings. Development has been 
concentrated in basic industries 
and in industries producing goods 
previously imported.
Australian manufactures in the 
post - war period have ranged 
from penicillin, plastics and elec­
tronic equipment to jet aircraft, 
diesel electric locomotives and 
motor vehicles.
The level of investment Is ex­
pected to be maintained in future 
as Australian manufacturers, op­
erating under licence from over­
seas companies, introduce new 
products and techniques. In addi­
tion, many overseas firms have 
been convinced of the advantage 
of setting up plants in Australia.
A fltr t« ch  
t/iompoe or 
Ziomo pormontnf
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when he sacked 
MacArthur when the American 
general istarted to yearn for high- 
level authority to use nuclear 
bombs during the Korean con­
flict.
There is another aspect to it.
One would have thought that the 
British would have been solidly 
behind de Gaulle, recalling the 
jv/ar-time years when he was in
Britain to form a rallying-point'dle-agc, he skis and mountain- 
for Frenchmen after the defeat climbs, walks a lot and has been 
of France in 1940. ' | known to turn up at Britain’s
True, the British extended de 1 House of Commons not in a plush 
Gaulle their admiration during]car that ministers have provided 
18 minutes. Theso 22 iles still ^j,r. But only the naive sug-|for themselves but on a pedal-
keep, despite the progress of 1 R ât had there been a bigger j bye.
transportation, the two nations j pgj.gQ,,jjjRy available to lead the] But he is full of ideas to get 
distinct find separate. But the| a^ovenient he would]his department—and especially
narrowness of the English Chan-! j-̂ ave been preferable to the enig-!the telephone side of it—to pay.
is proving that rarity among 
political appointments, the right 
man in the right job.
The postmaster is a short and 
bustling politician called Ernest 
Marples, one of the shrewdest 
members of the present govern­
ment.
He is, admittedly, fond of pub­
licity. He has an eye for a gim­
mick. Although well on into mid-
JAMES K. NESBITT
THE VICTORIA MERRY-GO-ROUND
VICTORIA—There’s not much zie called at the Buildings, on the 
doing, politically speaking, around eve of taking off for University
ncl does mean 
France interest
that events in matlc de Gaulle. During the war 
the mah *"nd| qJ Rq Gaulle over here
The telephone services over here 
arc state-controlled in nil but one 
town. They are still n, long way 
behind those in North America, 
but by 1970 it looks as if they
the Legislative Buildings these 
splendid days of early summer.
The politicians opposed to Mr. 
Bennctt’.s government, who had 
hoped the Premier might panic 
and call a provincial general 
election this year, have pretty 
well made up their minds there 
won't be an election until 1960, as 
the Premier 'put himself out to 
announce, and repeat several 
times, the last week of the recent 
ses.sion.
That’s a long way off, 1960, 
but, just the same, the enemies 
of Social Credit are girding their 
loins as best they can—just in
of California to enroll in summer 
courses in criminology and town 
planning, an odd mixture it 
sounds, but shows the versatility 
of young Mr, Gargrave’s mind 
and Interests. Mr. Gargrave has 
just completed two years of higher 
education at Victoria College, in 
the autumn will go to UBC. He 
is, you see, on the long, hard 
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And a copy will be 
despatched to you at once
This special delivery service 
is available nightly between 
7:00 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
woman) in the street here morojy,„j. flight, He was acknowledged 
that do events in any other Euro- loader.
pean country. i It is only since the war, in the . ....... .............
What do thc BritUsh right now^j-Rj^gj; Churchill and otherlmight bo on the way to catching,case. 1
think of the Frcnch-Algenan yynj. lenders, that the debit side of | up. | I
... .. u j  Ganho’s Character has come| r js by that date that most! Quite a number of private MLAs]
First, they have been educated, Rght, And since the end of the'telephone owners in Britain will have been to the capital In re- 
Up to the fact that Algeria is us ^,ar In Europe and today, thirteen, bo on a new system. Instead of 
mpeh a part of France as Scot- ypars later, the Briti.sh have i having a varying rate , for diffcf- 
bnd is of N«va matched de Gaulle first mixed up ent parts of’ the country for a
8cotla is of Canada. They cnn-jln French |»Utlcs and then In ̂ minimum time of three minutes, 
not visualize such going.s-on >n|ob.scurlty until he came out with'the min nmm itself will varv 
Britain, ^ t  they have sympathy | hi,s startling ’1 am ready" dcclar- f,.qm 12 seconds fOr the longest-
wlth the French in their troubles, i„tion 
Their sympathy is directed
mnihly towards the civil aiithorl- 
ties, despite the claims from Al­
geria that the tlvll iwwcrs. work­
ing nt long range from Paris,
minute fordistance call to a 
shorter distances.
It will mean that "You’re fired"
THE DAILY COURIER
I t  P. MftcLcan. Publisher
Published every anernoon ex­
cept Sundays and holidays r\t 492 
Deylo Avo„ Kelowna. B.C. b> 
The Kelowna Courier Limited 
Authorized ns Second Class
read) to admit that Franco tofephotu; gosslps-locai calls wlll| Ihnt, Toni, but wise old Tom had 
8 -a "strong man' 'as vitally |,e timed ns well. Mr. Gnglnrdl put It in writing, and
NO EFFECT
So—they arc inclined to dismiss
de Gaulle ns a potentln) " s t r o n g ! b e  uttered for twopence over 
man" for Francc-although they' distance. And-a blow to■ . . . . .  . r, . .
needs
right now n.s sac did when she
w ^ t to Whr In 1939.  ̂ , nooNF. ORADIIATES
.The pcr8onaUt.v~or de (.auliel,
—nor the means that some r 
Froqchmen arc canvassing—Uietr
'nmr.s(lay, 'n,c university
BHllsiT^ attractive to ‘*>e
. Di snite all ihe unsettled condi-^"*^'’ ’̂*'’'' .science degree fromMatter. Post Office Department. . .school of general
are still crowded. The holiday
'cent days, on buslne.ss for their 
constituents.
Mr. Uphill of Fernlc spent 
some days here, looking chipper 
ns ever; he’ll bo 84 next month. 
He particularly hammered away, 
this visit, at Highways Minister 
Gnglnrdl to get a now bridge on 
li highway in Fernie riding. Mr. 
Gnglnrdl said he’d look after It 
nil rif»ht, have no worries about
Singer
Pat Boone got a big hand, scho- 
Insticnlly, from Columbia Uni- 
I . 'Cfilty
said that when Boone receives his
.sign it. "God ble.ss.you, Phil," 
said Mr. Uphill. Mr. Uphill, you 
SCO, being wise after thca-! many 
years an MLA, 38^enrs, rcmnrk- 
able record, knows that a cabinet 
minister likes a little soft soap 
now and then, same ns anyone 
el.se
studies ' gcf Mr. Gargrave of Mncken-
; Member ot The Canaillnn Press.
• Members Audit Qurtsau ot Cir­
culations. '
The Canadian Press is exciu- 
aively entitled to tUo use tor re- 
publTcatton of all new.s despatches 
cMditcd to it or to Tha Assoclatco 
Pw ss or neuters in this 1 n|>or 
also the local news published 
tf«r«ln All rights of rcpubUca- 
tltm of special dispatches herein 
iSi« alto reserved.
.Subscription rates-carrli’r de- 
Itverr. city and district SOc per 
iteok. earlier boy collectiftg every 
t  weeks-v Suburban ai eas. whew 
oarrior Cf ' delivery sendee I* 
maintained, rates as above
B , n H i J .  a c  , K
season l-s getting into swing, and 
thousands of Britons still Ro* ‘ .......  • ■ - • nvcris|i(o,
year; w ,om ror w months, 
t a  a months: Outside BC and 
UiLA., «5.0p per vear; IT »»
8 months: I3.la for 3 months; 
single copy jalca price, 3 cents.
ahead with their plans to have a 
holiday in France, Paris -r a 
couple of hours by plane, eight 
hours by train and bont-ror the 
northern French»resorts are be­
ginning to iwltsh anew ihelr 
"English .Spoken Here” signs. 
And they’ll be needed, it seems. 
Just as much as ever. 
IKirORTANCE dP  ERNEST 
Main talking jwlnt of home 
news over hen> is the fact that 
come 1970 a boss nt one end of 
Britain will be able to lift up a 
■hoAec barg ” Yovrr« fired" Inlo 
I at a minion at the othe ’̂ end 
of the country, replace the phono, 
iind know that the task has lieen 
done with the cxiKndltu'rc of just
of his 
ear "a
THE CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF KELOWNA
NOTICE TO RATEPAYERS
PUBLIC NOTICE is hereby given that the “City of 
Kelowna Zoning By-Law, 1938’’ being By-Law No. 740 
of The Corporation of the City of Kelowna as amended, 
is now in process of revision, more particularly as follows;
1. To rezone Lot “F”, District Lot One Hundred and 
Thirty-eight (138), Osoyoos Division Yale District, Plan 
Four Thousand Nine Hundred and Twenty (4920) from 
Zone G—Residential tq Zone I—Multiple Dwelling.
The above Lot is numbered 924 Bernard Avenue.
2. By adding the following words to the definition of 
Multiple Dwelling as same was enacted by Section 1 of 
By-Law No. 1832 of The Corporation of the City of 
Kelowna cited as the “City of Kelowna Zoning By-Law, 
1938, Amending By-Law No. 3, 1956’’ namely “and a 
public or private hospital.’’
The definition of Multiple Dwelling presently 
reads “Multiple Dwelling shall mean and include an apart­
ment-house pr multiple dwelling of three or more dwellings 
or suites”.
Details of the proposed By-Law may be seen at the 
office of the City Clerk, Kelowna City Hall, 1435 Water 
Street, Kelowna, B.C., Monday to Friday inclusive, between 
the hours of nine o’clock in the forenoon and five o’clock 
in the afternoon.
The Municipal Council will meet in special session 
to hear representations of interested persons at 7:30 p.m. 
on Monday, June 9th, 1958, in the Council Chamber, Ke­








Wo Buy Anything 
VERNON RD. 3 MILES OUT
twopence, At the mopent It ho )car roimd.
'iv
PRAYS FOR FRANCE
RAN FRANCISCO (AP'-Kvnn 
gclj.st Billy Graham U'd his Thur.s.' 
day night'.s Audh'iu'o in prayer. 
for France and tor Gqd's guld-j 
ance of Gen, de Gaulle. , ” 0ur 
hearts beat tonight with the 
hearts ot the French people," he 
said. "Tlil.s Is the darkest hour 
France hn.s faced for years, It 
.Hthnd.s on the brink ot agonizing 
decision."
NORTHERN HARBOR
The Finland seaport of Pori on 
the Gulf oft Bothnia, ojicped 400 
years ago. i» open to shipping nil
Somolhing special that you need? 0  
A N IA G A R A  loan can help indeed 1
1
B . O A M S
U*«Ml AlIXoMMllan Uan ComfMiny
101 RADIO BUILDING 
KEIXIWNA, B,C.
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Peachland Growers Are Worried 
Over Possible Closure Of Plant
THE DAILT COURIER
FRI.. MAY 30. 1038
the hospital staff has ben set up 
to study the matter. Findings may 
be dovetailed in with the survey 
being conducted by the B.C. Hos­
pital Insurance Service.
The financing of the commun­
ity’s share of such a;project will 
present a major problem, it was 
ixiinted out. Rural areas will be 
asked to assist, as figures dis­
close that an average of 62 j)cr 
cent of admissions come from 
outside districts. At the appropri-
PEACHLAXD—Possible closure I mation of a Growers’ Co-operative j manager In 1936 and retired last late tirnc it is hoped to organize 
of Walters Ltd,, packinghouse is 1 association for the purpose of,year, when A. S. Miller assumedja hospital improvement district, 
causing considerable anxiety'buying and operating the Peach-* managership. j “
among soft fruit growers in this*land Packinghouse should such a: For many years, the packing-
^,.,trict. step be considered advisable after,house led the Okanagan in peach
The situation was reviewed at further investigation? ! packing. From its inception to
Education Problems 
Deeper Than Money
3 recent meeting of growers. Walters Ltd. has been in opera-
Waltcrs Ltd. had been offered |tion for some thirty years. First 
to growers to enable them to form , manager was George Topham, 
an organization. No decision as who in the early thirties was suc- 
tr whether this offer will bo ac- ceeded by Geoff Garlings. Arthur
RM9, before the severe frost dam­
age, 200,000 crates were packed.
Its parent plant in Summcrland 
is the oldest packinghouse in the 
Valley. The firm has helped many
JOINT MEETING
/
NO SHAVING ALLOWED HERE
ctntcd was made at the meeting, PenHand of Summerland became growers through difficult times.
although a committee was form-| 
ed under H. C. MacNeill to dc-; 
termine the advisability of buy-' 
ing the packinghouse. i
A questionnaire has already' 
been sent to growers who have 
been dealing with the Peachland 
packinghouse, asking them to 
make a definite statement with 
regard to the packing of their 
lP.i8 crops.
W. L. Peakcr. liquidator fori 
Walters Ltd. indicated that un-i 
li-ss equivalent of 1957 tonnage is', 
available, the Peachland plant 
will close immediately.
TIk' que.stionnairc asks grow





The sooner the hospital annex planning and policy
It was iwintcd 
problem was not just a
4 To get a shave in Colling- wood, Ont., a native has to 
have a license. That’s the order 
of the day in order to have the 
men look the part of the 
pioneers of 100 years ago when
the centennial celebrations 
reach their climax. Arlene Ken­
nedy is checking up on Nelson 
Watters foliage to bo sure he’s 
not cheating by trimming his 
beard to modest profwrtions.
demolished and an addition in 
substitution for it is completed, 
the better it would be for the
'ers to indicate their 1958 shipping , ,
!plans and to give guidance to the' /h is  was the general concensus 
committee opinion of a joint mcebng of
Questions asked include; l / f  ‘i T *
L Are you willing to ship|\^> held this week at the
through the Peachland P a c k i n g - ' ,, 
i house in 1958, and thus insure its I The parley is held annually so
continued operation?
2. Arc you in favor of the for-
Local Toastmasters' Club Plans 
Gala Charter Night On June 13
tliat the broad aspects of the 
future of patient care in the city 
and district may be discussed and 
a basis establishccj for broad
EDMONTON (CP) — David L 
i Burgess of Ottawa, 68-ycar-old 
veteran of the First World War, 
yesterday was elected to his sec­
ond term as president of the Can­
adian Legion. He was unopposed.
He becomes the fourth man to 
serve more than one two-year 
term as president.
Mr. Burgess was an observer 
the in the Royal Flying Corps during 
matter the First World War, was cred- 
o! substituting for the 46 annex ited with destroying five enemy 
beds now in use, but rather how aircraft and was awarded the 
many beds should be incorpor- Military Cross. He was first 
ated in the proposed hospital elected president in 1956 at the
OTTAWA (CP) — An Albertan 
who described himself as a “pure 
layman” in the education field 
has taken exception to a Cana­
dian Conference on Education 
statement that money could mend 
education problems.
R. H. Jcacock, a Lethbridge, 
Alta., businessman, told the an­
nual meeting of the Canadian 
Home and School and Parent- 
Teacher Federation:
"I was amazed that the con­
ference stated that there is noth­
ing wrong with Canadian educa­
tion that a great deal of money 
won't solve.”
The four-day February educa­
tion conference brought more 
than 800 Canadians to the capital 
for discussion of education prob­
lems.
Mr. Jeacock told the fedcratibn 
meeting—which ends Friday—he 
does not think that the problems 
can be solved by money.
Money could be used as the
out that
addition. In addition to planning 
for future development it was 
also stressed that with a growing 
number of .specialists on the medi­
cal staff, provision for these ser­
vices must be made.
Vancouver convention.
Mervyn Woods of Saskatoon, a 
former Saskatchewan provincial 
command president, was elected 
first vice-president.
Fred Hilborn, of Kelowna, was
A building committee of the 1 among the hundred-odd delegates 
hospital board, medical staff and! who attended the parley.
means to solve some problems, 
he told a five-member panel dis* 
cussing implications of the con-i 
fcrence.
PROBLEMS RUN DEEP
“But we could build schoobi 
with gold bricks and not neces­
sarily solve education problems’* 
he said.
He said he believes there is 
enough money in Canada for edu­
cation but it Is a matter of dis­
tribution and decision as to what 
is to be done with money. Citi­
zens should develop perspective 
about how money should be spent' 
on education.
Jean Legasse of Norwood. Man., 
said he was impressed by dis­
cussions of student aid and indi­
cations of some gain in support' 
for free university education.
Irene Haigh of Moose Jaw, 
S.3Sk., said she found the confer- ’ 
ence inspired provinces to "dig 
deeper” and look into major cdu- 
cation issues at provincial level.
Montreal Protestant School Trustees 
Permit Dismissal Of "Persistent Idlers"
MONTREAL (CP) — Tlie Prot­
estant school board of Montreal 
has given school principals au­
thority to dismiss “persistant 
idlers”—students retarded more 
than two years who have reach­
ed their 15th birthday.
Principals were also given the 
power, by a board directive 
Tuesday, to suspend any pupil 
guilty of habitual neglect of his 
studies, wilful disobedience or 
conduct detrimental to the wel­
fare of a school.
Tlu' board stipulated that each 
suspension be Imixiscd only after 
the pupil and his jiarcnts are • 
warned and the pupil given a  _ 
chance to improve.
Approximately 3,(XK),000 cows 
produce the river of milk needed 
to meet the food demand of Can­
adians each year.
Dairy products provided near­
ly $445 millions of the total farm 
cash income in Canada during 
1956.
Kelowna’s newest club, the[ 
Toastmasters, will hold a Charter' 
Night June IT !
T^c local Toastmasters arcj 
members of Toastmasters Inter-; 
national. |
Comrnittcc chairman Grant! 
Bishop advised the Daily Courier 
that Charter Night will be a gala 
affair, and special honors arc 
planned for wives and friends.
T H R IL L S 'N
R IN A FIO A T
Speaking program is being ar­
ranged by J. Arnold Teasdale, 
educational vice-president.
Vernon Toastmasters, as well 
as club members from Kamloops, 
Salmon Arm, Vancouver and Vic­
toria will take part in the pro­
gram.
Officers of the new Kelowna 
club will bc installed by District 
Governor John Gillis, of Victoria, 
who will also present the local
'by E v in r u d e
W A T E R  SKIING IS 
E A S Y  T O  L E A R N
t witer skier speeding lightly ovet the 
tperkling blue surtice of a lake—just 
out beyond the white wake ol an Evinrude 
outboard—is indeed a thrilling sight. . .  
buL to ba the water skkr is so much 
I ^  _  more thrilling
and yet is so sur­
prisingly usy. 
Fastest growing 
of Canada 's  
summer sports, 
wat t r  skiing 
ghrts tha axhila- 
rating sensation 
of almost tSort- 
less fun found in no other pastime.
To find out just how easy water skiini 
can be, write our Public Relations Depart- 
mant for the biformathrc FREE booklet 
“ How to Water Ski”. Wa’U include colour­
ful frN Evinrude literature and ITN copy 
of “Handbook for Weekend Skipptrs”. 
don't miss another summer—it's easy, 
it's fun. M's a skill you’ll bo proud of.
T H E  R IG H T P O W E R  
IS IM P O R T A N T
ReOabla outboard power takes away the 
effort and puts the carefree fun into 
water skiktg... and Evinrude, /tn l um$ 
t i  oriteirg nrotMV, suppOes the iop 
trio of pirfvct ski-power outboards 
(or easy fun on tha water. .Tht speedy 
new IS h.p. Fastwin, tha sensational 
all-naw 3S h.p. Lark and tho ravolu- 
tionary new 50 h.p. Starflita V-SO , .  
(hasa water ski stars and all aitvan new 
Evinrude out­
board motors ate 
at your nearby 
Cvinrudadcalar'i 
now. Ask him 
about tha con­
venient payment 
p|en. 'He't listed 
In your telephone. 
book yellowj





I*ee prkei sU|MI| hi|hH le M*e Meat.' 
All kerwpoww O.S.C. rated.
SAKS AND SIRVia tV(Rnm(RI 
HAD! IN CANADA
E V I N R U D E
MOTORS
HUISOIOUGH CANADA
A dMeiee ol OulMAio maaini 
CCiPOAATION or CANADA ITD.
' CMiAi't i m t t r  u m K t w t
t t  M flM M  » $ t m  |.|«
organization with its official char-: 
ter. Attending also will be Dis-| 
trict Lieutenant Governor, C. J. 
McNccly of V.-ncouver.
Officers of Kelowna Toa.stmas-; 
ters Club arc Don MacGillivray, 
president: J. Arthur Teasdale.; 
educational vice-president; Ed 
Boyd, administrative vice-presi-j 
dent* Walter C. Laurie, secretary-1| 
I treasurer and Bob Taylor, ser- 
I geant-at-arms.
Jutland PTA Members Hear Report 
f PTA Conference At Vancouver
RUTLAND—The monthly meet­
ing of the Rutland PTA was held 
n the high school cafeteria when 
members heard a report on the 
recent provincial P'TA conven­
tion held at the coast. Mrs. Alex 
Bell was tne district delegate. 
After a short business meeting 
members were shown some in­
teresting colored slides by Mr. 
Thompson, industrial arts teach­
er. Refreshments were served at 
the close. The next meeting, 
which will be the 'final one of this 
season, will be held on June 18, 
nd will see the annual parents 
vs. teachers softball games. It 
will be a social evening.
'The Rutland Boy Scout Troop 
received word from the president 
of the Centre Okanagan District 
Council, Dr. Leitch, that they had 
won the first prize for their win­
dow display, in a district contest 
held during Boy Scout Week. The 
display was in the Rutland Var­
iety Store window. Credit for the 
success goes to Scoutmaster 
Bertram Chichester and the Pa­
trol Leaders who worked on the 
project.
Recent visitors at the home of 
Mr. and Mrs. Ron Angus were 
Mr. and Mrs. A. McDonald and 
sops Ian and Sandy, of Van­
couver.
Mrs. R. P. Dohan and children 
'lommy and Nancic, arc visitors 
at the home of Mrs. Dohan’s par 
ents, Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Gray.
Recent visitors at the home of 
Mr. and Mrs. E. Mugford have 
been their daughter Mrs. Edwin
V'ye, and Mr.s. Robert Watson and 
her daughter Roberta, all from! 
Langley, B.C.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Gray, their 
son Jim, and grandchildren Col-|| 
Iccn and Tommy Stewart, motor-1 
ed to Vancouver last week. Mr. 
Gray, Jim and Colleen returned 
Saturday, ^ t^  Mrs. C r̂ay and I 
Tommy Stewarf went bfi to Sa-| 
turna Island to visit Mrs., Gray’s i 
brother Bill and Jim Money, re­
turning home Wednesday evening.
History records that the" Pil-j 
grim Fathers made the mistake! 
of not bringing cows with theml 
when they landed from the May-1* 
flower in 1620. This ommission isi 
said to have had a bearing on the j, 
high death rate, especially among: 
children.
SALLY'S SALLIES
“That sort of moon, Big Boy, 
is  not m a d e  for Just a  missile 
target.'*
Thor^o s an A T K IN S O N
standardizod structural stool Iramo
M A D E  for Y O U R new building!
P & M  MOTORS 
LTD.
W ESTM N K  F it . l iO M ln
RITCHIE BROS. 
SPORTS SHOP
K ill FE .M IO a ST. F li:  U K
Burnaby Vocational .School,
Provincial Dept, of Public Works.
ATKIN.SON Crane-boarinit UulldinR.
O loar op a n *  30* to  (00*
•  A m pla a took a  (or prom pt d allvary  
4k A ooom m od M aa an y  o lad d ln n  matorIrM
Three types Of ATKIN.SON steel frames arc avail­
able as shown, in clear spans from .10' to 180' with 
side wall helghta from O'D" , with I.S' or 2Vb" bays. 
ATKINSON steel frames are exceptionally adapt­
able—-allow fast, economical erection—• arenas, 
warehouses, ipanufacturinR plants, etc.-^w her­
ever larfte, ^Icar areas tire needed.I ' I ■ ' ' . '
Write, phone or wire for IllustVatcdl brochure.
NOflTHERN ASBESTOS
& O UILDINC SUPPLIES (D.C.I LTP.
2069 W. leth Ave., Vancouver, B.C. BA 8161
Ladies! It's Cook Book Recipe Time
HERE'S an OPPORTUNITY for




★F IR S T  PRIZE ------------ - - - SZO
★SECO ND PRIZE $10
★  SPECIAL PRIZE
FOR MOST RECIPES - - -
. . . to help your 
favorite project . . .
It's fun and profitable, too! All entries 
properly submitted may be published 
in our first Annual Cook Book
COOK BOOK RULES TO BE FOLLOWED
1. Write plainly on one side of the paper only. Include ^nome and od- 
.dress.' ' ■
2. In cose of women's clubs, submit full, name with initials of member 
submitting recipe and name of club on EACH recipe.
3. Give complete cooking or baking instructions, including types of cook­
ing utensils, oven temperatures, time, etc.
4. A minimum of twenty recipes must be submitted by women's clubs 
only.
5. In the case of individuals a minimum of one recipe is sufficient to 
be eligible."
6 . Recipes may be of any type of food or beveroge and no more than 
half are to be cookies or cakes.
7. Entries mnst be addressed to the Cookbook Editor, Kelowna Daily 
Courier, Kelowna, B.C., or leave your entries a t tbo offices of fhe 
Courier between 8:30 and 5 p.m. Any recipes submitted may be pub­
lished in the Courier Cook Book.
\ I* I
■ /
How Much Hot 
These Figures
Water Do You Use? 
Are Interesting
How much hot water do you' 
use? Where do you u^e it and 
where do you waste it? At what 
tempersture should your hot 
water tank be set to Rive you 
maximum efficiency for all 
water use?
To find some of the surprising 
answers to these simple quest­
ions, a local family of five was 
used as a test household and hot 
water heater manufacturers, 
along with a meter manufacturer 
combined modern scientific In­
struments with an Ideal installa­
tion to find the answers.
During the eight month study 
the meters registered 14,825 gal­
lons of hot water used, distri­
buted this way; |
Kitchen sink ..........  2,744 gallons
Dish washer . - ----- 2.562 gallons
Automatic washer ..1,908 gallons 
Utility sink in
the basement ........  464 gallons
Tub and shower — 4,831 gallons
Washbasin ............... 2,316 gallons
To assure the family of an 
ideal Installation a two-temiMsra 
turc hot water tank was installed, 
which delivered water at 180 de­
grees lor automatic clothes wash­
er and dish washer and 125 de­
grees (or all other hot water out­
lets. The temperatures appeared 
high to the family but heat lost 
between tank and tap may run 
from live to 30 degrees. The tank 
had a storage rating of 30 gal 
tons which provided plenty of 
hot water for normal use.
SOME STATISTICS
Some of the statistics which 
were developed from the experi­
ment showed that in this particu­
lar family it took more hot water 
for showers than tub baths. The 
family bathed oftener in the sum­
mer than in the winter, because 
the children played more out­
doors and used up more wash­
able clothing.
In the automatic washer temp­
eratures dropped eight degrees 
by the time clothes were added 
and had dropped 14 degrees by 
the end of the washing cycle.
In the basement the utility sink 
used up three gallons of hot water 
to wash muddy shoes or rubbers 
but one day took 13 gallons just 
to clean paint brushes.
Parties in the basement recre­
ation room accounted for four 
gallons of hot water.
Father, the researchers found, 
used 3 Vi gallons of h6t water to 
shave, while mother used up four 
gallons of hot water to clean , the 
tub and bathroom floor.
Children’s face-washing took 
7Vi gallons a day and a single 
shampoo five gallons.
Surprisingly, w hen the au,o-' found to account for 13 gallons of 
matic dish washer was installed i hot water used to clean cookkig 
it was found to use half the water; equipment. Cleaning house on
World's Largest Nuclear 
Power Station Speeded
By ADRIAN BALL
HINKLEY POINT. England 
(ReutersI—Rapid progress is bo­
used for hand dish washing. S Wednesdays accounted for gal-|lng made here on the construe-
Making Christmas cookies was'lonage running from 15 to 66. tion of what will be the world’s 
largest nuclear power station.
Three British firms are en­
gaged on this top-priority job for 
the central electricity generating 
board.
The station, due to start oper­
ations in 1962. will have an out 
put nearly three times that of the 
combined Calder Hall ”A” and
r
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I
being pushed and should be hand­
ling its first shipments of plant 
and equipment during July.
Sinking of the concrete founda­
tions of the first reactor was 
completed by mid-April.
On the sea front, a concrete 
sea wall 3,000 feet long has to be 
erected. It will incorporate the 
pumphouse for the circulating 
water system.
’The power station is to be
World Nations 
W ant Canada 
Tourist Dollar
is seeking culture since tourist 
pamphlet are doing away with 
the »cantily-clad bathing beauty, 
waving frdm a sandy beach.
Literature is crammed with re­
productions of painting and sculp­
ture; photographs of ancient and 
modern architecture.
The French tourist office, pre­
sided over by cigar - smoking 
Robert Hollier, keeps 1.000 dif­
ferent pampUeti !n stock here 
and distributes about 1,500,000 an­
nually.
Dr. Andrew Valentino, a Sicil­
ian. said when he came to work 
000 Canadians visited his home- 
at the Italian office in 1951, 25.- 
land. Last year 110,000 Canadians 
spent $28,000,000 in Italy, Import­
ant to a country he dcscrlbfes as 
“ poor, but rich in art.”
MONTREAL <CP)—’The world’s 
nations want the Canadian tour­
ist dollar and are eagerly going 
after it.
France, Italy, West Germany 
and Mexico now have full-time 
tourist offices here. Haiti is open­





cooled by sea water at the rate
of about 35,000,000 gallons an low in June. ’Two other nations— 
”B” installations. These p l a n t S j e n o r m o u s  quantity is|Belgium a n d  Czechoslovakia— 
were the worlds first atomic cn-Ug carried to the pumphouse have appointed travel agencies,to 
ergy power stations. through two big tunnels from an | act as official tourist centres. A
Hinkley Point is the largest o r s t r u c t u r e  700 yards off-‘number of the city’s 45 consulates 
four natural uraniurn, g a s - c o o l e d ^ j a l s o  distribute toui.st informa-
tT
CANADIAN CHICKS ON WAY TO EUROPE
There’s a long journey ahead 
for . 15,000 of these leghorn 
chicks. They’re on their way tq 
European countries, with some 
of them having Romania as 
their destination. It will be the
first shipment of its kind to an 
Iron Curtain country. The 
chicks were hatched by Don 
Shaver of Galt, Ont., and are 
being examined by Margaret 
Young of Brampton.
graphite - moderated power sta 
tions now being erected in Brit­
ain.
Its net electrical output is to be 
500,000 kilowatts. This is about 60 
per cent more than is expected 
from other reactors of similar 
size.
The firms engaged in the enter­
prise claim that this advance is 
the result of “careful design 
study coupled with the choice of 
a site which provides freely for 
the substantial cooling water re­
quirements.”
Work on the mammoth project 
is still in its early stages. Al­
ready, however, the form of the 
station is beginning to take 
shape.
READY FOR WORKERS
A small township has sprung 
up adjacent to the site, complete 
with facilities for the large labor 
force that will eventually be em­
ployed. At present, some 1,200 
men are at work on the project 
The first stage of the seneme 
was the construction of a main 
road to this isolated spot in Som 
erset. A six-mile highway was 
completed within 21 weeks.
In addition to connecting the 
site with Britain’s main highway 
system, the access road also runs 
to the small river port of Comb- 
wich, near Cannington. Construc­
tion of a special wharf there is
When th e  contractors ap-:tion. i
preached the water project, they Switzerland is studying the pos-
Royal Ontario Museum 
Gets Ancient Treasures
TORONTO (CPi — The Royal of Mayan clvllizaUon which flour- 
Ontario Museum has exclusive!i.shed in Central America from 
rights to the archaeological trcas-|472 A.D. to 610 A.D. ’Then, sud- 
uves of an ancient Mayan cityjdenl.v, the cities were abandoned 
but lacks the funds to send an>in what has become one of the
found that they had to reduce the 
whole sea front area to a level 
of just 36 feet above the sea.
In doing this, they have started 
a miniature land reclamation 
project, winning back more than 
16 acres of the foreshore which 
had been swallowed up by the 
sea. Some of the buildings on the 
site are to be erected on this re­
claimed area.




Belgians Go To Polls June 1; 
Campaign Quietest In Years
WELLINGTON. N.Z. (CP)— 
People in Wellington have been 
getting a glimpse of Canada 
through Nevv Zealand eyes. In a 
series of articles for the Evening 
Post, W. J. Maunder, a Welling 
ton meteorologist, has been giv­
ing some incisive comments on 
impressions gained during a year 
studying meteorology in Canada.
Canadians, he says, are more 
American than Now Zealanders 
and less English. Nevertheless 
they spend a lot'of time trying 
to persuade Englishmen that they 
are not American, and Ameri­
cans that they are not English.
. He does not believe that Cana 
dians enjoy a higher standard of 
living than New Zealanders, al­
though some Canadians certainly 
have a higher standard than any 
in New Zealand. But there are 
ardns in large cities and in some 
farming areas that would make 
New Zealanders feel they .have a 
lotto be thankful for.
MAINLY SPECTATORS 
In comparing wage scales and 
costs, he comes to the conclu.sion 
that the a v e r a g e  industrial 
worker can buy about the same 
quantity of goods and service.s in 
both countries, bdt the profes­
sional worker is better off in Can- 
ndn, He says he was able to save 
nearly twite ns mucly ns in New 
Zealand on a Can îciian 
sioiial .salary. ^
In s|x»rt he concludes that Ca­
nadians are mainly spectators, 
whereas more New Zealanders 
toke an active part.
He pays high tribute to the 
scenic beauties of the Rockies, 
autumn colorings in the maples 
among the Ontario lakes, the city 
of Vancouver, Niagara Falls, 
Quebec City and Montreal, And 
yet he declares that scenlcnlly 
Canada must take second place 
to Ne\v Zealand.,
In comparing home life In the 
two countrle.s, Maunder sees 
mnay basic resemblances, but 
thinks the automobile plays a 
larger part in Canada, and of 
course New Zealand has no telc- 
vlnion. ,
LACK OF GARDENS 
But the main difference ho secs 
in the homes is the general lack 
of gardens r o u n d Canadian 
homes as is almost universQl in 
New Zealand. He .saw m«ny ex 
ceptions. csi>cclnUy in Vancouver, 
but on \ the whole noticed far 
fewer homo.s with beautiful dis- 
plnys of flowers and green lawns 
thnn In New Zealand. , 
Comparing educational stand 
ards, he Ih'Ucvcs the Canadian 
student has a broader back­
ground but less detailed, Know- 
Ictige of his siKciallst rubjccls.
On the whole he concludes that 
hfl vvould not wish to live pqrma 
' neiitly In Canada “although that 
pot mean that Canada Is not 
a'good plpce In which to live."
jiul, he declares, “ the lure of n 
mild, sunny cliniiate, butter, meat 
and milk nt reasonable prices, 
and ibe Ix-auty of green grass 
and I beAMtiful Rowent, together 
atural beauty of New 
, ,;i ;̂(lUapl|vi t̂nountalus, lakes, and 
colintryaide,' and the beaches and 
the bracing salt air, are features 




6,(KX),000 Belgians vote June 1 in 
Belgium’s fifth post-war general 
election.
In view of the presence of thou­
sands of foreign visitors to the 
World’s Fair here, civic authori­
ties have appealed to the politi­
cal parties not to disfigure the 
walls of Belgian cities with elec­
toral posters or slogans, or litter 
the ground with leaflets.
’The election campaign, one of 
the quietest in Belgium’s 127 
years 'of parliamentary history, 
so far has passed comparatively 
unnoticed not only by the crowds 
of foreign tourists but even by 
many Belgians themselves.
Forecasts, even by Catholic op­
position members, widely predict 
that the same left-wing majority 
will be returned in the new par­
liament and that the coalition of 
Sotialists and Liberals which has 
been ruling the country for the 
last four years will continue to 
do so for another term.
While the ' cautious point out 
that the element of surprise is 
traditionally not negligible in any 
Belgian election; observers here 
admit that this time there is a 
striking absence of fundamental 
or dramatic issues- at stake inji 
the polling. l
NO ROYAL PROBLEM 
The “royal problem” w h i c h  
split the country into two camps 
after the Second World War was 
settled once and for all whpn 
King Baudoin .succeeded his fa­
ther on the throne seven years 
ago.
The “school war” over the cuts 
state subsidies to denomina-
sibilities, and since a Swiss air­
line is considering a Montreal- 
Zurich service next year, the two 
may be inaugurated jointly.
TVavcl literature distributed by 
tourist - seeking governments 
ranges from expensive books of 
French art reproductions — with­
out advertising—to travel sched­
ules of the French Cameroons.
’The modern tourist apparently
While the Catholics were still 
the country’s strongest single 
party, the 96 seats they obtained 
in the chamber represented a 
drop of 12 seats compared with 
t h e i r  previous representation. 
The Socialists, with 86 seats, had 
nine seats more; the Liberals, 
with 25, five seats more.
In the Senate, the Catholics’ 
representation fell from 91 seats 
to 78, the Socialists’ increased 
from 62 to 72, the Liberals from 
19 to 22.
WOULD CUT TRAINING
’The Catholic pajjy’s onby, elfeC; 
toral trump card iis its pledge to 
reduce the period of military 
training for conscripts from the 
present 15 months to only 12. The 
promise is likely to appeal to 
many Belgians, especially Coun­
try voters.
According to lists prepared for 
the coming election; there are 
eligible 5,954,858 voters in Bel­
gium—2,832,569 men and 3,122,289 
women.
Voting is compulsory, and ab­
stention costs the defaulter a fine 
of 2,000 francs ($40). Sick people 
have to send in medical certifi­
cates a n d  Belgians travelling 
abroad must report to their con­




UNITED NATIONS. N.Y. (AP) 
Eduardo Bradley, the delegate 
from Argentina, looked around 
the conference room and re­
marked, “this is like playing a 
chess game alone.”
Bradley, an economist, was re­
ferring to the absence of the 
United States from the 18-nation 
commission on international com­
modity trade.
The meeting which has Just 
en(^ed reflected concern of Latin 
/UMrican a^d other small coun- 
triS  over U.S. economic policies.
The UniteS States has never 
taken part in the work of the 
commission, established in 1954 
by the United Nations economic 
and social council. Neither has 
Britain. The Soviet Union is a 
member. Canada is a member 
and was represented by John G. 
Hadwen.
FALLING PRICES
At this session the commission’s 
main Concern was with falling 
prices of such primary commodi­
ties as copper, tin, raw rubber, 
cotton, cocoa and coffee. On the 
other hand prices of manufac­
tured goods have continued to 
rise.




Museum official.*! have con­
firmed a report by Alexander 
Anderson, archaeological com­
missioner for British Honduras, 
that the unexplored ruins of 
Xunan Tunich have been set 
aside as the museum’s special 
preserve.
It would take five years to ex­
plore fully the mysteries of the 
1,200-ycar-old city, museum of­
ficials estimate, and cost $15,000 
a year. Tt can’t raise the money.
Kenneth E. Kidd, curator of 
ethnology, says the situation Is 
particularly heart - breaking be­
cause any treasures uncovered 
could be brought back to Canada.
Mexico, the Republic of Hon­
duras and Guatemala, all with 
large Mayan ruins, forbid the ex­
port of antiquities.
The city, now almost hidden un­
der 12 centuries of jungle growth, 
was once one of the great centres
m
tionnl schools, made by the So­
cialist-Liberal coalition soon af­
ter its victory in the April 1954, 
election, likewise p e t e r e d  out 
when both the Christian Demo­
crat (Catholic) party and the 
• I mass of Catholic parents realized 
^ ‘*|that religious education was not 
being stifled under the left-wing 
government.
At the last election, the Catho­
lics lost their over - all majority 
of four seats in the 212-membcr 
C h a m b e r  of Repre.sentatives 
(lower house) and a majority of 








Tljere'a a bu.smau'.s strike on 
in liondon, Eng., and there are­
n't enough private cars and 
cfibs to carry the traffic. So 
this • Iniislness man solves his 
travelling problem in' his own 
way and gets his exercise, loo,
An adequate supply of hot 
water costs pennies, yet al­
lows you to live in luxury. 
The secret of the household 
success story is a modern 
automatic gas storage water 
heater.
HOW MUCH HOT WATER
do you use in a day’s living?
It takes 3 gallons a minute 
for your shower, 15 gallons 
for your bath, 16 to 20 gallons 
to do your wash if you have 
a regular tub washer.
Your automatic clothes 
washer requires 12 to 18 gal­
lons per wash and your auto­
matic dish washer 7 gallons 
a load.
DISH WASHING by hand 
takes 3 gallons and you will 
have already used as much 
to prepare the meal. You will 
use 10 gallons every time you 
clean the house.
So, when you order your 
new gas hot water heater 
make sure it is a suitable 
size.
Hot water speeds house­
work and cooking too — start 
the vegetables in hot water.
Wash dish_es in medium 
water, rinse in hot to prevent 
spread ol colds. - - »
THE  ̂ H O T T E R  T H E  
WATER, the whiter the wash. 
You can’t live without hot 
water on wash day.
Swish dirt and grime from 
walls and floors with loads of 
hot water and your favourite 
cleanser.
PERSONAL C L E A N L I ­
NESS calls for oceans of hot 
water in the bathroom and a 
bath becomes a beauty treat­
ment when you add a sham­








And the total cost for all 
this modern living is just 
pennies a day with a modern 
automatic gas storage water 
heater.
WHY INSTALL NATURAL 
GAS APPLIANCES NOW?
Now is the time to get your 
home made up-to-the-minute 
with modern natural gas 
equipment.
A new furnace that is auto­
matic all the way . . .  a gas 
range that thinks for itself, 
broils without smoke and 
cooks like a dream . . .  a gas 
storage water heater that 
gives all the hot water you 
can use. And maybe, for that 
extra touch of modern living, 
a gas clothes dryer.
If you have your gas in­
stallation done now, many 
dealers offer extra special 
savings and financing.
You’ll need piping installed 
that will put you on a mod­
ern, natural gas footing, so 
see your plumber, or gas in­
stallation expert today!
CREATE EMPLOYMENT.
If you have your piping and 
installation work done now 
you will help promote, jobs in 
your community and at the 
same time take advantage of 
a less rushed season for home 
heating installations.
Your furnace will come in 
handy on chilly evenings and 
all you will have to do is set 
the thermostat and forget it.
You’ll need more hot water 
from now untir Fall, so a 
modern gas storage water 
heater will take care of that.
And what bett^’* dress-up 
item for Spring is there than 
a new, gleaming automatic 
gas range?
great mysteries of archaeologt 
cal.
"The Mayans left everything be­
hind—except an explanation.
Royal Ontario Museum archae­
ologists feel there is a pqsslbility 
that Xunan Tunich may hold an 
important clue to the Mayan dis­
appearance. Preliminary reports 
indicate it is almost certain the 
entire city lies Intact under its 
jungle prison.
British Honduras has offered 
full co-operation to any Canadian 
team sent to explore the city, Mr. 
Anderson says. ’The site Is not 
far from the colony’s main road 
route and is half a mile from an 
agricultural school which could 
keep the Canadians supplied with 
civilized comforts in that hot 
climate.
But until the money Is avail­
able, museum spokesmen say, 
Xunan Tunich will have to wait, 
perhaps forever.
INLAND NATURAL GAS CO. LTD.
IN PEACHLAND AND WESTBANK 










•  Fully Automatic 
® Efficient
•  Economical
For Natural, Manufactured Qr LP C«(u
BARR & ANDERSON
(INTERIOR) LTD. 
594 BERNARD AVE. PHONE 3039
SUPER GLASS
The new modern "Super CJlaBs’’ 
gives you additional year.*) of iHfe 
beyond exl.stlng tcchnlquo.s of glass 
lining, and flexibility o( glass lin- 
Ing.
MORE INSULATION
Reduces operating cost because the famous expanded mineral 
wool insulotlon retains all the heat.
STEEL BURNER
Sensational new "Mono-alre" burner under all conditions burns 
ALU GASES cleanly, safely aqd economically.
HEAVY DUTY 'STEEL ' '̂
As.sures long life from-our famous\quality extra heavy steel 
automatically welded.
100% SAFETY CONTROI-S
Complete sqfcty In operation, automatlchlly shuts off gas flow 
if oi>eratlon is intcrniptcd, and also gives selective tompernture 
•etUnga for every need all in one unit,
McLAUGHLAN 
PLUMBING and ELECTRIC
BEACH AVE., PEACHLAND PHONE 391
A
EVER YB O D Y
LOVES
AN ELCO
M A N !








^  Quality at low  
cost
•  Attractive 
appearance
•M a x im u m
efficiency
•  Long life









RUSTY WATER?, LEAKING TANK? BIG FUEL BILLS?
- /} GENUINE
^ /n q A d .
"G L A S T E IL ”  ̂ '
GAS
W a te r  H e q te r
NORUSTEVERI
CAN'T CHIP OR CRACK I
SHOCK-PROOF t
10-YEAR GUARANTEE 1
MORE HOMES BUY INGIIS 
THAN ANY OTHER MAKE
TV CENTRE
441
AND APPHANCKS tT D , 
Dornnrd Avc. Phono 204D
1
BELIEVES HYPNOSIS TO SOLVE DOMESTIC QUARRELS
from i b d i c a t i n e ,  supported 
Nevile Chamberlain's efforts to 
appease Hitler and hit bottom 
when war was declared a month 
after the Daily Express declared 
it had been averted.
After Beaverbrook’s “f i n e s t  
hour" in the aircraft «production 
mirustry came attempts to re-t 
sume the old intrigues. “He was 
not disloyal to (Thurchill,” flam-| 
bro writes, “but now and then hei 
would launch rumors that he! 
would be Churchill’s successor." i 
It was at this period that Cle- 
ment Attlee. Beaverbrook's erst-;J‘̂ „ ‘ discm fry'of 





FAI.. MAY 30. im
LETHBRIIXIE. Alta. <CP)
Patching, says the tiny stone U 
much too old for Blackfoot handi­
craft, and does not resemble other 
older points found on the Western
Prairies.
“If enough artifacts could be 
recovered at the same site," says 
Dr. Forbis, “it would no doubt 
prove of scientific interest to 
are pon-archaeologists all over North 
a tiny America."
Beav^rbi^k ''Ihe man in Sblic; The stone. chipiK̂ d to create a î*
life . . .  iTjost widely distrusted'^^^^ scr*ipirig edge, has faiiure mav depend on whether
by decent men of all parties " been labelled “early man" bv the stone was an isolated piece 
because of “a long record of poil-T>r- R- G. Forbis of the Glcnbow dropiied by a traveller, or part 
tical intrigue and political insta-^““"^“ii' '̂’ Calgary. He savs of a burial site. In the latter case 
bility, with an insatiable appetite i‘ Rf'ds dating back more relics may be fo^d.
for power." ,between 6,000 and 9,000 years. | Along the blunt edge of the
Characteristically H a mb r o *  The discovery was made near|stone, opposite the chipping, runs 
agrees with Attlee’s assertions i'be edge of Stirling Lake by Del a groove which may have pro-
but with one important qualifica-iPa'<^bing of Wilson Siding. Alta..ivided a means of fastening a
tion Beaverbrook’s craving forl^’b̂ ’ bas a collection of Black-;thong or simply provided a bet-
power. he suggests, really is Indian implements and ar- ter grip. Dr. Forbis say.s the
longing for a task that will oc- ‘̂ °''beads found in the district, jrock definitclj’ is a scraper or
' Dr. Forbis. in a letter to Mr. 1 rake—not a point.
Are you always quarrelling 
with your wife? Try hypnosis— 
both on yourself and on your 
wife. That's the suggestion of 
^ ^ r .  William Cunningham, grad- 
"  uatc of the University of Tor­
onto now practising in Birm­
ingham. Al.i. He demonstrated 
the hypnosis technique on his 
nephew, Ricky Engel, before 
400 doctors of the Ontario 
Medical association in Toronto, 
and told them he was starting a 
series of trials in conjunction
with the Birmingham domestic 
relations court which he hoped 
would solve many domestic 
differences. He believes the 
day of psychoanalysis is giving 
way to the era of hypnoanalysis.
Newspaper Lords Has Striking 
Word Portrait Of Beaverbrook
By ED SIMON 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
LONDON (CP* — A strikingly I, 
viyid portrait of
cupy him fully
“He must have something to 
fill the vacuum in his own mind 
. . . his life has been crowded, 
and yet it has been w'ith content.
“He has never had time orj 
need to listen to that little voice i 
of stillness which creates inner j 
harmony and'heals that name­
less longing, which could combine 





Lord Beaver-f®"^V^’̂ ’'**‘bnS'” Hambro writes (. Shortly bdfore the outbreak of 
brook is painted by C. J. Ham-  ̂ confiscated plants without the
(relied furiously during his term!favor of Bonar Law. Within a 
I of office. I year he succeeded.
“He set himself above all rules! POWER ELUDED HIM 
ifi ............. ....
“Tie fis t  l ts it t t  First World War. Aitken 
bro speakcr' of the ' " N o r w e g i a n b® sent lorries formed a friendship with a fel- 
Parliamcnt in a book called''® 'b*̂  ^bips coming from]low-maverick. Winston Churchill,
Ntv/'paper Lord.s in British Poli- hold of metals, who had won Conservative en-
tics which concentrates a l m o s t ordered and paidi mity by joining the Liberal party 
A entirely on tL  S m y  careeTof f®̂  by other ministries . . .  he and the c a b i n e t of Herbert 
^  me Canadian-born peer. collection centres for alu- Asquith.
*u u 1 nainium and got saucepans and' After two years wartime serv- 
anything that could]ice with the Canadian Army,gives a quotation from another 
of B e a v e r  brook’s biographers 
who say.s that all the worst and 
y a ll the best that has been said 
 ̂about him is true. The author, 
who has represented his country 
on a number of international or­
ganizations since 1939, illumi­
nates both the best and the worst 
sides of Bcaverbrook’s character.
“That he has often infuriated 
people by sinning against the
be used." 
PERSONAL FEUDS
Aitken returned to play a promi­
nent part in the coup that un
Above his desk at the ministry
a sign read defiantly: :“Organiza-
tion is the enemy of improvisa- j?  bis place.. ^ jMuch to Aitken s discomfiture
alition government and installed
the same vigor as parliamentary 
opponents.
Hambro devotes only two pages 
to the 31 years from the date of 
Max Aitken’s birth in Maple, 
OnL, and his boyhood in New* 
castle, N.B.. as one of nine chil­
dren of a Presbyterian minister 
to his arrival in England as a 
millionaire in 1910.
ridiculous,” Hambro writes. The 
new and frifstrated peer bought 
the Daily Express for £17,500 and 
embarked on a new career.
The author is less concerned 
with the fabulous growth of 
Beaverbrook'#- jotirnalistic em­
pire than with the rise and fall 
of Beaverbrook and his fellow- 
press lords, Northcliffe and Roth-
Inevitably, Beaverbrook’s quar minister consigned
rels with his colleagues cost himlb™/® .̂b® House of Lords instead 
his place in the cabinet after thei® .̂®"®"®® b ^  ® ®®b>net post 
Battle of Britain was won and he!,. Aitken had no^wish to enter
 o  iu x ii i uiu:returned to his customary the cho*ice of ace'entine^the^offer
rules of the game is only because wolf pohtical role in which he being made to  ̂look entirelv 
he never knew any rules,” Ham- fought fellow-Conservatives with made to look entirely
bro observes, arguing that in his 
48 years in Britain, Beaverbrook 
has essentially remained a Cana­
dian, unaffected by the cricket- 
playing traditions of his adopted 
country. ■
RECOGNITION AT LASt 
He secs the pinnacle of Beaver­
brook’s career as the 21 months 
he spent as minister of aircraft 
production during the Second 
World War.
“He had a task that took all 
his capacity. He had the feeling, 
that was a daily invigorator, that 
the government needed him, that 
the country needed him. The rec­
ognition that he may have-often 
longed for flowed over him at 
last from men whose verdict he 
esteemed."
Hambro quotes tcstimdnials 
from Sir Winston Churchill, with 
whom Beaverbrook w a s  fre­
quently at odds both before and 
^ after serving under him: from an 
"\unnahied Labor colleague in the 
coalition cabinet and from the
„ ermere, as a decisive influence 
His real story begins with. the.on the policies of. British govern- 
fnendship of young Aitken with njents.
Bonar Law, another New Bruns-| u  is a story, of inttigues. shift- 
wick ministers son who was toM-- .-mances and bitter personal 
become Britain’s prime minister quarrels occupying the period be- 
largely as a result of his friend s v̂ veen the two world wars as well 
efforts on his behalf. Despite as the.last two years of tlw First 
World War itself,^in which North­
cliffe failed aiid Rothermere and 
Beaverbrook succeeded in at-
Beaverbrook-s~ferocious—f e u d s 
with almost every other political 
figure in the land, his relation-__________
ship with Bonar Law was broken| tempts'To''win a'"cab̂ ^̂ ^̂  post, 
only by the latter’s death in 1923. |lOSING CAUSES 
^Within months of his arrival.j Beaverbrook’s hostility' helped 
b®f®re he was qualified to cast a:to topple Lloyd George from 
vote, Aitken stumped his way to] power in 1922, but his influence 
a seat in the House of Commons]gradually waned in the course of 
and promptly embarked on a;a long and acrimonious feud with 
campaign to oust Arthur BalfourjStanley Baldwip. He vainly at-
Monster Now 
Sprouting A ll 
O'er Loch Ness
DRUMNADROCHIT, Scotland; 
(AP) — Has the Loch Ness mon­
ster had babies? ,
How else, insist the faithful, 
can you explain how 10 people 
standing in 10 different spots can 
see 10 different monsters at the 
same time?
The crowd of monsters was 
sighted recently, or so the story 
is told along the shores of peat- 
stained Loch Ness in the Scottish 
Highlands.
For years S c o t t i s h  tourist 
board operators, publicity men, 
keepers of nearby inns, picture 
postcard salesmen, souvenir shop 
operators and other monster-be­
lievers have been content with 
just one monster.
But with the bidding for tour­
ists getting fiercer, multiple mon­
ster-sightings could be a boon for 
the trade. That’s the skeptics’ 
point of view.
ANTI-MONSTER VERSION
Anti-monster Scots have an ex­
planation of what their kinsmeh 
claim to see: —
Surface disturbances, confused 
with monster shapes, are caused 
by gases bubbling .Ja the ,#ut^ce 
from decaying and expantog 
vegetable matter on the bottom 
of the lake.
Some Scots say there must be 
something live out - there, and 
this is one of their explanations:
The“ monster” is some crea­
ture washed into Loch Ness from 
the bilge of a ship as it passed 
through the Caledonian (Janal. 
The creature, probably Arctic in 
origin, has grown to awesome 
proportions in the warmer waters 
of the loch.
Loch Ness is the perfect place 
for a monster legend. The water 
is dark and shadowy, in places 
800 feet deep.
, ... , . iii * ijunu i lai i ts i m JH -reau
RAF chlcf^jviUv^wjior^^ as Conservative party leader in tempted to disshade Edward VIII tent.
^RON IN DIET
Beef, liver, kidney, tongue and 
heart are good for persons who 





And that’s why wc say when you 
buy Gas Appliancesi buy the 
be.st, buy from ARCTIC . . . 




. “Jewel of the glass-lined 
water heaters"
TOUGH — OURADLE 
DEPEINDABLE
(Operates at less cost than 
conventional water heaters)
Arctic invites you to come out 
and see the O'Keefe & M erritt 
Ranges featured at the 
Cpokerama Show
P.S. W e're Specialists In Gas Home 
V Heating.
ARCTIC r e f r ic e r a t io n
.nd GAS HEATING
2980 SOUTH PENOOZI ST. PHONE 2682






W O R iR Y -F R E E  
W A T E R  H E A T E R
C A N ’ f  R U fT -P le n ty o f
^ 141 citar hot water, for carafree 
i . . .  bathing tha baby. , .  snowy 
laundry. . .  sparkling fixtures.
. S V O P S  L E A K S  — Nevar worry 
again about unexpected failures, floodeil 
floors or basements. Stop frequent 
replacements that ruin your budget.
C O S T S  LE S S « T O O
No premium price, yet Jelglssoutlasta 
more than two old-tashioned heaters. 
That'a why everybody loves Jetglas,
raoncTioN
\Sn excluiW* |lMt t*nx-|lnln| 
vp«a tram a formula Hut prottcU 
|*t anflna pirti al 1300* t.







Skinner-Atkins, Vancouver and Kamloops, B.C.
391 LAWRENCE AVE. KELOWNA
[¥9n SmUEST
WATBtKATBt







waUr! Cohman’t  
MoM nvM yon i 
anough for 6 tuba < 
baths for a big iMsfly, AI 
your ^ h es! Laafir n ^ l a  
over 406 gallons daily.
And A’ltkoCUAMSSr hot
watar you’va a m  ^  ^  be­
cause axduatvo VIT-SDCK 
lining can’t n » t lO-ymr 
warranty U-jMsdted by
l - r
! — b i  < 
man's EX C LU SIV E  $500 
-BOND! ^
Bumn Proem
•  YOU AlWAYS 
DO BEHER AT -
Hardware —  Appliances —  Furniture — Ghinaware
Musical — Electrical — TV
384 BERNARD AVE. PHONE 2025
HEATS WATER SO FAST 
...COSTS SO LITTLE
O U P B R  O L A « a
Born of the let age, “ Super Glass" 
adds flexibility to glass lining and 
additional years of life beyond existi 
ing techniques of glass lining. 
a T B B L . B U R N E R
Radical new "Monoaire" burner 
burns all gases under all conditions, 
cleanly, safety and economically.
H K A V V  D U T Y  B T B B I.
Our famous quality extra heavy steel automatically welded 
assufos long life,
lO O fU  B A W B T V  c o n t r o l b
Assures complete safety in operation. Interrupter! operation 
aiitomallcally shuts oft gas flow. The one unit also giyat 
selective temperature sellings for every need.,.
MORB INBULAtiON .
Famous expanded mineral wool Insulation retains all tha heat 
and reduces operating costa.
■ Wash ’em anytime if GAS 
heats the water. There’s no ' 
long recovery periods with 
GAS water heaters. . .  no need 
for ’’storing-up." Dishes wash 
easier, cleaner, too, with plen­
tiful extra-hot water.
■ Fastest user of hot water is your auto­
matic clothes washer. Match it with a 
GAS water heater and end temperature 
problems. GAS delivers water hot 
enough — fast enough —■ to get clothes 
really clean.
■ Enjoy perinuncni .protection against 
a short supply of hot water for bathing., 
GAS insures a plentiful supply round ' 
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Say So tong To Father, 
Weekend Fishing Good
By GEORGE INGLIS 
(Courier Sport* E4Hor>
over the weekend
'he Uckle. boat and fishing
license—the wfatlicr wiU do its part.
next two days would appear to be sunny.
showers on the ridges, andProspects for Ih:Intcrsjrcr.scd with cloudy periods,
tome light winds; , , . ,
On a basis of the weather, then, take along plenty of sun 
tan oil since the weather will be deceptive in the sunburn 
dciiaitmcnt. the light winds end haze lulling the thin-skinned 
angler into a false sense of security.
Tlicrc will be no need to worry about chill it you intend to 
hit one of the mountain lakes, other than the normal night 
chill, and the showers will be light enough so Pop won t have 
to take along his sou’wester or bone-drys.
The main piece of equipment that you'll need will be some­
thing to carry the fish in. ^causc they a^e biting just about 
everywhere in the surrounding territory.
While the following reports may be somewhat lean on thi.s 
first of a weekly series of columns dealing with the week in 
review and the weekend’s fishing prospects, we hope they 11 
jive you a clue or two
V'oluntary contributors to this column wil bo welcomed, and 
anv copv received in this office by 11 a.m. Thurtiday will be 
used in ‘the following day’s column. Fire m the reports, we 11 
be happy to u.sc them.
The contributors to today’s column arc; Maxson’s, Tread- 
gold’s and Day’s sport stores, and Loyd York of the Shuswap
Narrows Lodge. '
Next week, we hope for plenty more.
HOW IT LOOKS
The Okanagan Lake is a Kokance fisherman’s heaven right 
at the moment, with aU sorts of the delectable little fish being
brought in every day. ' ,u  ̂ i
The best spot for getting them seems to be the ridge along 
the western shoreline of the lake, from a point about two miles 
north of the ferry landing right down to the bridge. The best 
ammunition seems to'bc the reliable old Willow Leaf, using a 
Cherry Bobber. FST, or similar lure, with about 2 oz. of lead.
For the deeper troll or still-fishing, many of the successful 
fisherman have been using worms, but they don’t seem to be 
necessary in the regular shallow troll.
In Postill and Beaver lakes, many of the trout have been 
taken on a trolled fly, while some fishermen have been lucky 
with the spinning rod cr fly-casting rod.
Up north on the Shuswaps. the "Momraa, one of the Mac 
Squids, seems to be doing most of the good^work, with the ruby 
and silver spoons having fair success also.
Most of the fish being taken now are in fine shape, with the 
biggest fish reported so far coming out of the Shuswaps, but 
the most abundant catches coming from Postill and Shannon
At the Shuswap Narrows last week, two 20-poundcrs, five 
11-15 lb. and plenty of 5 - 8 ', lb. were taken, with the best 
catches being from 5-D p.m. Morning fish has been fair, and 
mid-day slow, but the evening period is the most productive.
WHO GOT ’EM AND WHERE
As we mentioned earlier, these specific reports arc neces­
sarily fkctchy in this nremier column, but we hope to have 
more for you as time goes on.
On the Okanagan, Bill Pavle was out for an hour the other 
night, running across the lake from Manhattan Point. Using a 
Golf Tee, and about 200 feet of line, he caught three fine Kokanee 
and a 3 lb. trout, the trout being caught almost in the middle 
of the lake. ,
Using a Willow Leaf and an FST, No. 0. Carl Thompson 
and Orval Watson had a lot of luck the other evening in the bay 
just north of Manhattan Point, off Simpson’s Mill, getting 20 
strikes in an hour and landing seven nice Kokance.
Yesterday forenoon. W. R. Maxson caught five good-looking 
Kokance in two hours, using a Cherry Wobbler behind Willow 
Leaf, and 2 oz. of lead.
•Smitty,” the king of the local Kokanee fishermen, caught 
seven of the delicious - piscatorial tidbits at the same time, 
using a No. 0 FST, bchmd Willow Leaf, on Okanagan Lake, just 
north of the ferry slip on the west shore.
Nick Krimmer, from Postill Lake Lodge, reported two 
Winfield men catching their limit in two hours last, Saturday, 
trolling a Grizzly fly. and three men landing 33 in five hours, 
trolling a flatfish. Most of the fish in these catches were 
11-12-13 in.
Charlie Demara claims the F7 Red Fluorescent Flatfish 
behind Willow Leaf is really hot, and has been pulling in the 
Kokance with this set-up in the Okanagan Lake.
Vince Curran has been using Orange Salmon eggs behind 
his willow with plenty'of success in thcOkanagan. .and fishermen 
in Woods Lake have boon catching plenty of Kokanee with the 
same bait.
McCulloch has been spotty, cither excellent or nothing at 
all, and the Fluorescent flattie, • Grizzly King or Red or Green 
Carey seem as good as anything.
On Beaver and the Dee chain. Grizzly, Black-O’Lindsay 
and Dick Nile Wobblers have all been effective. Ernie Pow 
and his wife, of Winfield, landed eight nice trout at Round Lake.
Mrs. Sexsmith took three nice fish Wednesday at Loon Lake, 
up to 2 lbs., using the "Egg and I’’ fly and Dick Nile.
Bear Lake has been spotty, with the best ones taken on 
the evening rise, using flies or plugs.
In general, other lakes look like this: Esperon—road open, 
fair, fish thin; Browne, stow; Hidden, slow; Duck Lake at Elli­
son. coaVsc fish poisoned this week; Shannon, bass fishing good.
In summary, it looks like an ideal weekend for fishing. 
Pick your lake and your lure, and head for some weekend 
relaxation, plus a really tasty feed.
DON’T FORGET YOUR FISHING LICENSE.
CONlMinEE PROBES DETAILS 
OF APPLE BOX ASSOCIATION
Plans arc being considered for organization of an 
Apple Bo.x Derby Association in Kelowna, with the fact­
finding conmiittcc to report back to a general meeting 
of the Stock Car Club on June 25.
The proposal ic disband the stock car organization 
was held in abeyance as the result of the possibility of 
forming the new association, similar to the one flourishing 
in V'ernon.
.Ansonc desiring information on the Apple Bo.x 
Association's possibilities may contact Roger Sasscvillc 
at 3002.
5 0 0 FastestC \ f" —
Took O ff Today
INDIANAPOLIS (AP)—The 33 drivers some trouble on the turns,jfriend, Bill Vukovich. killed n̂ a 
fastest cars in the history of the,banked low 'for the 7E-milc-an-,four-car crash while leading the
i m i i l
?je -r IS —•
Indianapolis m o t o r  speedway 1 hour speeds of 1911. 
lined up today in ideal w'eathcrj With Hanks retired. Jimmy 
for setting speed records in the Bryan. U.S. big car racing cham-
Rookie Golf Pro 
Leading Western
DETROIT fAPI—Eight hours apar for the 6,765-yard course. 1 
day on the pratice tee and ditch-; Two strokes behind Jacobs was 
ing “that old do-or-dic attitude’’;Master champion Arnold Palmer 
is starting to pay off for Tommy of Latrobc, Ga., who carded a 
Jacobs. pair of 33s. Frank Stranahan
Jacobs, 23, on the profe.ssionall blazed home in 32 for a 67 that 
circuit less than a year, had a'.earned him a third-place tie with 
two-stroke lead over the rest of Bob Rosburg. 
the field today ns 146 golfers 1 Sam Snead had a 70 despite 
entered the second round of the!poor putting AJso at 70 was A1
annual 500-mile race.
All 33 qualified cars were ready 
to go as thousands of race fans’ 
cars poured through the gates of 
the 433-acre grounds of the 2Vi 
mile track.
Sunny skies and a prospect of 
warm temperatures in the 80s 
augured speeds beyond last year’s 
record of 135.601 miles an hour, 
set by Sam Hanks of Pacific 
Palisades, Calif. Predicted south- 
to-southwest winds of 
miles an hour could.
pion for two years, ranked as 
favorite in the field of veterans 
and eager rookies.
On a short haul, the favorite 
would be Ed Elisian, who turned 
in the first 148-mile-an-hour lap 
in n practice run, or Dick Rath- 
mann, who set an official four- 
lap qualifying record of 145.974 
miles an hour.
HARD DRIVER
I Elisian, from Oakland. Calif., 
10 to 15 drives with the same furious dis- 
give the'regard for his health as his close
55th Western open tournament.
Jacobs’ 64 over the gentle but 
narrow Red Run course Thurs­
day equalled the course record
Balding of Toronto with two 35s.
Rudy Horvath of Windsor and 
Jerry Magee of Toronto had 73s. 
Bob Wylie of Calgary fired a 75
held by four others. Forty-five I and Tony Ouellette of Windsor 
players mastered the 3W6-72'carded an 83.
Frisco Giants And Yankees 
Lead Leagues Memorial Day
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS > ning streak and a crack at fourth 
Memorial Day, the first quarter: place on the line against the Chi- 
polc in the major league pennant cago White Sox. The 'Tiger ,̂ trail 
races, dawned with the San Fran­
cisco Giants needing no better 
than a split at St. Louis to re­
tain the National League lead, 
and a chance for a wholesale 
shakcup in the American League 
scramble for second place.
The Giants, two games ahead 
of the world champion Milwaukee 
Braves, picked Ruben Gomez 
(5-3) and Mike McCormick (4-0»
ing the fifth place White Sox by 
a half-game and fourth place 
Bo.ston by one. sent Jim Banning 
(2-4» and either Hank Aguirre 
(1-0) or Tom M o r g a n  (0-3) 
against Billy Pierce (2-4) and 
Dick Donovan (2-5).
The Red Sox played two at 
Baltimore.
The other NL games had Los 
Angeles at Chicago for two, and
S p o t t y
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18S5 race.
Elisian is one of three drivers | 
for oilman John Zink of Tulsa.' 
Okla. The others. Jud Larson of' 
Hickman Mills, Mo., and Jitnmyl 
Recce of Indianapolis, also havej 
exceptionally fast cars. Reece | 
and Elisian will start in the front; 
row with Rathmann. |
Sentiment for Bryan, with three 
national championships to hisj 
credit, was increased by hisj 
assignment to the flat-engine' 
Belond Special in which Sami 
Hanks won last year’s race at al 
record average of 135.601 miles! 
an hour, j
Stout contenders will include 
Rothman’s brother Jim,' who; 
charged from 32nd to second j 
place in last year’s race and fin-1 
ished only 21 seconds behind' 
Hanks. Jim has the same big bliiej 
Hopkins Special, with important j 
improvements. , j
Fastest cars on the straight-: 
aways-but not on the turns-are! 
the Novi Specials driven by Paul ; 
Russo, oldest man in the fieldi 
at 44 and veteran of 12 previous! 
starts, and rookie Bill Chocs-j 
bourg. . I
W ith Sports Wear 
from our Men's Dept.
Ifere are just a few sugges­
tions that will help to keep you 
cool and comfortaole' the whole 
summer through . . . they're. 
COOL MAN and so, so easy on 
the jxickct book. Come on, 
treat yourself for a change, to 
new materials, colors, patterivs 





for their doublehcader aeainstjCincinnati at Philadelphia in the 
Wilmcr (Vinegar Bend) Mizcll day’s lone single game.
(2-5) and Jim Brosnan (4-4) of No g a m e s  were scheduled 
tho seventh-place Cardinals. Thursday in either league 
The Braves, with right-hander 
Bob Buhl left at'home to nur.se 
his sore .shoulder, were at Pitt.s- 
burgh with Lew Burdette (4-3) 
and Bob Rush (4-2) doing the 
Ditching. The third-Dlace, Pirates, 
five games behind the Giants, 
named Vern Law (5-3) and rookie 
Curt Raydon (0-1).
7 '^-GAME LEAD 
In the American League, first-
Phocnix 
Vancouver , 







W L Pet. GBL
28 18 .609 —
26 18 .591 1 
22 20 .524 4 
21 21 .500 5 
20 20 .500 5
16 21 .432 7 
19 25 .432 8





TRAIL (CP) — Trail Golden 
place New York took an unprccc-j Bears trounced Rossland Red-
dented May 30 lead of 7I2 garncs 
into a pair against last ;^pl3 ce_ 
Washington at Yankee Stadium. 
Bobby Shantz (4-0) and Whitey 
Ford (5-2), both southpaws, faced 
the Senators’ Pete Ramos (2-4) 
and Russ Kemmerer (1-3).
The Kansas City Athletics, rid­
ing a four-game streak, are at 
home for a morning-afternoon 
doublehcader against third-place 
Cleveland. The Indians trail the 
As by a game. They picked Dick 
Romanck (1-1' and_Ra^Narleski 
(5-4 ) in a bid for second-place 
against K a n s a s  City’s Ralph 
Terry (2-3) and comeback guy 
Ned Garver (6-1).
Detroit put a five-game win
rnen 17-7 Thursday night to win 
t i w  -first,,£3 ipe. , < r f W e s t  
Koothhay Lacrosse’̂ League sea­
son. • , .
'Tommy Powell netted eight 
goals for' Trail while Einer Klit 
scored four. Pete Bouchier and 
Wiggy Davis led Rossland with 
two goals each.
Rossland led 2-1 after the first 
period but trailed 8-5 at half time 
and 13-7 after three-quarters.
The Bears moved into a tie 
with Rossland for the league eel 
lar with one win and two losses. 
West Kootenay Juniors lead the 
league with two wins and no 
los.se.s.
Curling Club Wind Up Season 
In Annual Meeting, Election
The Kelowna Curling Club 
officially wind up their 1957-58 
o|)eratlon with the annual meet­
ing, set for Monday, June 2, 8;00 
p.m, at 1473 Water Street.
Financial rejwrt the chib 
for the year ending April 30, 1958 
show the club dpernted on $1,000 
less ih revenue than 1956-57, and 
spent $100 Ics.s for n total re­
duction in profit of $1,146.46 for 
the year.
MEETING AGENDA
Itcma on the meeting’s
agenda Include:
1. Committee rciwrts for the 
year coding April 30. 1958.
2 . Election of directors.
3. Presentation of trophies lor 
comiKitlUon Winners.
4. Transaction of gonoral club
bu.slncss. ,
The election will call for seven
■Stars
gon
By WARD SIMS 
Associated Press Staff Writer
Phoenix Giants moved into the 
Pacific Coast League lead last 
night as the circuit got its second 
grand slam home run in as many 
nights.
Bill Hall smashed out the big 
blow last night in the sixth inning 
at Salt Lake City as the Bees 
clubbed Spokane Indians 6-4.
The Giants g a v e  Portland 
Beaver? an 8-1 lacing and took 
full game lead over the Van­
couver Mounties, who dropped 
their second straight game to 
Sacramento Solons. 5-4.
Seattle and San Diego had the 
night off. , ,
Hall’s smash ended scoring for 
the Bees. Dick Stuart, Salt Lake 
City’s heavy woodsman, pounded 
out his 19th homer of the season 
in the fourth inning with one 
mate aboard to account for the 
Bees’ other two runs.
Tony Roig homered lor Spo­
kane, but the Indians couldn’t 
pick up enough steam to keep 
Salt Lake City’s George Perez 
from getting his first victory in 
two decisions. Bob Milliken took 
the loss.
SOLOWS SPLURGED
The Solons won their game in 
the last of the eighth inning, 
when they splurged for three 
runs on three doubles off Van­
couver starter Mel, Held and an­
other off reliefer Ben Wade.
Harry Bright. Jim Wc.stlakc, 
Nippy Jones and Bob Roselli got 
the two-baggers.
The Mounties goth single runs 
in the second and eighth and two 
in the filth, the latter counters 
coming on Charley White’s dou 
ble, two singles and two walks,
Phoenix’ victory came on a 
three-hit pitching job by Don 
Zanni, who fanned six and walked 
four in running his record to 
6-3. The Giants gave him a three- 
run lead in the first inning and 
from then on it was clear sailing 
for the smooth-working right­
hander.
The Giants stretched their lead 
to 8-0 before Portland scratched 
Zanni’s bid for a shutout with 
one run in the eighth. The coun­
ter came in on an infield out.
Phillipe Alou got a two-run 
homer for the Giants in the sec­
ond.
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
International League
Columbus 4 Toronto 3 j
Havana 10 Buffalo 4 |
Richmond at Montreal pdd, rain| 
Northern League 
Winnipeg 4 Aberdeen 0 
Grand Forks 4 St. Cloud 1 
Fargo-Moorhead 13 Eau Claire 7| 
Minot 5 Duluth-Superior 12 
American Association 
Indianapolis 0 Louisville 3 
Denver 6 St. Paul 2 
Omaha 2 Minneapolis 4
Pacific Coast League 
Spokane 4 Salt Lake City 6 
Vancouver 4 Sacramento 5 
Phoenix 8 Portland 1
VVhcu you wear a Tee Shirt 
from Fumerton’s.
They’re cotton or rayon knit 
with short sleeves and we have 
a counter piled up with a selec­
tion of every color and ity4i 
you would want 0  OC 
and only ................ •
Go wild man, buy two or three 
and build up a real man-size 
shirt wardrobe.
New Swim Mark 
In Asian Games 
Set By Japan
TOKYO (AP) — Olympic swim­
ming medalist Tsuyoshi Yaman- 
aka of Japan, with nobody push 
ing him, stroked the 400-metre 
freestyle in 4:23.9 today to better 
the world’s record.
With the emperor of Japan 
watching, the husky 19-year-old 
spurted half a pool length ahead 
of his nearest competitor in the 
Asian Games event to better the 
4:27.0 mark set by Australia’ 
Murray Rose in the 1956 Olym 
pics.
Yamanaka’s time was the sec 
ond world mark set during three 
days of Asian Games swimming.
Japan’s 400-metre medley re­
lay team Wednesday stroked the 
distance in 4:17.2, eight-tenths of 
a second faster than the world 
record arbitrarily fixed for the 
event when the underwater breast 
stroke was barred in 1956.
Raymundo Deyro won the ten­
nis championship by defeating his 
Philippine Davis Cup teammate, 
Fclicisimo Ampon, 6-4, 9-7, 4-6, 
7-5.
now executive members, with a 
president being elected from the 
executive member.s to replace 
Ncls Clow, last ycnr'.s proxy. 
Other members of last year’s 
executive arc: H. A. TruswpU, 
vicc-prc.sidcnt; Walter Hobbs, 
.•iccretnry-trcn.surcr and draw 
committee chairman: Murray
Conklin,, finance: Rob Me-
Caugherty and Conklin, bon- 
.spiels; Gerry Llpsctt; builcilng 
and club nKims.
Tentative plans for next year’s 
operation include some altera­
tions, which will be discussed 
under general busines.s.
*1110 club executive will prob­
ably dlscus.s the membership 
problem, since the .veai* shows a 
dpcrca.se over 1957 in men’s and 
.students’ memberships, althnugh 
the ladies’ took a slight upeurve.
VANCOUVER (CP)—Heart of 
Midlothian will meet the strong­
est local team ever fielded when 
they play the British Columbia 
all-stars in an international soc­
cer match Monday night.
At lon.st. that's what B.C. coach 
and manager Cccc Goodhoart 
says.
"Tlicsc are the best players In 
the province,*’ he commented. 
"And I defy anyone to pick a 
better club.”
Goodheart has had little more 
than a week to weld his all-stars 
into a .solid team. But he has had 
good innlerinl to work with,
United States last year. They 
were also instrumontal in B.C.’s 
upset victor.v over the powerful 
Tottenham Hotspurs of the Eng­
lish League's first division here 
last year.
The big seven arc goalkeeper 
Ken Pears, fullback Dayc Stpth- 
nrei, halfbacks Jackie Steele and 
Doug Greig, and forwards Gogic 
Stewart, Normie McLeod and Art 
Hughes.
The local team also Intludcp 
Mike Kuezi from Hungary and 
Italian Grazlano Franzon.
Kuezi will form the right side
Seven of the starting 11 playedjwith Stewart, while Franzon will 
for Canada in World Cup compe-lioin Steel and Greig on the half 
titibn against Mexico and the!line.
THURSDAY'S FIGHTS
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Los Angclc* — Ike Chestnut 
12!)'a. New York, outpointed Er 
nesto Parra, 130, Mexico, 10, 
Bogaltisa, La, — Tony Diipns 
157, New Orleans, stopped Gordon 




n e w  Y O R K  (A P )--O n«  o f the 
top  horse race* o f the year Is in  
nrosiKCt today a t Be lm ont P a rk 
when Ek>W B u lc r and*'',gallant 
M an, tWttjoltJ iriyal.s. !m cct ^along 
w ith  e igh t (Othtir)* In the 
added,C arte r Handicap. \  V
Bold nulpr> lOST’s horse of, tlwi! 
vrar owotM, by ,th(» >Vheatloy 
Stable, f»rt» « 'formidaWi t« k  
with a hfKti weight 0( 13$ pounds 
in the sevepJroriortgf sprint. Gal­
lant Man carries IM pounds, and 
. i«;,making 
aeaaon. -
lllrtbry of radar can be traced 
to (he leiWs when the iwlnclple 




OAKVIIJLE. Ont. (CP)-^olm 
Swann of Vancouver and Cat 
men Bolton of Toronto defeated 
top-sciKicd Lkm Fontana and Jim 
Bentley of Toronto 7*5, 8-10. 6-4 In 
doubles semi - linals Tluirsday 
night in the Oakville club’s Invi­
tation tenni.s tournament.
Swann and Bolton arc to meet 
the winner of tonight’s match be­
tween .Frank;Mott-TrlUe of Tor­
onto ami “Roy Mansell of Oakville 
against Peter^Bamard of Oakville 
aiSd ‘Bruce Logie of Toronto for 
the title 'Raluiilny. ,
vYvon his slngle.H seipl'
'SEATTLE (APi-Tlio Upiver- 
slty of Brltl.sh Columbln'.s 'Tlnin- 
dorbird crpw i.s the only barrier 
between hero and Henley, Eng­
land. (or a determined University 
of Washington eight and the llus- 
kic.s will haye a nm at it Satur­
day.
Over a ;2,0(M)-pietre, eour.se on 
Lake Wasidngiou the Huskies will 
battle Oregon Rlnle’s Beavers 
and the same UBC 'Tltunderbird 
eight (hey whii)ped by eight 
lengths a week ago.
But that A'ictory, was scored 
over a 2^»-mile course, a distance 
that is Waslrlngton’.s dish of tea 
and one that Is a strange route 
for the sprint - conscious Cana­
dians.
Two thousand metres Is a lltlUo 
over a mile and for a lltUe over 
a mile last Kalui day the 'ninnder- 
tlgm nice. They
i.unenbcrg in West Germany 
has three, churches with leaning 
steeples, caused by crosidn of un 
derground salt layers.
banadinns consume on an av 
ora go 405.2 pounds of dairy pro- 
diicts per annum per per,son, as 
against 352.0 iK>und.s i/i the U.S.A
CLEVELAND (AP)—Cleveland 
Indians Tliursdny night released 
pitcher Mike Garcia, who will 
need surgery to repair a slipped 
disc in his back, and called up 
from San Diego 21-year-old Gary 
Bell, pitching sensation of the 
Pacific Coast League this sen.son, 
ell has won six games and 
lo^t two by 1-0 ahd 2-0 decision.-!, 
finishing in six of nine games ho 
started. He has struck out 60.in 
75 innings and has a 1.02 earned' 
run average.
NEW YORK (AP)—Bill Skow- 
ron, injured New York Yankee 
first bn.seman, will be back In 
uniform for today's doublchcndci' 
with Washington at Yankee Sta­
dium and available for plnch-hlt- 
ting duty.
Skowron collapsed while mak­
ing a putout In n May 11 game nt 
the stadium. He tore a muscle 
in the left side of the brtek.
P HI L AD E L P H I A (AP) *- 
Granny Hammer. 31, veteran In 
fielder of Philadelphia Pl)illicii. 
probably will be out the rc.st of 
the son.son after an operation 
Thursday to repair a torn llgn- 
ment in his left knee.
Dr, Tliomns F. McTcar, team 
physician, said the ligament wns 
completely torn off in the second 
Inning of Monday’s game against 
IxM Angeles Dodgers ns Ilnm- 




TORONTO (CP)—Coach Hamp 
Pool of Toronto Argonauts foday 
again named homebrew Gerry 
Doucette as the team’s first- 
string quarterback until someone 
wins the job from him.
The six-foot, 190-po\md Doucette 
mu.st still bent out an American 
during the Argos’ pro - season 
training to get the job on a per 
manent basis. Ken Ford, a crack 
passer, from Hardin - Simmons 
College in Texas, has ahso been 
signed.
Tlie In.st time a Canadian has 
been a first-string quarter on 
Big Four club was 10 years ago 
when the invasion of Americans 
to, Canadian football started on a 
big scale. Homebrew Don Getty 
made the grade with Edmonton 
Eskimos in the Western Interpro- 
vlncinl Football Union two sea­
sons ago after playing with the 
University of Western Ontario.
RAT SAMBROOK
This starry outside left came 
to Manchester from Coventry 
City for a reported signing fee 
of around £15,000, which is no) 
hay in .any language. He came 
to the club in January, 1957, 
and his services arc sought by 
many United Kingdom clubs. 
Manchester plays "Hearts of 
Midlothian" from Edinburgh, 
Saturday, at 8 p.m.
You’ll be, too, with these 
Short Sleeved Sports Shirts
They’ll help the missus to keep 
cool, too. no wash tub blues 
with thesb, they’re the famous 
Wash ’n Wear non-iron type 
made by Blustone and Almo. 
Price? again reason­
able, from :__ -____ 1,95
YOU’LL HAVE
Comfort
IN YOUR HOME 
WITH
Kum fort





when you wear a straw from 
oiir Hat counter.
All the latest in cool, cool, 
light and gay straws. What’s 
that? you don’t wear a hat?
. Why not give it a try, 
come in and put one on, you’ll 
be surprised at the new debon­
air look a straw will give you, 
and weightless on the head, 
1 too. Easy on the pocket? Straw 
(sorry, sure) 
from ..................... 2.95
Also peaked sports caps q q .
at only ..........................w '  t
Pueblo Bonllo in the U.S. state 
of New Mexico wns built about 
800 years before Columbus dls 
covered the New World.
bl^ds iniidi* H II tl Ul i
final envlien defeating Swann 9-7, an# useii to'tUejdisUiiiee. "*"‘(1 Ip 
3-6. 6-4, and is to meet JohnnnXMympic and Empire games. Die 
Kdpfcrburger of South Africa Snt-iHusklos have I been competing 
Birday* ” , jbniy over Iftc Jongcr dlstanccc. ,
DEPEND 
ON US
• Experkneed Welders 
•  Electric and Aiictylcnc 1
o  All Work Ouarantced
OGOPOGO SERVICE
CofJ Remard, Vcmftn Road Phone 3394
BOWLERS!







265 LAWRENCIi: PH. 2872
i
In (he Okanagan Lake . . 
In a Swim Suit from 
Fiimcrton’R.
A wide selection by Klngtltc, 
Cntnllnn and many othert . . . 
AU sizes, AU prices,
FUMERTON'S
R O Y A li
E X P O R T
\
The Beer, f i t  
for a King,
The only true full 
hurley - rnollcd beer 
brewed in B.t:.— 
order a  coso nowt
Phone 2 2 2 4




Dave Chapman Nevi/ 
President O f KLT
Dave Chapman will guide 
the reins o( the Kdowna Little 
Theatre for the 1958-53 season. 
Mr. Chapman was elected when 
elections were held this week 
at the annual general meeting 
of the group, with Ronald Irwin 
being named vice-president. 
Ruby Jessop secretary, and 
Annie Alston treasurer.
Directors chosen were: Mary 
Kerr. Mary Sundln, Grace 
Buckland, Ernie Lording and 
Bruce Hedges. It was announc­
ed that Sam Payne of Van­
couver will direct one of neat 
season’s three-act productions.
THICK OF 'n iE  CHEF
Season canned vegetable juice 
with plenty of celery salt. Chill. 




. ■ ' *o.
BABY TEETH
Most children have their first 
set of teeth by the age of three.
GLENMORE — The regular 
monthly meeting of the Anglican 
Parish Guild will be held on 
Monday. June 2. at the home of 
Mrs. Guy Reed, at 8:00 p.m.
Mr. Charles Robertson, of i 
Bankhead, left on Monday. May |
26 for Scotland where he will | man who’s ecstatic because she 
visit with relatives and friends'has just bought the latest creation 
for two months. | from some European designer,
v/r» by knowing somebody who
somcbody, has bccn ableMrs. Percy Rankin, ar- ^   ̂ reduced price,
n v ^  home on leave last week-i pound foolish, be-
end. Accompanying him were ̂ jjy season, the so-
By DON LOPER
Everyone of us knows the wo-
F /0  and Mrs. John Moore, of 
Penhold, Alberta. During their 
leav^ a hunting trip was plan­
ned and Percy Rankin with his 
sons Howard and Douglas and
called divine creation will be ut­
terly out of style and she’ll rele­
gate it to the back of her closet.
If a dress doesn’t last you for 
five seasons, you’ve been a poor
F.O Moore travelled to Wells ;hopp;r Whkt ^ les, toen. s h ^ d  
Gray Park to hunt grizzly bears, follow? Always select a gar-
DAVE CHAPMAN
m
4 FLORAL FLATTERYBy ALICE ALDEN
FLOWER-DECKED hats are 
with us in happy profusion, 
from those wreathed with de­
mure buds or flecked with a 
bright blossom to hats made 
entirely of flowers. Becoming
and beautiful is this flower-be­
decked chemise cloche, creat­
ed to provide a gala comple­
ment to summer costumes. 
White straw banded with vel­
vet ribbons forms the back­
ground for a wreath of pink 
gardeinias.
ALICE WINSBT Women's Editor
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Budding Actresses Advised To 
Leave Canada -  Then Return
While the men arc away Mrs. 
Moore will visit with Mrs. Ran­
kin.
Play day at the Glenmore 
School took place on Friday. May 
23 with the following rural 
schools participating: Ellison,
West Rutland, Black Mountain, 
Benvoulin, and Glenmore.
There were approximately 300 
children taking part in the var­
ious events. It was a most suc­
cessful day and everything went 
smoothly due to the excellent co­
operation of all the teachers and 
the parents who turned out to 
assist where needed. The Glen­
more PTA operated a canteen 
where hot dogs, pop, coffee, etc. 
were served.
Friends of Mr. and Mrs. A. L. 
Wittich, will be pleased to learn 
that they are the proud parents 
of a son, born May 21. Mr. and 
Mrs. Wittich and family form­
erly lived in Bankhead and arc 
now residing in Albion, B.C.
Registration to date at the 
Glenmore School for grade one 
pupils numbers thirty-seven, 
which Is the largest registration
ment that you know will be in 
style next year, and the next and 
the next
It isn’t as difficult to anticipate 
as you imagine. Choose only 
what’s good for you—a simple 
but smart pattern, right colbr 
and hemline, which fits with 
everything else you have and 
which can be easily cared for.
’These are the rules that my 
friends Claudette Colbert and 
Irene Dunne, for example, al­
ways follow and the year doesn’t 
pass when they’re not on some­
one’s best dressed list.
June Wedding 
Plans Made ■ 
Known Today
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert OUvetr 
Yet they don’t buy a complete \ to announce the 
new wardrobe every year, andi
they don’t think they’re dowdy if! . Elstelle, to B ru ^
they wear a dress they bought I -7?“*'**̂ * ̂  „**
three seasons back, b e c a u s e ! H e i t t .  and the late Mr.
they know it’s still right up to 
the minute In style.
Good dresses, too, lend them­
selves to change, because by 
merely removing a few things 
here and there, you can have 
what looks like a new dress.
Try this with most foreign 
creadons, and you will wind up 
by tossing the garment out of the 
window!
Heitt.
The wedding will take place on 
June 28. at U a.m. In the Church 
of the Immaculate Conception, 




Bjr DOROTHY GELLATLY r named mowich and the other 
Thank heaven centennials andi^^®^’ words mean the
tlteir projects come only once in;?®”'® advice for virls who want to bethe lifetime of most of us! Work- Wallachin »rnga- ®dvice Jor
Ing on one of these has kept me ^0 years a g o -a ;actresses.
By EDNA USHER 
Canadiau Press Staff Writer
TORONTO (CP)—Mrs. Pauline 
McGibbon, president of the Do­
minion Drama Festival, has this
resses must go abroad,” said 
Mrs. McGibbon.
"But the increasing pxjpularity 
of theatre in Canada, and the tel­
evision demands for talent, mean 
that an experienced actress can 
continue her career here."
Mrs. McGibbon, a native offiom''nrhitin'y in "anvthrn^* hiit'iJV Project that cost a million and â  .This, says Mrs. McGibbon, 48' . .  .
o w ^ S S l a i  co u ?se? \S tS tV ‘l“®‘'‘®'̂  doUars—or was it s te r- iyear-old wife of an oil com pany Sarnia. Ont„ makes no claims
Consumer Head 
Gives Address 
A t Wl Convention
VANCOUVER (CP) -  Nearly 
200 women from various parts 
of the province are attending the 
three-day biennial convention of! 
the B.C. Women’s Institutes at 
UBC.
The conference concludes today 
with election of officers.
Sessions W e d n e s d a y  were 
largely devoted to consumer 
problems. Among those who de­
livered addres'ies were Miss Isa­
bel Atkinson, national president
Kmp e nul mwrely on a bolt by 
dipping iho bolt Into tholliK boforo 
•crowing on tho nul. A wronch or • 
ption will ioo*on tho bond whon 
you with.
ATTENDED CONVOCATION . .
Mr. D. E. Woodhams returned at 
the beginning of the week from 
a trip to Camrose, Calgary and of the Canadian Assocration'(if 
Edmonton, where he had the:Consumers, and Prof. Frederic 
pleasure of seeing his daughter |Lesserre. director of the school 
Ro.se graduate in ceremonies of architecture at UBC who
held in the Jubilee Auditorium 
when she was awarded her Mas­
ter of Arts degree.
WE UNDERSTAND Mr.
the school has had since it open- and Mrs. J. A. McConnell cele- 
cd in September 1950. brated their 48th wedding anni-
A out of my hands at last, which ^^®ccs oi me iiumc si i
^  means I should have time to get 1̂ ®̂  ’̂® f®®" to rock
.. _____I faces or tumbled down the hill-back to a more normal orbit 
which includes—hateful thought— 
householl tasks!
ling? Traces of the flume still executive here, is still the best
way for Canadians to obtain a 
thorough grounding in theatre and 
allied arts.
But over the last 10 years 
drama opportunities in Canada
side. And what an inexhaustible 
source of supply Deer Lake is 
for some future development,
I did escape from my decent | 02 does for miles be-'l^nve increased, so actors and
w dizzy orbit during the recent hoU- U ween tree-clad hills . . . Indeed,! dresses can study to earn a 
day weekend, though—just long j*Yg heard it remarked that a ! IWjug in their homeland, 
enough to discover another facet ditch and siphon still could supply I STUDY ABROAD
to this bewildering province of 
ours. Bewildering in the sense 
that each hidden valley has 
something unique to reveal when 
the opportunity for discovery 
comes.
irrigation for the proposed re-1 "We have no theatre schools In 
habUitation at Wallachin more Canada comparable with, say, the 
cheaply than pumping from the Royal Academy of Dramatic Art 
Thompson River. |in England, so most budding act-
Lower and Upper Vidette Lakes
_. . „ . lie beyond, and here we saw the
This time it was the valley of vidette gold mine which produc-
Deadman’s Creek, but I didn’t 
discover the how, why and when 
it was so named. Crossing the 
newly-widened bridge at Savona 
we climbed the hill and presently 
turned north instead of continu­
ing on to Cache (?reek.
Bleak and arid as our dry belt 
can be, those first miles gave no 
hint of what was to come—at 
least not until we approached the 
crossing of Criss Creek. Then we 
saw, almost above us, pinnacles isianci 
of rock unpke anything so far 
seen. Continuing north, this for­
mation changeis to one of the most 
fantastic imaginable.
It is as though some giant up­
heaval has twisted and folded the 
hills into tortured shapes and 
colors that—well-that defy de­
scription. Deeply-cut crevasses 
in the perpendicular cliffs; colors 
ranging from coppery brown to 
angry red and the softer hues of 
terra-cotta .pink and even white, 
the hills reach for miles without 
n blade of grass or growth of any 
kind. Fascinating, menacing, it 
1.S as though it is a land accursed. 
Stopping at the Circle W ranch, 
summer headquarters of the Co- 
meau’s—husband and wife—the 
scene, steep and mountainous still, 
is more peaceful. Mr. and Mrs. 
Comeaii have a fishing camp at 
Hi-Hl-Humc Lake 12 miles dis­
tant, and the warmth of their 
pcrsonalitie.s—plus good fishing 
adds up to just what they have 
•head—a sea.son practically book­
ed up even at this early date!
On again, to be suddenly trans­
ported froni dry belt to deep, 
cool shade, and the sight of some 
sort of tall ferns abounding even 
•long the road.side. Of course we 
were climbing gradually, until,
• t  the end of our drive, the de­
ciduous trees were only just bud­
ding out . , , By that time we 
Lprobably wore 3,500 or more feet 
'^Op.
Mowich Lake - Deer Lake - 
(Why? I wondered, was one lake
ed millions until the vein was 
lost beneath the waters of the 
lake.
The road-so-called—led up a 
steep shale slide, and traversing 
this we reached ^he top at last, 
to gaze from the brink of a per­
pendicular cliff, at the colored- 
strata of a distant rim-rock, and 
directly below, at the lake in its 
narrow confines, in the midst of 
which was set one tiny jewel of an
Our one regret was that time 
did not allow of going as far as 
Deadman’s Creek Falls, which, 
it is said, is a sight not soon for­
gotten.





ton High School is proud of its 
all-girl dance band. Now in its 
third year, the 14-piece ensemble 
is under the direction of the 
school’s music instructor, E. W. 
Freeborn.
The girls and their director de­
vote two noon-hours a week to 
learning and practising the latest 
in dance and popular music. The 
band specializes in Spanish Num- 
Driving back; down that slidejbers, jive, slower ballad - type 
and along the lake where even at Inumbers and popular songs.
the shoreline it seems bottom­
less ; past the weathered buildings 
of a fishing camp whose proprie­
tor Is a woman, and where a for­
estry truck was parked—its load 
of fire-fighters off fighting one 
of the two bush fires we glimpsed 
on the way . . . Past colums and 
pillars of quite a different forma­
tion than those we’d first seen; 
past lonely cabins of occasional 
cattle ranches, one of which, con­
taining 180 acres, was for sale 
according to the sign displayed.
Back at last to the highway, 
homeward bound to Kamloops, 
where a roast dinner had been 
cooking since just after noon 
and it was late evening now, we 
wondered what it would be like! 
Wc found out; and there's no, 
better description than that of the | 
young man of the house who in-1 
vlted us to "Have more .shred- 
dies?" It was well worth it, how­
ever, but I thought then, and still 
think, that country like we’d seen 
that day needs a C. P. Lyons to 
do it justice.
"We don’t go in for much rock 
n’ roll,” Mr. Freeborn said, 
"but play some calypso now and 
again” .
The group performs at the 
school dances, concerts and as­
sembly periods. They have ap­
peared as guest performers at 
Mount Allison University and 
Port Elgin and Sussex, N.B., re­
gional schools.
Another feature of the band is 
that all members received basic 
training in their instruments at 
the school under Mr. Freeborn’s 
direction.
herself to acting talent, but she 
has wide experience of training 
programs as a member of the 
senate of the University of To­
ronto. She is the only woman 
ever to have been president of the 
Alumni Association of the univer­
sity, and has served as a national 
vice - president of the Imperial 
Order Daughters of the Empire 
The lODE is closely associated 
with theatre training, as it gives 
scholarships to enable drama 
students to train abroad.
A young actress must first 
gain all the dramatic experience 
she can through amateur com­
panies," said Mrs. McGibbon.
“She must enter local drama 
festivals and hope to be ‘spotted’ 
by an adjudicator.”
Then she should seek to enter 
a drama school in England or the 
United States (most of them have 
waiting lists); then save the 
money to go, then obtain a part- 
time job to supplement a scholar­
ship income.
"If youngsters have the spark 
of talent, plus determination and 
a small appetite, they will suffer 
the hardships without becoming 
discouraged,” said Mrs. McGib­
bon.
At the end of this training, 
which will probably be follow ed 
by constant travel in touring com̂  
panics, is "a job that carries no 
pension, no fixed hours, no steady 
income, no permanence and no 
sick pay,” said Mrs. McGibbon.
“Actors and actresses have al­
ways had to leave Canada to gain 
experience,” said Mrs. McGibbon. 
"But now It is not a permanent 
exile. Now, they can come home.”
Total enrolment in the school 
for next year will probably be 
154 pupils which will necessitate 
the addition of another teacher to 
the present staff of four. It is 
hoped another room will be add- 
^  to the school in the near fu 
tore to accommodate so many 
pupils as at present there are 
only four rooms in the Glenmore 
school.
Dinner Meeting 
Held By Local 
Soroptomists
Soroptomist International of 
Kelowna held a dinner meeting 
on Monday of this week at the 
Beach Tea Room with 14 mem­
bers present. A business meeting 
followed at the home of Miss 
Mary Blakeborough.
versary on May 24 with a few 
friends. Both .are well and we 
wish to see them attain their gol­
den one in two year’s time.
FROM VANCOUVER . . . visit- 
 ̂ ing Mr. and Mrs. Merton Bourke 
' are Mr. and Mrs. Vernon R. 
Crull.
MR. AND MRS. BEN GANT 
. . . journeyed to Calgary to visit 
Mr. Gant’s father, Mr. George 
Gant who suffered a stroke on 
May 19, but who is making an 
excellent recovery.
spoke on "Good designing in 
Consumer Goods.”
Mrs. Keith Rand, president of 
the Federated Women’s Institutes 
of Canada, was guest speaker at 
the provincial banquet Wednes­
day night.
A panel discussion on Integra­
tion of Indian Women into the 
Community and resolutions on 
citizenship and social welfare oc­
cupied the remainder of Wednes­
day’s sessions.




In by 9 a.m. 
1555 ELLIS
Out by 5 p.m. 
PHONE 2285
NORTHERN ISLE^
The Shetland Islands north of 
Great Britain are ns clo.se to Nor­
way, ns they are to Scotland.
Open A g a in .. . !
DRIVE-INN
Featurin!]: ^
★  CHICKEN DRUM STICKS 
^  MRBECUE HAMBURGERS
★  DIPSY DOGS
•A FISH AND CHIPS 
Soft Drinks -  M ilk Shakes
••Where Ihe l)mm Slick Rcmaini King**






Taken by our photographer. 
It is easy to get souvenir 
iihotos of the time you were In 
the news. Send them to your 
friend.s or put them in your 
album.
Large Glossy 6H x 8^  
Only $1.00
No Phone Orders Pleaaa










MR. AND MRS. GORDON 
BALDWIN . . . are here from 
their home in Honolulu for a few 
days and are staying with Mr. 
Baldwin’s father, Mr. St. George 
Baldwin, Okanagan Mission.
GUESTS AT r a E  HOME . . . 
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Anderson are 
the latter’s sister, brother-in- 
law, and three small children, 
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Guthrie; of 
Seattle. Wash.
WOOLENS STORAGE
Now . . .  added to the Interior’s largest Refrigerated 
Fur Storage . . .  The Interior’s FIRST REFRIGERAT­
ED BOX STORAGE FOR WOOLENS! We STORE 
and INSURE each box for $1.00!
PHONE 2701 FOR FREE PICKUP!. . /
GEM Cleaners, Tailors & Furriers
518 BERNARD PHONE 2701
A N O T H E R  O N E  
O F  T H E  ’
C I G A R E T T E
S E R I E S
How to spin cast 
60 feet or more
f.i!)'
LEND AN EAR 
TO YOUR
INSURANCE AGENT^^
Listen long enough to hear hi.<t story. He has your interest! 
at heart. Rvicry years millions of people arc glad they 





Face target with 
weight on right 
foot. WiU) tip ex­
tended a t eye 
level, centre rod 
on target. Elbow 
and upper arm 
should be close to 
body, with fore­
arm and rod lined 
up.
2. START
Swing rod hand 
alm ost to eye 
level, uait» elbow 
na pivot. Smooth, 
upward motion 
should atop when 
rod is a lm ost 
vertical.
3. CAST
Do n o t pause 
when weight of 
lure bends rod 
behind you. Use 
crisp down slroko, 




Release line from 
forefinger when
rod readtos about 
two o'clock posi­
tion. To check 
cast, tip foroflngor 
on spool.,
WHILLIS INSURANCEAGENCY
THE DEPARTMENT STORE OF INSURANCE 
PHONE 2217 288 BERNARD AYE.
Spin-fishing on a quiet backwoods lake, 
or relaxing a t home, you '11 find that nothing 
^dds more to your pleasure than the 
clean, fresh taste of a Sportsman cigarette.
Smoke only one and you'll agree with 
the thousands of sportsmen everywhere 
who say the mild, ripe Virginia 
tobaccos of a Sportsman cigarette are 
the finest you can buy. ‘
n n  A T R u n  b r o r t s Ma n, • , . I '
Prevont forsot fires. Consery* 








GALE-FORCE WINDS DAMAGE CANNERY STOREHOUSE
i
Wednesday afternoon’s galc-forcc winds ripped 20 
tons of roofing off the top of a storehouse operated by 
Canadian Canners. UPPER LEFT shows how the toppled 
roof dislogdcd chunks of brick wall. History repeated itself 
as a high wind in 1932 damaged the 40-year-old building
in much the same manner. Pictures UPPER RIGHT were 
taken following the gale of 26 years ago. H. J. Hewitt, 
Canadian Canners’ manager, his wife and son narrowly 
escaped being struck by the flying debris. He was driving 
a truck into the combination garage and storehouse when
he noticed the roof being lifted from building. He 
geared the car into reverse just in time to avoid being hit 
by chunks of brickowrk. High-velocity winds, he explained, 
entered the building through open doors and windows and 
became powerful enough to lift the roof.— (Courier staff 
photo— prints available.)
MOBILE CLINIC
A mobile children's clinic ir 




- e q u i p p e d  railway 
attached to regular
TODAY'S STOCK QUOTATIONS
Gates Open 7:30 
Show Starts at D u s k
All NEVr FIRST TIME IN COLOR!
M C M fHWiii'
T A R X A » «
thI
LOST SAFARI







ODEON' a m r 'DRIVE-IN
VERNON — Highway 97 North A! City Limits
Supplied by
Okanagan Investments Ltd. 
280 Bernard Ave.
Members of the Investment 
Dealers’ Association of Canada
Today’s Eastern Prices






































Cons Min & Smltg 17 >4 
Crown Zell 18V4
Dist Seagrams 28'/4
Dorn Stores 62 Vz
Dom Tar 12V4
Fam Players - 18%
I l  ord “A” 79V8
Ind Acc Corpn 32
Inter Nickel 73%
Kelly Doug “A” 5




t Ok. Hel. Pfd. 9V4
Ok Phone 11
Powell River ' 29)4
A.V. Roe ■ 14V4
Steel of Can . 56V4
Walkers 28%













































B.A. Oil 5%-77 101 102
B.C. Elcc 5%-77 100% 101
Home Oil 5-71 123 125%
Inland Nat Gas 
5%-77 103 105
Kelly Doug, 
ex wts 6-77 98% 99%
Loblaw 6-77 103 10̂
Westcoast “C” 5%-88 90 91%
Woodward’s 5-77 111 —
Woodward’s 5-78 103% 104%
Husky 5%-73 104 104%
MUTUAL FUNDS
All Cdn Comp 6.39 6.35
All Cdn Div 5.47 5.95
Cdn Invest Fund 8.28 9.09
Divers "B” 3.15 3.45
Group Income 3.42 3.72
Gr. Inc Accum 4.49 4.91
Investors’ Mut. 9.77 10.57
Trans-Canada “B” 24.55
Trans-Canada “C” .5.05 5.45
LEGION
MOSLEMS
(Continued From Page 1)
the teeming native quarter. It is 
a rare sight to see a red-capped 
Zouave soldier kicking in a door 
as he enters to search for hidden 
arms. The Moslems once more 
move freely through the streets.
Stern army measures have 
made Algiers virtually out of 
bounds for the rebels who once 
put together potent bombs in the 
Casbah and slipped into the Eu­
ropean quarter to kill and cripple 
But the Moslems were sullen and 
subdued.
Then came the stunning "revol­
ution of May 13’’—the revolt of 
the army and the French colo­
nists against the Paris regime 
BAFFLING TREND 
With the r e v o l u t i o n  came 
a startling "reconciliation’’ be­
tween thousands of Moslems and 
FYench. By the thousands they 
embraced and stood together to 
cheer Charles de Gaulle and the 
rousing talk of a new Algeria, an 
Algeria of 10,000,000 Frenchmen 
instead of a colony of 1,000,000 
French rulers and 9,000,000 sub­
ject Moslems.
No one can doubt there Is a 
new and bewildering current run­
ning through this tortured coun­
try.
' But some day the .shouting from 
the balconies will be stilled, and 
I the generals and the politicians 
will have s e t t l e d  their differ­
ences.
Then will the French in Algeria 
give the Moslems the equality 
they have denied them for years?!
Will the French colonists give 
up the paramount position they 
defied Paris to defend? Will the 
Moslem rebels abandon their 
fight for independence to rally 
around the Cross of Lorraine?
"One must wait and see,” says 
the grocer on the Rue dc Lion.
TH E D A ILY  COHBIBE  
FBI.. M AT 30. ItSS Jl
mined to end what they con«^ 
sider i>arliament’a shilly-shally** 
ing, and i2) the militant Com­
munists who benefit from weak 
parliamentary rule. . 
DEMONSTR.ATE IN STREETS
Cot>’*s statement caused a tu­
mult in parliament and brought 
several thousand Parisians into 
the streets demonstrating in sup­
port of de Gaulle. The night be­
fore. more than 50,000 had dem­
onstrated against him, and the 
Communists called today for new,^ 
anti-Gaullist demonstrations a n d r  
strikes.
Underlining the rightist determ­
ination, the insurgent military- 
civilian command in Algiers re­
newed threats of army action if 
de Gaulle was blocked.
In the middle was the mass of \  I 
ordinary Frenchmen—apparently *  I 
not as interested in the crisis as 
the outside world.
HAS NEAR MISS
SAN FRANCISCO »AP) — A 
United Airlines DC-7 carrying 
Senator William F. Knowland 
California among 57 passengers 
had a near miss with an air 
force B-47 near Salina. Kansas, 
Thursday. UAL pilot W. Wolfe 
said the bomber crossed In front 
of the airliner within 500 to 1,000 
feet.
(Continued From Page 1) FRENCH
(Continued From Page 1)women as well as young men 
should be required to take train-, . , .  ^
but it was pointed out the premier. Theing.
CCF Demand
Full-widLh freezer chest 
wit’h approx. 26-lb. capacity
Full-width chiller tray 
will hold an additional 14 lbs.
OILS AND GAS
Bid Aski
|B.A. Oil 38% 38
Cdn Delhi 6% 6
Cdn Husky 13% 14
Cdrt Oil 25% 25
Home Oil “A” 18% 19
Home Oil "B” 18%. 19
Imp Oil 41 42
Inland Gas 5% f
McColl-Frontenac 57 58
1 Pacific Pete 11 Vi 11
PIPELINES
Bid Asked
Alta Gas 15% 15%
Inter ' Pipe 44‘A 45
|l,N9 rt|i Ont Gas 12% 13>/8
jTrans Can Pipe 25%, 26'/4
Trams Mtn. 56'/8 57 ,
Que Nat. 24 25>/4
Westcoast V.T. 18 18%
VANCOUVER (CP)—Demands 
for the expropriation of B.C. 
Electric, huge British Columbia 
power and utilities concern, will 
be heard at the provincial CCF 
convention which opened here to­
day.
Resolutions calling for the take­
over of B.C. Electric and its par­
ent body, the B.C. Power Corpor­
ation, are ampng some 130 to be 
placed brfore delegates. Another 
calls fof ' expropriation of the 
B.C. Telephone (3o.
B.C. Electric and B.C. Tele­
phone have applications for siz­
able rate increase pending with 
the public utilties commisson 
and the board pftransport com­
missioners respectively. Hearings 
have already begun.
intent of the motion was not to 
have women conscripted into the 
army.
2. A.sked that the government 
maintain defence expenditures to 
meet NATO and United Nations 
obligations and to develop to the 
fullest the best brains of Canada 
by subsidizing higher education 
and scientific research.
3. Supported whole - hcartedly 
the Canadian L e g i o n  Youth 
Training Plan, formerly known as 
the Canadian Olympic Training 
Plan, and designed to raise both 
the standard of Canada’s athletes 
in international competition and 
the standard of physical fitness of 
all Canadian youth.
4. Voted to ask the federal gov­
ernment to establish an annual 
national Remembrance Day serv­
ice at the Canadian Memorial at 
Vimy Ridge, site of one of the 
bloodiest battles of the First 
World War.
Delegates were told that no na­
tional remembrance service is 
held at Vimy on Nov. 11.
5. Voted to ask the postal de­
partment to issue a national 
poppy postage stamp to be circu­
lated across Canada 30 days be­
fore Nov. 11 each year.
6. Voted to ask cancellation of 
the fee collected by Broadcast 
Music Incorporated and the Com­
posers, Authors and Publishers 
Association of Canada on written 
and recorded music used for 
charity.
’/. Recommended that Dominion 
Command and all branches of the 
legion must hold Remembrance 
Day services on Nov. 11.
8. Voted to study fully the pos­
sibilities of legion action designed 
to assist elderly veterans in mat 
ters of morale, health and wel­
fare and social activities.
general said yes—if Coty could 
arrange it on de Gaulle’s terms.
They c o n f e r r e d  after Coty 
w arn^ ^the a s s e m b l y  that 
France’ŝ  choice in the crisis had 
nrrowed down to de Gaulle or 
civil war.
Coty and many Frenchmen 
feared civil war threatened be­
cause two militant factions ap­
peared ready to fight: (1) the 
army-supported rightists deter
















“Photo Centre at City Centre”





Once Only Thursday and Friday at 7:30 p.m.
Twice Saturday 
at 5:00 and 8:00 p.m.
QET
Momc
OUT OF LU 
...CO OUT n . 
TO A 
MOVIE I
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ADVANCED PRICES
Eveninges: Adults 85o Students GOo Children 25o 
' Sat. before 5:00 p.m.: Adults 60c Students 50c Children 50o
SPECIAL KIDDIES’ MATINEE SATURDAY 
at 1:00 and 3:00 p.m.
WESTERN AND CARTOONS
COMING MONDAY —  DOUBLE BILL
THE SAFECRACKER-THE HIRED GUN
1
Full-width vegetable crisper. . .  




8  cu. ft model with a full width frccztr chc.st plus a cold storage tray that stores 
M Un enough frozen foods for the average family for two weeks! All this and more — 
u / A  even egg shelves in an interior deluxe .styling imd finish is yours when you choose
*■"»»» : , EATON Summer Sale, each
Reg. each 269.95
SAVE $ 6 0 . 0 0 . . , . 2 0 9 9 5
\
NO DOWN PAYMENT, as low as 7.25 monihly
E A T O N  C■  ■  C A N A D A




Tonight and Saturday 









Monday and Tuc.sday 
lunc 2 and 3
"SOLID GOLD 
CADILLAC"
Su()er S|>cciul Satirical 
Comedy







N O W !
And Barr & Anderson Offers:
•  NO DOWN PAYIWENT TIL OCTOBER,
OR -
•  YOUR GAS BILLS PAID TIL OCTOBER!
\
A SPECIAL NOTE:
In the Fall, NOBODY can dcyolc 
full, undivided nttcntlon to orders 
during the usual rush! You'll probably 
be buying your furnace In the Fall. . .  
BO why not get in now . . . gel com­
plete satisfaction; and the peace of 
mind that comes from knowing you’re' 
ready for Winter. Our technicians aw; 
ready to install your GF Gas FurnivLc 
with Immediate delivery! /
AND NO CARRYING CHARGES!
•  Easy Terms
•  t , m m c d ln ic 'Installalion
•  Save lip to 50% on Fuel
a 10 Year Wrlltcn Warranty
PRICED AS LO\V AS
BARR u. ANDERSON
594 Bernard Ave. “ Ihc
(INTERIOR) LTD.
Business Thai Oualiiy And Service Built” Phone 3039
ENGINE FAILS OVER TOWN PILOT LANDS ON STREET TO AVOID CROWDED PARK
Failure at 2,f«0‘fect of the 
engine of this Cessna aircraft 
caused Pilot Ron Sheardown,
22. to bring it down on a street 
in Scarboro, Ont. At the first
sign of trouble, Sheardown at 
first headed for a park, but
when he saw children playing 
there, he swerved to land in 
the street.
Infestation Of Coddling Moths 
Feared Due To Warm Weather
The extremely warm weather 
experienced in May in the B.C. 
interior orchard area has been 
most favorable for a serious 
codling moth infestation. Orchard 
inspections indicate that codling 
moth entries in poorly sprayed 
orchards is heavier at present 
than for several years. Unless 
precautions are taken the siua-
even if 1958 should prove to be a 
favorable year for the insect. But. 
sooner or later. t>oor spray 
practice is likely to prove costly. 




The only purpose of any orch- LUMBY: A meeting of the old 
ard spray machine is to apply pensioner’s organization was 
spray materials to the trees. | in the Legion Hall which 
Good spray machines distribute j®''ing to the exces.sive heat wa.s 
wisdom of being careful about the spray chemicals evenly. l t | l ’«orly attended. The thermo- 
attributing good fortune in is the spray material that gives meter registered 96 decrees
control to cut rate methods. The control of the orchard nest T h e r p ' j  .. . . .  ..
dosages set out in the official are seveLl g<̂ !S
spray chart are arrived at after machines available and anv attend an afternoon
tion can become much worse, if much experiment and observa- these can do the job if enough nieeting. 
the weather remains warm. ition. Stmietime you can reduce sprav material is used There are
The last several years haveUhem but as a general practice 
not been favorable for the de-'reduced dosages are inadvisable.
Vernon Will Launch 
Road Paving Program
VERNON
Beef Hike Said 
Due To Hay
velopmcnt of the codling moth. 
In some orchards there has been 
virtually no callage from w-orms. 
In such cases even an exception­
ally low dosage of DDT, or 
poor spray equipment, or im­
proper operation of the sprav 
equipment may result in little if 
any loss from the codling moth
The most important steps for 
all apple and pear growers, es-
,.  , Mrs. H. Oke. of Penticton, was
n o m n c h m ^ h ^ m ^  that l ^  pnuy a* the annualmagical properties that will give 
control with reduced amounts of 
spray material against a tough
pccially in a season such as thA:, j pest
is to see that a regular spray! In the case of DDT for codling 
schedule with recommended moth control 12 pounds per acre 
amounts of intccticide is followed are recommended. If this amount
,A saving in spray materials at 
this time of year could prove to 
be very costly by this fall.
LACOMBE, Alta. (CP)—A mix­
ture of alfalfa and brome in algEcoND SECTION 
grazing test at the experimental
THE DAILY COURIER
three-pronged I Mayor Frank Bcckcr spoke of increased
policy regarding treatment of the dust in Lakeview subdivision. I 
Vernon’s street.s is being final-1He said taxpayers had invested 
i/ed bv the Ixiard of works, .Mder-1 large sums in homes in that arca.i®,
man Harold Down told councilland deserved consideration . : .,;>toors .showed the mixture pro- 
this week. ihowever. other home owners had
The threc-i5ointed program is 
for permanent paving—or hard 
surfacing of approximately 15,000 
feet of Vernon streets. 24 feet in 
width—at a cost of $36,990. Con
paid taxes for 40 to 50 years, and 
should be considered as well.
Alderman McDowell felt that 
Lakeview deserved better treat­
ment than mere dust alleviation, 
tract has been let to Storms Con--He said: “I would like to see 
tracting Company Limited. iunderdrains and curbs.” Alder- 
\  flush and seal coat for [man Down assured council that 
streets with a suitable base will j a single flu.sh coat this year, • u* k
be given, coupled with a flexible!would be followed by a permanent straight brome
oiling program, as used oil be­
comes available, for those streets
Both pilot Sheardown. left, 
and passenger Fred Pilson 
stepped out unhurt from the 
wrecked Cessna. Landing gear, 
wing tips and tail were ripped 
off the plane.
Brome alone produced 238 pounds 
and creeping red fescue 228 
pounds.
However, creeping red fescue 
may have higher "carrying ca­
pacity," the farm reports. Last 
year it carried 23 per cent more 
steers than the brome - alfalfa 
mixture, and 16 per cent more
not in condition for the flush 
coat. Assistant city engineer Mel­
vin Shelley pointed out in his rc- 
ixjrt that the seal coat is not to 
be confused with the permanent 
program
seal coat with chips in 1959. 
Alderman McDowell said Lake- 
view lots had been sold too 
cheaply. He felt the city should 
avail itself of local contractors.
Some of the roads treated with 
old crankcase oil include: Kam­
loops Road; 32nd Avenue to Alex-
Alderman Down continued that is Ball Park; 38th Street from 
it is hoped to apply the perma-'30th Avenue to 32nd Avenue; 31st 
nent paving, or the two-inch, hot [Street south in front of the Home
By STAN McCABE 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
WINNIPEG (CP) — Canada 
should walk softly but carry a 
big stick in regulation of oil and 
gas movements and prices, the 
Manitoba govern-^nt argues.
The province advocated a light 
touch in controlling gas and oil 
movements in a brief submitted 
to the’ Borden “fTOytit commission 
on energy resources.
The brief said that no public 
authority is in a position to deal 
with appeals from any part of 
the country which feels it is pay­
ing an unreasonable share of the 
cost , of transporting natural gas. 
SHOULD BE EXAMINED 
“ But as a matter of principle 
we assert that these prices should 
be a matter of public record and 
should be subject to public scru­
tiny from time to time.
"We u.so the p'nrase ‘from time 
to time' to emphasize the periodic 
nature of the scrutiny which we
mix, machine laid surface to 
Mara Street, from 43rd Avenue 
In 25th. and up to 22nd Street, as 
part of this section of the pro­
gram.
As far as the single flush coat­
ing is concerned, it is the plan to 
apply this treatment on streets 
with a suitable base, and to ap­
ply a seal coat next year.
Council passed a motion to a{> 
ply to the department of munici­
pal affairs for permission to 
spend up to 25 thousand dollars, 
from tax sale funds for more 
general public works improve­
ments in the city.
Approximately one-sixth of the 
city’s 1958 budget which nudges 
$1,000,000.00 is earmarked for the 
board of works.
for the Aged.
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Winfield-Oyama Growers 
Want Orchard Roads Paved
WINFIELD — L. Van Roech- three man committee to help’ 
oudt has again volunteered to act | find a source of more adequate 
as a representative on the orc-i i
hard tours committee of the BC
is applied at the correct timo.s 
good conti'ol can be expt cit'd. 
Tests over several years with 
varying amount.s show that this 
quantity is required for protect­
ion.
Spray programs that may have 
been adequate during recent cool 
years could be far short of re­
quirements for a hot season. This 
is especially true following a 
mild winter which ensured a 
heavy carry over of last year’s 
worm.s.
meeting of the organization to 
be held next month. Resolutions 
to be submitted at that meeting 
were considered and dealt with.
Rei)orts were received on tho 
progress of the building of tho 
kitchen in the community fuirk. 
and on the ceritennial banquet to 
be held on Sunday, June 29 for 
the Lumby and district pioneers.
VANCOUVER (CP) ~  A one- 
week training course for com­
pany safety directors will open at 
the University of B.C. June 23. 
About 40 executives are expected 
to attend the lecture.s. stX)nsored 
by the B.C. Safety Council and 




WINNIPEG (CP) — Reuben C. 
Baetz, assistant commissioner of 
the Canadian Red Cross Society, 
is collecting material for the first 
manual on minor disasters to be 
produced by the organization in 
North America.
Mr. Baetz said in an Interview 
that there is no brief definition 
of a minor disaster, but the fol­
lowing might be a popular one: 
“ If five homes in a town burn, 
that’s a minor disaster. If your 
home is one of the five, that’s
Peachland People 
Attend A rt Show
PEACHLAND — Attending the 
a r t  show in ^iimmeriand from .
here were Mrs. George Smith,!® ,
Mrs. R. B. Spackman, Miss N.l Three thousand minor disasters 
B. Frith, Mrs. M. Ferguson andl"'^^^^ Canada every^ year in 
Mrs. Leonard Trautman. (track, he said. In 1957, 2.800 
Peter O’Flynn has arrived from!families needed aid from the Red 
Trinity College, Toronto, for the Cross after fire destroyed their 
summer to assist the Rev. A. A.
T. Northrop in the parish.
Mrs. Frank Sidebotham is a 
patient in the Kelowna General 
Hospital.
Mrs. G. W. Thomp.son has re­
turned to Victoria following a
.. holiday with her son-in-law andcnihsage. It IS not our View that|^
this function need be earned
Diane Ruffle is the* lucky win­
ner of a new bicycle which is to
by a large and permanent or­
ganization devoting its whole at 
tention to tho subject.”
Tho regulatory body should; be presented to her next Satur 
confine itself largely to investiga-j day morning. Diane entered a 
tion. Regulations should not bo contest which has been running
for several months, and haid her 
letter chosen regarding the pro­
duct
made unless absolutely neces­
sary.
"For such a system to work, 
however, it would be ncce.ssary 
for the regulatory body to have 
clear authority to act strongly 
nnd decisively if the circum­
stances should warrant it." 
WOULD FAVOR EXPORTS
Manitoba favored a relatively 
imrcstneted movement ot energy 
raw materials across provincial 
and international boundaries.
"On the que.stion of export.s of 
energy in any of it.s forms we 
have an open mind," the brief 
said. Mnnlthba should be assured 
of adequate supplie.'i of various 
fuels at reasonable prices.
"We are not in a iwsition to 
judge the adequacy of the re- 
.servos which are available, lad 
if the federal authorities are sat­
isfied that the reserves are, s»if- 
ficient to assure supiJies for the 
foreseeable (viture than wo are 
not opimsed to exports.
"But we do feel that exiiorts 
.should not take place at prices 
which In effect call upon con- 
.sunlers In Canada to subsidize 
consumers in the United .State;:."
Any ex|K>rl contract using pipe­
line or other facilities which were 
also u.sed for .sales in Canada 
should not h«> npiuoved unless it 
could be sluiwn that prices and 
charges were high enough to 
cover the cost of Itenvs exjMjrted 
nnd made some reasonable con­
tribution to overhead costs,
homes
'The small communities where 
the Red Cross has 1.275 branches 
with volunteer workers are in 
need of the manual being pre­
pared by the organization. It will 
let the volunteers know what they 
can do and cannot do on behalf 
of the Red Cross.
Mr. Baetz said the best advice 
for the volunteers is to know 
their local hazards,, local flood
MONTREAL (CP)—Surgeons at 
Royal Victoria Hospital, in a pio­
neer operation, have successfully 
transplanted a kidney from a 
healthy 15-ycar-old girl to her 
ailing twin sister.
The kidney transplant, first in 
Canada and ninth operation of its 
kind in North America, is pos­
sible only b e t w e e n  identical 
twins.
The Montreal operation took 
place May 14 and was reported 
in a hospital statement.
Because of it, Moira Johnson 
may lead a normal life. The only 
other alternative was certain 
death from advanced chronic kid­
ney disease, which had severely 
damaged both her kidneys.
Her sister Nola, who the hospi­
tal says “showed no hesitation in 
agreeing to give one of her kid­
neys to save her twin’s life,” is 
expected to live out her normal 
span on her one remaining._kid- 
ney. • ,
The girls, are the oldest of six 
children of Mr. and Mrs. Gordon 
Johnson of Baie d’Urfe, near 
Montreal.
Moira was admitted to the 
Montreal Neurological Institute 
March 30 suffering from convul-i 
sions with high blood pressure 
and showing evidence of kidney 
disease. Transferred to the Royal 
Victoria, her condition continued 
to worsen.
When doctors decided on the 
rare operation it was first neces­
sary to establish that Nola was 
really Moira’s true identical twin, 
and not just a fraternal twin who 
happened to look like her and 
share character traits with her. 
Grafts of skin or organs can-
FGA
At a recent meeting of the 
Oyama-Winfield - Okanagan Cen­
tre local, members decided to 
urge the department of highways 
to carry out blacktopping of 
roads adjacent to orchards in the 
area.
Chairman Mcl Kawano intro­
duced C. E. S. Walls, secretary- 
manager of the B.C. Federation 
of Agriculture, who spoke on the 
new type of farm loan policy, 
vvhich is based on a more realis­
tic appraisal of what constitutes 
an economic unit.
The federation has set up a
PEACHLAND
gated the possibility of obtaining, 
reduced excursion railway fares | 
to stimulate the Influx of agri-i 
cultural help. In this connection! 
the federation is pressing for 
compulsory unemployment bene­
fits to be extended to cover agri­
cultural workers.
Mr. Walls concluded with a 
strong plea for unity in farm­
er’s organizations. ,
Mrs. E. F, Goss, of Vancouver, 
was a visitor at the home of Mrs. 
Mary V. Edmunds prior to going 
to Grand Forks to visit her dau­
ghter and family.
PEACHLAND — Mr. and Mrs. 
William Siegrist, with t h e i r  
daughter Eunice and son, Rob-, 
ert, are leaving for Kamloops on 
Friday to attend the graduation 
exercises of the Royal Inland 
Hospital, from which their older 
daughter, Audrey is graduating. 
They will spend the weekend in 
Kamloops with friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Cyril Webster, 
who have been .visiting Mr. and 
Mrs. W. Selwyn have left for 
their home in Regina, stopping 
en route to Nelson and other 
way points.
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Harris 
stopped en route to Penticton, to 
visit their aunt and uncle, Mf. 
and Mrs. Gregg Burns before 
leaving for their home in North 
Vancouver.
ANCIENT ART
Embroidery, known to the an-! 
dent E g y p t i a n s ,  probably 
reached its greatest perfection be­
fore the 15th century.
MERRY MENAGERIE
I
"Just for a change, he took a 
email airmail routel"
THE FOREST FIRE HAZARD IN THE 
OKANAGAN IS STILL VERY HIGH!
The need for care and caution is greater than evGr — 9 out 
of 10 forest fires are caused by man.
S. M; SFMPSOFI LTD.
areas and where fire might hit 
and be ready to take action when made permanently bC'
something happens.
The five permanent members 
of the UN Security Council are 
the United Statc.s, Russia, Brit­
ain, France and China.
Janitors Give 
In To Spring
NORWICH, Ont, (CP)-N«turc 
loving janitors at tho district 
high schtxil hero have given In 
fto spring and won't lio piping hot 
water to the stiujents for some 
week.s, ,
Ijisl year two robins worked 
nil .Slimmer to build a pest on 
tiot-w«ter piiH's near tho celling 
of tho school’s Imller rixuiL Wind 
from n nearhv window kept them 
front succeeding until tnldsuni- 
iner, nnd by then It waa too late 
to nest, \
This year they can>o back. r«> 
fitter! the ne*t, nnd ,sett|«t In, 
The sympathetic staff shut down 
i'f the furnace so the baby rotilns 
enh ttcop cooj.
VERNON — The B.C, Building 
Inspoctor.s’ Conference opened 
here Wednesday afternoon,
'Fhe • parley brings approxi­
mately 85 delegates and visitors 
to the city. Problems relating to 
public safety and the latest de­
velopments in construction plans 
will be discussed.
Panel discussions and speakers 
will keep the sessions informed 
on new improvements in con­
struction nnd will attemiit to 
establish a uniform interpretation 
and application of the National 
Building Co<lo. ,
A packed ngende has been ar­
ranged by the convention com­
mittee, chaired by Vernon Build­
ing Iiuipoctor Bert Hanna, , nnd 
members G, E, Corbin, of Pen­
ticton and A. E, Clark, of Kel­
owna. .
Mayor Frank Hecker welcomed 
the assembly TTiursilay morning. 
Progress nnd Intcriirctntion of tho 
National Building Code by R, S, 
Ferguson: tho heneflt.s of the 
NBC n.s applied to Calgary by P, 
Aumonler; di.scus.sion of a new 
system of processing nnd Issuing 
permllM, highlighted Thurstiny's 
session.
Plan, cheeking and related 
problems will Ih' dealt with liy R, 
Montador, of Vancouver n.s well 
as llai.son nnd co-operntlon be­
tween building nnd assessment 
(Apartments by Vqrnon assessor 
George BiH-r; and a panel dls- 
cu.ssAh (’ll zoning bylaws, with 
R. tV Davis of Kamloops, nuxl- 
orator, Fire Chief F. S. UUlc, of 
Vernon, will give n talk on fire 
limits, with John Wheeler, of tho 
Canadian InstiLute of Steel Con­
struction, giving an address on 
the "Flrepnxtfing of Steel.’’
Friday moniliig, B, H. M<R«rs, 
of Nanaimo: A- C. Veal, Vaar 
couver, and A. W. Weston, also 
of Vancouver, gave talks. Dis­
cussion of bulldina officlols’ con­
ference of Canada In Ottawa will 
bi' led by D, Mntheson. of Van- 
L'ouver. lUiHirts of committees 
and' executive election of officer.s 
and pew,business will be handled
Inspectors 
In Vernon
on Friday afternoon. Tho busi­
ness end of the conference will 
conclude with a panel discussion 
on fire separations in the nation­
al building code, moderated by 
R. S. Fergu.son.
Delegates are remaining over 
until Saturday. Various functions 
are planned for the Indies, in­
cluding a yachting cruise There 
be n.rinnce on Saturday eve­
ning, preceded by a conducted 
1',! Kelowna bridge in 
the afternoon.
tween people who are not identi-', 
cal twins.
Court authority was received 
covering the unusual legal as­
pects of the operation, ,
Two operating rooms were 
used simultaneously for the sur­
gery. One surgeon prepared the 
arteries in Moira while the other 
removed Nola’s kidney.
The two surgeons co_- operated 
in joining the arteries" veins and 
ureter of the transplanted kidney 
in Moira,
'The hospital said: "within .20 
minutes of , the operation, the 
transplanted k i d n e y  began to 
function extreiricl.v well nnd has 
continued to function satisfactor­
ily. Moira’s condition at present 
is quite satisfactory nnd her ap­
petite has returned,’’
, Of Nola, the hospital statement 
said "we are happy to say that 
her post-bperntivo. recovery has 
been rapid. Many people have
only one jfidnoy nnd are able to 
live a normal life-span."
AN URGENT MESSAGE 
TO KELOWNA CITY PARENTS
Final registration o[ city children and thdsc living 
In the Raymer .School area, who commence Ciradc 1 in 
Sepicmber, will take place in llio office of the Principal' 
at the Central Elementary School, 182.‘5 Richter Street, 
Thursday and I'riday, May 2';ih and 30th, between 9 
n,m. and 4 p.m. 'The prc.scniatlon of a birth certificate 
is rctpiircd.
Since classes in Scplduibcr, will undoubtedly be 
over-crowded, parents arc lugcd to register children at 
this time to be sure of accommodation.
From results of registration taken two weeks ago, 
school officials know that there must l>c a nu'nilicr of 
parents who did not register. It is'inipossiblc to plan 
September grade one classes unless nil parents register 
Ihcir children immediately,
, ■ I
F. MAGKLjN, SecTctary-Trcasurcr, '
Sclukil District No. 2.3 (Kelowna).
Lipsett Motors Auction Car Lot on Bernard
featuring 2 0  Beautiful Cars -
1957 Plymouth Savoy V8 Sedan 
1957 Plymouth Plaza V8 Sedan 
1957 Plymouth Plaza V8 Two Door Sedan 
1956 Dodge Suburban 6 Cyl.-Automatic 
1956 Plymouth Savoy 6 cyl. -* Sedan 
1956 Plymouth Suburban V8 
1956 Plymouth Savoy V8-Sedan 
1956 Plymouth Savoy 6 cyl.~2-door Sedan 
1955 Plymouth Savoy 6 cyl. -  Sedan 
1955 Plymouth Savoy 6  cyl. -  Sedan 
1955 Dodge Royal V8 ~  Sedan
1955 Plymouth Belvedere V8-Autom atic 
-Sedan
1954 Dodge Hardtop-M ayfair 
1954 Plymouth Sedan -  6 cyl.
1954 Plymouth Two Door Sedan 
1954 Chevrolet Two Door Sedan 
1954 Plymouth Hardtop-Belvedere 
1952 Pontiac Sedan 
1952 Pontiac Sedan
1956 F a rg o ^  Ton
A COMPLETE BARBECUE OUTFIT
TERRIFIC BONUS WITH 
EACH CAR ADVERTISED 
DURING THE SALE




580 BERNARD AVE. PIIONf; 3387
. ■ ■ ' i -i
W a n t Ads Sell! They  Rent! They Find! Phone 4 4 4 5
THE OAILV COUBIEE |Q  
FBI.. MAY M. IMS Property For Sale
Funeral Homes Live In Popular Glenview Heights
^  ..; S ituated just outside town. Each lot a view lot w ith 80
frontage or over. City water, garbage collection, 
DAYS inlaveround and close to school.LTD.
We oiler you the comforting 
services that can onlv be fouiwl 
In suitable surroundings.
1U5 Em« St. Phone
tf
p yg
See the lovely homes there now in a subdivision 
planned for child safety 
LOTS SI,500.00 . Sl.750.00 ■ 52,250.00 
TERMS $250.00 DOWN
Tiflis Champagne Shop 
Has Real M erry Time
ROOM AND BOARD
T W  LCOt„:
X5T Y ISNSSTCC
By Gene Ahern
Cominq Events j CHARLES D. GADDES REAL ESTATE
WOMEN’S AUXILIARY TO THE; Aye
Social Credit will hold their regu- B ^ a r d  Ave. 
lar meeting at the picnic grounds i 
in City Park, at 7 30 p.m; Juncj 
2. Phone 7985 for transj>ortation. j




1. FRANK V e DRIGO, WILL NOTj 
be responsible for anv debts in-1 
curred by anyone other than, 









By ANGELO NATALE by hand from time to time in the
R^ ’̂ (AP^^^— Ufe^*^°N̂ Tv In addition to the rows and 
merry after a few hours at the l»ttles. the cellars con-
Tiflis^ champagne factory. Slant vats filled with the
Take a trip out to this favorite bubbly wine to become avaiUble 
tourist attraction in the Georgian 'o Soviet public. The Tiflis
republic and you’ll soon be filled ^
with the spirit of brotherhood and Poland and Czechoslovakia.
I friendship — and with generous “Our champagne Is made from 
230 samples of the finest bubble the finest grapes." Goglidze says, 
water produced in the Soviet "Our raw material comes from 
Union. collective farms, state farms and
“We turn out 5,500,000 bottles some individual farmers.’’ 
of champagne a year,” says fac- TWO PROCEISSES 
tory deputy director Vasili Gog-i xhe factory uses two different 
lidze in an office decorated with niethod.s in producing champagne 
pictures of Stalin. Lenin, Khrush-'—̂ ne process that takes five 
chev and Bulganin. “And by 1D60; j,nd a new accelerated sys-
our output here will be 6,000,000 which the finished product
bottles a year.” is ready in only one year. The
“Try this,” he says, handing fjyg.ypar variety is finer — and 
you a king-sized glass of chain-1 ĵ jjgĵ ĵy more expensive. It costs, 
pagne. ’“liiis is our sweet vari-j^^y factory officials. 13 to 14 
ety." ! rubles to produce each bottle of









IWSST A (\A5TK: T^i? 
V.VvXrO K l\V>5ws N 
T '̂ wxrss, AS’ KnES A 
T'Sri 5>'^5 Tri* RAT A 
S^SS &OSsJK\M̂
• JIKOŜ  THSTS A
k5uja\t sussEsrm .
„ . ru  A,m fTCN’K? j,
/'b-CEH!i£?/£M/r!»Av' 
I iP£A:UJfH.{\ASCt/r 




BEN-GUmON LADDS WINNIE 
HAIFA. Israel <AP) — Israeli 
Prime Minister David Ben-Gur- 
ion Thursday lauded Sir Winston 
Churchill as “ the greatest fighter 
for freedom in our generation." 
Sarah Churchill, actress daugh­
ter of the British statesman, rep­
resented her father at a cere­
mony here opening the Winston 
Churchill Auditorium at Technion 
City’. Israel’s new technological 
institute on Mount Carmel.
AVi-’'
■ -V.B£T7t̂  
Fxzr OP wioz. um 5-33
It the annual Canadian milk 
production of more that 17 bil­
lion ixjunds was put in one con­
tainer, it would require a tank 
five miles long. 100 feet deep and 
100 feet wide to hold it.
EVERYTHING WENT BLANK
CHARLOrrE. N.C. (API" o inenasnip. ne champagne, me live - year van- -y- casin» his
you down your first glass of ,,y ^lls for 20_ to 21 rubles a_
! Watch for Further Announceroetrts ^
automobile througli a highwpy 
work gang near here when sud-’, 
denly everything went blank. Po-'
REPAIR SPECIALISTS
Radios. Televisions. Electric 




249 Bernard Ave. Phone 3405 
Fri.-Sat.-tf
HOME REPAIRS AND 
ALTERATIONS 
Specializing in Asbestos
Asphalt and Insulating Siding





ER required for Chartered Ac­
countant office. Apply Campbell. 
Imric & Ashley, 102 Radio
SEWING — DRESS MAKING, 
sport shirts. 743 Wilson Ave. 
Phone 3466. 230
A. C. POLLARD 
B.C. LAND SURVEYOR
Kelowna
Room 1, 453 Lawrence Ave. 
Phone 3903
WANTED






8 ACRES FARM LAND — 20 
miles from Vancouver. For 
further particulars apply at cabin 
No. 2. 2801 North St., Kelowna.
230
ore’s a word of advicej says, f a c - “ang
I^n ’t go staff'^°’̂ y employees have a ball, Iturned toward Edwards’ car the
‘̂ ^n'Tnmotlv'^ee to it that your! "There are more than 500 machine spraying hot asphalt on will promptly see to t Lnai your, and h,mhu,.-,v The c.nr was cov-
FREE ROOM AND BOARD TO 
reliable woman for evening baby 
sitting. Phone 6409 before 3 p.m,
231
Vernon
2803-32nd Ave. Phone 4236
SEPTIC TANKS AND GREASE 
traps cleaned, vacuum equipped. 




New stucco bungalow in V’orth 
End, close to school, lake and 
park. This lovely home has 2 
large bedrooms, livingroom, 
meSern kitchen and utility room 
with laundry tubs, 220 wiring and 
automatic natural gas heat, 
floors are oak and tile. Full 
price $9,000.00 with terms.
JOHNSTON &  TAYLOR
REAL ESTATE AND 
INSURANCE AGENTS 
418 Bernard Ave., Radio Building 
Phone 2846
Evenings 2975, 4454 or 2942 .
tf
1 niPd And there are'workers. Some live in TiRis and
nmes of soarkling 'Others in the workers’ settlement.
three more types The factory has its own sports
d r v '^ ^ T S s w e e r  S  club. wRh s\rong football and vol- 
and dry. . nnmilar in levball teams. The workers go in
s T s  G o S z e  and dancing.”
More’ than 1,000,000 bottles arej ’They work five eight-hour days 
lined up in rows, nock down, in a lyeek and fi’L
the twisting cellars. They' stay 
here for five years necessary for 
proper aging, and each is turned
days. By the end of 1958, the fac 
tory plans to introduce the seven- 
hour day
the highway. The car was cov 
ered from front to rear with a 
steaming mixture of asphalt, dirt 
and cement.
/•'MORE WEAR
WE DO ANY KIND OF CEMENT 
and carpenter work. Phone 2028 
after 6 p.m. J. Wanner. 240
SCRAP STEEL AND METALS — 
Top prices. Old car bodies our 
specialty. Commercial Steel & 
Metals, 6135 Willingdon, Burnaby 
2, Vancouver, B.C. tf
Chemists Develop New 
Solid Fuel For Missiles
KILLED NEAR CEMETERY
COLUMBUS. Ohio (API — Mrs. 
Lena Lulcy, 81, was killed Thurs­
day night in front of a cemetery 
where she and her daughter were 
going to decorate the grave of; 
her husband. It was one of the, 
first traffic fatalities reported in;. 
The Associated Press’ count of| 
Memorial Day weekend deaths 
in the United States. The count 






w ill explain 
how AYDS 
work
FOR TRULY PERSONAL 




OPEN TILL 9 TONIGHT
y
LARGE COMFORTABLE Family 
home in City. Open fireplace,^ 
newly decorated, fruit trees, close 
to lake and all conveniences. 
$2,000.00 down. Phone 4503. 235
Research Council, Vancouver, of 
I experiments he has headed into 
..  ̂ I the nature of nucleic acids. These 
TORONTO (CP) — I acids existed in all living cells, in
from across Canada headed forjpiants. animals and viruses. In
By PAT USSHER 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
EXPERIENCED SEAMSTRESS. 
Altering and repairing a specialty. 
Phone 4685. 231
DRAPES EXPERTLY MADE — 
Free estimates. Doris Guest. 
Phone 2481. tf
Articles For Sale
HEINTZMAN MEDIUM PIANO 
— Natural oak. condition excel­
lent. Phone 3216. 230
Position Wanted
4.000 FT. NEW 2” RUBBER 
lined Fire Hose with 2” Pipe 
Thread Couplings.” Atlas Iron & 
Metals Ltd., 250 Prior St.. Van­
couver 4, B.C. M, Th, tf
EXPERIENCED GIRL SEEKS 
office position. Background in­
cludes: stenography: documents. 
Lumber Office, and positions with 
several major firms. Interested 
parties are asked to apply to 
Box 5140, Daily Courier, or to 
leave message at 4445. 231
NEW 26x40’ 3-BEDROOM house 
—L-shaped kitchen, dining area 
and livingroom. Oak and tile 
floors, stucco and plaster, car­
port and basement. $9,800.00, 
terms. 883 Patterson Ave. 231
$1,900.00 TO $2,700.00 DOWN for 
two or three bedroom mobile 
homes. Completely furnished. 
Phone 8742. 230
LARGE FOUNTAIN, LARGE 
two door refrigerator, grills,, 
large; ’magazine stand. Phone 
7048. 234
VARNISHED KITCHEN TABLE 
and four chairs. $20.00. Phone 
6162. 232
CAPABLE GIRL — Experienced 
in office work, or willing to do 
any part time work. Phone 3873.
132
LARGE ORCHARD PROPERTY 
Westbank, lOO acres. Chance for 
capable party to create nice shel­
tered estate. Creek and plenty of 





Young woman, experienced in 
office, routine and bookkeeping, 
with a good knowledge of office 
machinery and switchboard. 
Referonqe.s may be obtained 
write to
Box 5333 DAILY COURIER 
or PHONE 8505
233
THREE BEDROOM MODERN 
house, within 5-10 miles of Kel­
owna, by responsible, tenants, by 
September 1. Phone 8712. tf
1952 FORD FORDOR — Must 
sell. Radio, two tone, many 
more extras. 1017 Bernard. Phone 
4570. 231
For Rent
NEW APAR’TMENT BLOCK 
Downtown, ultra modern, well 
furnished. One or two adults, half 
block off Bernard. Apply Suite 
No. 1. 1469 Bertram. 232
Cars And Trucks
1941 CHEVROLET — GOOD Con­
dition. Reasonable. Call at 2541 
Pendozi St. 235
MODERN 2 BEDROOM Duplex, 
gas heat, garage, close in. Phone 
4589. 231
WATCH "CARS AND TRUCKS 
for sale”—there are some great 
bargains listed every issue of the 
Courier. 32-tff
home after hearing a series of 
papers on various aspects of the 
chemistry industry at the  ̂ annual 
conference of the Chemical In­
stitute of Canada.
Chemist Lionel A. Dickinson 
told reporters a new solid rocket 
fuel has been developed in Can­
ada which could help deal with 
an attack by intercontinental bal­
listic missiles or be used to 
launch a satellite.
Mr. Dickinson, who has been 
partly in charge of experiments 
carried out by the Canadian arm­
ament research and development 
establish m e n t  at Valcartier, 
Que., indicated the f u e l  is 
superior to the liouid prooellant 
used in missiles by the United
Cfnfpe .
HAVIE KNOW-HOW
He said use of liquid fuels In 
volved loss of precious time in 
fuelling counter-missiles. Much of 
this time lag would be elminated 
by use of solid fuel.
In reply to questions about a 
satellite being develooed in Can­
ada, he said only: “We have the 
know-how.”
Delegates to the conference 
heard an outline by Dr. H. G. 
Khorana of the British Columbia
one form, they were involved in 
transmission of hereditary char- 
sctcristics •
Dr. Khorana told reporters this 
work could in time form a step 
towards understanding the struc­
ture of cells in the human body 
and could conceivably play a role 
in finding a method to control 
cancer.
Cecil E. Carson, a director of 
Imperial Oil Limited, was elected 
institute president for 1958-59,' 
succeeding Dr. O, J. Walker of 
the University of Alberta, Ed­
monton. E. Gordon Young of Hal­
ifax, director of the Atlantic re­
gional laboratory of the National 
Research Council, was elected 
vice-president. ,
The 1959 conference of the in­
stitute will be held in Halifax.
WANT TO FIGHT DISEASE
LONDON (Reuters) — Russia 
has proposed to the United States 
that joint Soviet - American 
teams be sent to Africa to com­
bat smallpox and malaria epi­
demics, Tass news agency re­






LONDON (Reuters)— London’s 
police chief,. Sir John Fott-Bower, 
will retire next August, it was 
announced Tyursday night. His 
deputy, Joseph Simpson, former 
chief constable of Surrey, wiU 
succeed him. __
1953 CHEVROLET FOUR DOOR 
—Exceptionally good condition, 
now paint, seat covers. Selling 
below list. Phone 2300, 1110 St. 
Paul St. 232
TWO ROOM FURNISHED Suite 
Call 1660 Ethel St. Phone 3670.
231
Help Wanted
PACKING AND GRADER 
FOREMAN
Reply stating experience, qualifi­





m a k e ’ m oney  at irOME~A!T-
scmbling our items. Experience 
unnecessary. Crown Mfg., 4(16 S 
Robertson, Los Angelos 48, Cnli-
THE BERNARD LODGE 
Rooms by day, week, month, also 
housokcoping. 911 Bernard Ave., 
phons 2215. tf
LAHGE GROUND FLOOR DU­
PLEX suite. 5 rooms and bath. 
No animals. Apply 832 Bernard 
Avel If
Boats and Enqines
A SNAP! PRACnCALLY brand 
new 1956 Johnson privately owned 
30 H.P. Outboard Motor. Will 
sacrifice for $300 or best offer. 
May he. seen at Kelowna Marine 
and Equipment Ltd. ____ H
T A X I
Radio Controlled
ANYWHERE
WILL SELL FOR REASONABLE 
cash offer, 1957 half-ton Ford 
Delux. Will take small trade. 
Phone 4025 days, 3422 evenings.
232
Auto Financing
SUITES AT C A C APART­
MENTS. Edgewood Road. Bank- 
head. Phono 8613. tf
CAR BUYERS; OUR FINANC­
ING service at low cost, will help 
you make a better deal, Ask us 
now before you buy. Carruthers 
and Meiklo Ltd., 364 Bernard 
Ave., Kelowna, B.C.
230, 231. 232, 242, 243, 244
NEW PARTLY FURNISHED 





fo r Store Credit Clerk
No clerical experience necessary
We will train .V()U 
Thb Is permanent (Misition 
Apply between 9-11 only to
sweeV  s ixte en
3?5 Bernard Ave.
230. 232
wT nTKD. IMMEDIATEl,Y-UC: 
LIABLE kirl or woman to care 
for three little girls, and d<' some 
hmrsevwrrk,' for rcinnlndcr of 
school. term. Uve In or but. 
Phone 6209 after 4:30.p.m.
233
FUHNISHED BRIGHT HOUSE­
KEEPING room. Phone 8449, 







Rooms by day, week, month 
Community kitchen, all facilities 
924 Bernard Ave, Phono 4124
239
n ew ."'c6 o l .~s e l ^^
light housokeeping bedroom and 
kitebenette. Api)ly 1032 Leon 
Ave. 2,34
INTERIOR MOBILE HOMES 
Rutland Rd. and V«rnon Highway
Call or phone for Information on 
now or vised trailers. Also house 
trailer hauling. Fully insured, 









1485 Ellis St. 
Opposite the Post Office
i s
Marvelaii
AUCTION OF TIMBER SALE 
X74114
There will be offered for sale 
at public auction, at 11:00 a.m. 
on Friday, June 13, 1958, in the 
office of the Forest Riinger. Kel­
owna, R.C, the Licence X74114, 
to cut 472,000 cubic feet of Soruce, 
Balsam, Fir, Larch and Lodge- 
polo Pino Sawlogs on an area 
situated unserveyed V.C.L,, 3
miles West of McCullouch.
Five (5) years will be allowed 
for removal of timberl 
Provided anyone who is unable 
to attend the auction in person 
may submit a sealed tender, to 
be opened at the hour of auction 
and treated ns one bid.
Further particulars may bo ob­
tained from the District Forester, 







Taken bv our photographer. It is 
easy to get souvenir photos of the 
time yDu were in the news. Send 
them to your friends or put them 
in your album.
Large Glossy 6Vf! x 8Vi 
Only $1.00
NO PHONE ORDERS PLEASE 





TERRY AND AUO TRAILERS 
BARRETT'S t r a il e r  SALES 
467 Main St., Penticton 
Phoiio 4822
Sec us before you buy
■ , 242
TOE C,\JE&1' HOUSE 
806 Bernard Ave, Phono 3941,
\ ' , . ' ■ 2.39
vviurL odiT A Fr
lady In comfortable home, Phone 
3295 or call iit 967 Harvey Ave.
232
NEW~16 IT. HOLLIDAY Travel­
ler — Sleeps .six, fully equipped; 
Phone »742. 230
REDSTOhrE’S''TOAf^^^^ SALifes 
A SERVICE ~  Pcachland, B.C. 
Phono Pchcfiland 687, 244
Building Materials
W A N T E D  \  W  1 T  H 1 N  N E X T  
m onth i»r two. an office clerk, 
preferab ly  Indy .over 20 years of
• f lc . JS'o si>eclal train ing n iq u lre d _________ _______________________
but sJwuld have pU?asimU>cnron- E S M tlN D  L U M B E R  0 0 . .  L T D ,, 
oUty, an wfU bt> necessary »  net fpr nil Building Supplies. SiM-cInl 
«s flsslKtirnt receptionist, nnd 
typing would Ik! an 'advantage.
ITeaise apply'to Box 5074M, Dally
Coiirtcr, fitnllng m i 
cxiwrlence it any.
Pets and Supplies \
Itldgebnck pvip.s. Ovlorlcss, Ouar- 
nnfccvl sntlsfactory: nnd Lap
Alibnles. 12243 Gind.stone Rd., 
RR No, 6. North Surrey, or phone 
Newton 256-1̂ 3, 246
Equipment Rentals
Izfbg In Plywood, Conlrnctors, 
Enqulrle*, (iolli;>llcd. Phone or 
wire orders collccl, 36(X) E
FLOOR SANDING MACHINES 
nnd PollRhors, Now nvnllnbl^ for 
rent in Kciqwna. U and B Paint 
SiK)t Ltd. For dctnila phone .36.36.
130-M-W-F
Boats And Engines
14 I X  PLYW OGib HU NA BO U T  
—FIbreglosa sides and bottom, 
30 h.p. Johnson. Fiilly equlpjicd. 
Phone 2777 . 232
MERCURY MARK 40 OUT 
BOARD Motor -  Complete with 
remote controls, and In y good 
running order. 92A3.00 or l>e.stWlt? , H,4JIIVVA| *>VW IlMMtIUH t %»• mx
„„„ Huntings Sha Vancouver, B.C.Joffor. Can bo seen at BennettV
M-'rtvutS'tl Glenbmn IStXj. 2.31 Hnrdwnrc.  ̂ 2,31
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
SEALED TENDERS. In dupUente 
on the forms provided, will be 
received by Mr, W. E. Snby, 
Secretary, Municipal Civic Centro 
Bul'ding Committee, Municipal 
ilall, Armstrong, B.C,, by or be­
fore 5:00 p.m, Thursday, 19th 
Juno, 1958 for the construction 
of:
MUNICIPAL CIVIC CENTRE 
ARMSTRONG. B.C.
A certified cheque or bid bond 
payable to the Armstrong-Spal- 
lumchecn Municipal, Civic Centre 
Committee In the niiiount of Fif­
teen Hundred Dollars (Sl,.50().00) 
jihnll bo filed with the tender.
'A letter from a Bonding Comi>- 
any agreeing to furnish n Com­
pletion Bond equol to fifty (50) 
per cent of the amount of the 
contract shall bfe filed with the 
tender.
One set of drnwlpgs nnd speci­
fications and forms of tender 
will be Issued lb General Con­
tractors only and ipay be ob­
tained from Mr. Snby or from the 
office of the Architect on deivosU 
With the issuer of a cheque in the 
amount of $25.00. Drawings nnd 
specifications will be nynlinble 
for inspection at the Ariinstrong 
Municipal Htill nnd at the office 
of the Architect.
ALAN GRAY, STU.WEl-L 
A Iwohban,
Architects,




No white space. 
Minimum 10 words.
I Iriscrtibn --------per word 34
3 consecutive
Insertions ------  per word 2J44
6 consecutive Insertions 
or more. ............  per word 24
Classifled Display
One Insertion ----------- $112 inch
r  consecutive
Insertions ...........— 1.0.3 Inch
3 consecutive Insertions
or more .......  • ........... 9$ ihch
Classifled Cards 
3 count lines dally ...$ 9,00 month 
Dally for 0 months _  0,50 month 
Each additional llpo . 2.00 month
One Inch dally ------ 17.60 month
One Inch '








Sales Agenfs of 
Most Quality Brands 
Prices to suit all budgets
INTERIOR 
MOBILE HOMES
VERNON nnd RUTLAND RD 
PHONE 8819
Y o u r s . . .
In Trade For Your
OLD FURNACE
WHEN YOU INSTALL AUTOMATIC 
GAS HEATING
SPITFIRE BURNERS
2924 Pendozi Street Phone 2164
KMERCJENCTf 
PHONE NUMBERS








MF.DICAL DIRPiCTORY . 
flERVICE '
If  unatile to conlart a doctor 
Dial $722
d r u g  BTORRS OPEN 
Bnndaya, llolldaya and 
Wednesday,■  
t  p,m. to 6:30 p.m.
bflOYOOB CUSTOMS HOURS 





Guys and gals, young and old, little apd big . , . |f you have been 
thinking of learning to fly or defeating gravity, now is the lime.
I T S  E A S Y
HOW LONG?
The Government approved pilots course 
is .30 hours of flying, 1 0  hours of ground 
school .'. , niinimum. 'I'hc school is open' 
from 8:30 a.m. until darkness each day, 
and the bvenings arc perfect for flying.
HOW MUCH?
The government pays for half of the costs 
. . . Cost to you is only—
$ 2 8 0 . 0 0
an d  if yon wish you can pay as you go.
For furllier Information^ call at the Airport or Phone 6025 
. . . Transportation to and from the airport will be provided 
if necessary.
CARIBOO AIR CHARTER
' ■ ' , EIXISON FIEU) ' ,
CONTRACT BRIDGE
FRI., MAT 30, loss THE DAILY COURIER
By B. JA¥ BECKER t suits to show a strong hand.
(Top Record-IIotder lo MasUm’j 2. Two clubs. A simple 5uit re- 
ladivtdual Championship Play) jsponse to an informatory double
1 promises no values. Partner com- 
mUIZ mandctl us to bid by doubling.
You are South, both sides vul-'and our rcoly shows no more 
nerable. The bidding hcs been: than length in the suit resjKmded
West, I heart; North. dblc.; ;with. If anything goes wrong as 
East, pass; South. ? ' a result of c'x^ying partner’s
What would you now bid with ; edict, the responsibility is his. not 
each of the following five hands?
1 1
CSAC Leader Says 
Union W ill Be Giant
By JACK VAN DUSEN jbtrative officer in the labor- 
Cuiadian Press Staff Writer management co - operation divi- 
OTTAWA (CP)—J C. (Cal) department, so he can
Best, president of the newly-’handle the full-time post of CSAC
O’V ^nub^’ K ^ 3  Diamonds. A , informatory double, care must 
Q.6. Clubs. K9S43 ^ ,„ J b e  taken to distinguLsh between
... Spades, 52: Hearts. forced resrxmse with a poor
Diamonds, 73; Clubs. 87&I2. hand and a hand with pronounced
3. Spades, A7G2; Hearts, &4;i values. If we were to respond in 
Diamond.s, AS; Clubs, QJ813, ithis hand with two clubs, as we
4. Spades. J8; Hearts. QD7 6 ; ;did in the preceding hand. Notth
Diamonds. KJ52; Clubs. Q63. ,would have no way of knowing
5. Spades. 953; Hearts. AJ82; when we were bidding with a 
Diamonds. QJ7; Clubs. KJ5. llx>or hand and when we were bid-
1. Two hearts. It should be as-iding with a good one. A skip bd 
fumed that when partner makes,is made with a good hand, 
an informatory double he has at i clubs are named first, the plan 
least an opening bid. We can 1 being to show the*spades later so 
therefore treat this hand as that North will know the club 
though partner has opened the suit is longer
3. Three clubs. In responding to [formed Civil Service Association .
bidding in one of our suits, in 
which case we would presumably 
drive the hand to a game con­
tract. Eleven high card points 
plus a good fit presumably will 
make a game opjxi.site an open­
ing bid.
Rather than attempt to guess 
which is North’s best suit, we 
shift the choice of the trump suit 
back to partner by cuebidding the 
opponcnt’.s suit. Whichever suit
4. One notrump. This response 
to a double generally shows about 
seven to nine points as well as 
some strength in the opponent’s 
suit. A two diamond resfxinse 
might be mbread as showing no 
values. The notrump response is 
more encouraging.
5. Two notrump. Game possi­
bilities arc strongly indicated, 
what with 12 points facing the 
equivalent of an opening bid. ’The
of Canada, describes the federal *̂ *̂̂ 0 *  ̂
employees’ union as “a lusty Sydney, N.S., last fall,
fant” soon to become a giant. have an uptown apartment
It will be the tall Negro’s modern
(or the next two yars to b r i n g f u r n i t u r e  and good 
this 26,000 - member ’’baby” to!music is apparent. Mr. Best has 
maturity 1^" extensive Beethoven collec-
Mr. Best. 31. who for a Ume tion. but admits he likes "good
was uncertain whether to become 1̂ ^̂ -______________ _____ _
a reporter or a lawyer, says this 
job is "just made to measure."
One of his first moves to add 
stature to the CSAC wil' be to go 
after the 80.000 other federal civil 
servants still not organized.
SEEKS AGREEMENT 
"We’re after just as many of 
them as we can get,” the six-foot- 
one native of Nova Scotia said in 
an interview.
He also seeks a collective bar­
gaining agreement for civil serv­
ants. It would have to be spe­
cially drafted to meet the pecu­
liar situation in which the em­
ployer is the federal government.
he selects we bid a game in at | absence of a spade stopper should 
the next opportunity. It is far be no deterrent. Partner must be
better to alert partner to the 
game-going po.ssibilities by bid-
assumed to have spade strength. 




ding two hearts than it is to hearts well stopped, all signs 
Jump-shift in one of our three point to game in notrump.
HEALTH COLUMN
To Avoid Ivy Poisoning 
Remember This
By Herman N. Bundcsen, M.D.] itching sensation. Then a rash 
"Leaflets three, let it be." I and swelling develop, usually 
You might do well to rem em - accompanied by small or large 
ber thtis very old and simple
little rhyme this summer. For ; While this poison is most po-
y
poison ivy can spoil many a 
happy outing and even entire 
vacations.
AVOID PLANT
The only sure way to prevent 
an attack of poison ivy is to 
avoid the villainous plant, if 
that is at all possible. That’s 
where this little rhyme coines in.
The most significant Mature 
about the poison ivy plant is 
that its leaves grow in clusters 
of three. These leaves are green 
In the summer, but generaUy 
turn brown, yellow or red in the 
late summer or fall. The leaves 
are slightly notched and from 
one to four inches long.
WHITE FRUIT
Another distinguishing feature 
Is that the berry-like fruit is 
white, whereas the^berries of the 
harmless ivy plants are blackish 
purple. . .
Poison ivy is an attractive
Elant: you might even say it is eautiful. And because of this, 
it is more likely to attract than 
to repel. But remcmDer: 
"Leaflets three, let it be.” 
DIRECT CONTACT 
Most cases of poison ivy re­
sult from direct contact with the 
plant, although you can contact 
it by handling clothing, pets and 
garden implements contaminated 
by the oily sap.
It is this non-volatile oiL se­
creted on the leaves which caus­
es the trouble.
tent during the summer, you 
might get a case of poison ivy 
even during the winter by han­
dling wood or leaves which have 
been in contact with the plant 
in the previous months. 
ALLEVIATING REACTION
You can do a lot to alleviate 
the reaction, possibly even pre­
vent it, by washing your hands, 
arms, or whatever area touched 
the poison ivy plant.
Repeated washings are essen 
tial. Use an inexpensive laun­
dry soap rather than face or 
bath soap. Place the exposed 
area under running, water, rub 
the soap gently but firmly with 
a soft brush.
However, you can save your­
self a lot of trouble simply by 
avoidiag-any-plants- wdth notched 
leaves growing in clusters of 
three.
QUESTION AND ANSWER
J. E.; Can rifle shooting cause 
arthritis to one’s shooting should­
er?
Answer. Any type of 'jarring or 
repeated pressure, such as comes 
from the kick of a rifle, can 
cause osteoarthritis, which is 
form of arthritis, to occur in the 
shoulder joint where the handle 
of the gun .is held.
V A N C O U V E R  (CP)-The 
“phoney” customer who rents a 
car and then disappears with it 
remains one of the hazards in the 
U-drivc business.
T^e CSAC was formed this; Henry Slinn, secretary of the 
month with the merger of the; Vancouver U-Drive Association, 
Civil Service Association of Ot-|says a car rented recently from 
tawa, of which Mr. Best wasU city U-drive turned up five 
vice-president, and the Amalga-days later in Chicago on a used 
mated Civil Servants of Canada.',car lot,
Mr. Best, a collective-bargain-' 
ing expert with the federal labor 
department, w a s  unanimously 
elected first president of the 
CSAC for a two-year term, at a 
salary of $9,000 annually.
Cal Best was born in New Glas­
gow, N.S. His father, a native of 
Barbados, recently retired after 
more than 40 years as a porter 
on the Canadian National Rail­
ways.
After graduating from Dal- 
housie University with a Bache­
lor of Arts degree in 1948, he 
started t a k i n g  journalism at 
King’s College.
NOVA SCOTIA NATIVE 
At college he was a corres­
pondent for the forhier Halifax 
Chronicle. Thinking of entering 
law, he was starting on his Mas­
ter of Arts degree in 1949 when 
he was offered a job 'in Ottawa 
and joined the labor department, 
as administrative assistant to the 
director of the research bi;anch.
A civil servant for seven years, 
he has taken a two-year leave of 
absence from his post as admin
LABRADOR PIONEER
John McLean, a Hudson’s Bay 
Company trader, made the first 
journey through the Labrador in- 
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DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE —Jllerc’a how to work lit
A X Y D L B A A X R 
U L O N G F E L L O W
' One letter simply stand.s lot another In this sample A Is used 
tor the three L’» K (oi the two O’* etc Single letters, apo.strophes, 
the hngtti Hnd tormBtion oi ih« words are all hints Each day the 
c<xlo, letters are dilfercnt
Later another rented car was 
traced to Chicago and a new 
owner. The owner paid $400 for 
the late-model automobile to the 
rider, who was never seen again.
However, says Mr. Slinn, it’s 
getting tougher to lose a car in | 
the United States.
'The driver must receive appro-1 
val from the rental agency to 
cross the border, he said. The 
customs will demand to see a 
slip showing this or they will not] 
allow the car into the country.
"Sometimes we make a mis-1 
take,” Mr. Slinn says. "I once 
rented a car to a customer who 
gave me $75 as a deposit. I 
haven’t seen the car or hirer 
since. His licence and other | 
papers turned out to be false.”
Despite the obvious risks, the] 
business is booming. It’s esti­
mated two dozen agencies here] 
will take in about $1,000,000 in] 
1958.
7n 1952, Mr. Slinn says. Van- 
couver U-drive operators had 300] 
cars on the round. Last summer j 
the total was about 600.
YOUR HOROSCOPE
By ESTRELLITA
FOR TOMORROW j enter a fine planetary cycle and
A stimulating day! You have I make the most of




you work or play, you should 
find this Saturday an all-around 
satisfactory period. Makp the 
most of it!
FOR THE BIRTHDAY
If tomorrow is your birthday, 
your chart presages a great im­
provement in. your occupational 
status and personal affairs by 
next September. Make the best 
use of your talents and skills 
now, and don’t let past disap­
pointments deter you or cause 
you to lose interest in worthwhile 
goals. Within 48 hours you will











A MARE THAT FOALED 
A HEALTHY FILLY 
AT THE AGB OP 30
Submiltcrf bw ElmerOehicr* 
C o e u r d'Alene, Idaho j
•piS tp
line




tM a ECHO OF A LOST LOVE
PALACE OF JGVER .QerrTVmu 
WERE RUNG IN 1560 IN THE HOPE THAT THEIR 
PEALING VAJULO BRING BACK TUB FIANCÊ  
THE LAST RULER OF 0EVER-/4/WJ THEyHAf/B
B E E N  R u m  M  m M O RV O Fm rSA PQ C C A SIO H  
eV £ K fN m rF O » 3 9 9 V E M S
THE OLD HOME TOWN
{ S^AY//VS HOME
V TOCVAY-I PROMISeblHP "C 
KIPS ID TUf?M "IHC HOSETOal
1MFM WHeNTHeYST/ARTED 
EAT LUNCH—JUST LIKE,
V --A REAL, FhCNIC Z/N TUB 
-- \  ^  WOODS--
\  A CRVTDGRAM (!UOTl4|TION
VQ I W G D  K S I  U J J ,  VKH' A X , E K-  
II A G K A fc N G S S r̂l D P W K ,l H ~  I E G ,K W , ’
IU:SCTED PITT^**”*""**  ̂ KWOICE that  AMERICA HAS
PACJCrr. 





COULDN'T? I  earnedAAONeTFORMY 
TumON BY PLAYING PRO 
BASEEIAU. DURING THE 
SULVAtEliS. YESilWAP 






■ 'HotAe" 'AM fainiTy matters'  are I 
also highlighted in your horo­
scope, as are creative and cul­
tural interests. Travel will be j 
under excellent influences dur­
ing July and, for those of you ] 
who are single, romance is in­
dicated in October. Avoid nerv­
ous tension in August, and shun 
extravagance and/or speculation 
during the months of October and j 
November.
A child born on this day will | 
be endowed with a fine mind 
and many talents but may have] 
to curb tendencies toward hy­
persensitiveness.
HOPE IMTELLlCtNCE 
WAS RIGHT AND-nSRe 
ARE NO POWER UM£1
S KIMMING -ntE TVEETOPS, BUZ WEAVES Hl$ WWIEM 
A CRIMEAN VALLEY IH SEARCH Of THE ABANDONEO 
AIRSTRIP WHERE HE'S ID LAND.
jlHAlLYTHRUAPASS INTO A SECOND VAllEY. COULD THIS BE THE WROMC 
VALLEY r  DID I  take THE 
WRONG RLS5?.. I  DON'T 
PARE CLIMB TO CHECK... 
THE RED RADAR WOULD BE 
SURE TOnCKMEUP.
r CAN MAKE 
IT/ X THINK 
X CAN MAKS
I EEtv A w ures later ... by  th e  way how  a r e  wb
Q om  TO (SET o u r  OF HERE! 
THE FOWCR UNITS ON THE 
PLATFORM HAVE BEEN SHUT 
OFF...HOW CAN WE OPENTHB 
HATCH TO GET THE TIME- 















NQ AND I  d o n 't  w a n t  
ANY WAFFLES,
e it h e r
F—a
mM
'l||||i> I HAVE TIME 
FOR W AFFLES 
, r  IF I OONT




I BROUGHT MY  
OWN LUNCH FOR 
OUR WALK IN . 
TH’ COUNTRY.'
MY MOM DIDN’T FEEL 
VERY C3000 THIS 
MORNIN’,..
.. SO SHE TOI.D ME T ' 
TAKE TH* KIND O’ LUNCH 
I LIKED/ ’ I f  q .'A
THIS IS THE PAY FOB. 
THAT HIGH-POWERED 
SALESAAANI I'M GOINS 
TO DISAPPEAR 1
'" . V, \ "  •’'Z 4”/ u , /»- '  ><!/ / /
IT'S HiMl 3  /  WHY, 
y V  WHAT




o !/O  0  ' /
in•Ti;.POOii
01̂ .
BUT WHAT WILL 
I  VO WITH A 
DOZEN CUCKOO 
- t  CLOCKS?
T
YOU'LL FIND A  
th o u san d  USES 
FOR THBMl










> t)u  e o iN a  
TO  B E  WHEN  
>tXJ 6 R O W  UR, 
A PRIZ.E 
F IG H T E R ?
V  (^PACHf l g ^
^ H A T J ? 0  you KNOW 
ABOUT MV 6TE "“ " 
BEING BRAND-BLOTTEP






I  MET A CATTLE BllYER 
WHO DOESN'T SEE/W TO 
SUSPECT HE'6 BUYING 
STOLEN STEERS-HE'S 
PARKER IN A TRUCK







GET BtAMEP.' ONCE HS'5 IN JAIL, HE
\
coopKeoaT̂  
SWUAT A VB60 
rwB.0bva'(po-z
WA3N/
NOW X Hore t h o y l l
Ca-0?BZATE AND KEBP 
ir LOOKING NICE','
hey, take a lo o k  AT ’
TM3 NtiV.DK ON ThB PRONTj ,  
POOR„.I THNK word in Y  . 
THB WRONG HOU6B,'/ -
‘V‘<T
5-30
Pope Pius Expected To 
Call A Third Consistory
blood toVATirAN' CITY <AP> — The lho;e of the days of Sixtus V. liege needs younger
............  The death of Cardinal Stritch, shoulder such tasks as the world-l
activities of the'
ee s
death of Samuel Cardinal Strilch .r,.n/.ued stK Culalioii that'O-ycar-oW archbishop of Chi-wide mission 
Pmv Pius sfxin may c?*!! a con- cago. cut the membership to 55 propagation of the faith, w'hich* 
the d-m  ̂ 15 places va-w o u 1 d have been Cardinal;
th.. Roman Catholic Col-cant. There are 13 cardinals Stritch’s responsibility. Only six rank.s f  Roman Catholic coi cardinals are less than 60;
P iu f XU harheid only two con- nations. , .  ,  ,
,i.;toru-s during his 19 yearn on There i.s no doubt that the col- 80. _____________j
the papal throne. In 19tG he 
named 32 cardinal.^, the largest 
number ever elevated at 
Seven years later he
more. incUiding the ......  -— ,
als from India, Ecuador, Colom-i 
bia and Yugoslavia.
The Pope then said he was con- ,  ̂ .u ,
Bidering an increase in the num-| ROME (Reuters) — Princes of Lord, from everlasting death in 
bor of cardinal-s. set at 70 by the Roman Catholic Church paid that dread day when heaven and 
Pope Sixtus V 400 years ago. I final tribute Thursday to Samuel ^arth will rock, and Thou wilt 
Since the 1953 consistory, death Cardinal Stritch, Archbishop of 
and the toll of the years have Chicago, who died a month after
weakened the college. Its mem- arriving here to take up the! eternal rest
^ e a * rs T n d ''S rd e V 'b S n s ‘̂ o'f a ^ \^ ^ r ic ^ n 4 n '^ h 'e ta t ic f n ."  




Final Tributes Paid 
To Cardinal Stritch
■ - * I
m
modate more than 200 children 
during the season. The camp, 
which has been in use for over 
twenty years by the South Oka­
nagan Religious Education com­
mittee, is located on the lake- 
shore just below the Dominion 
Experimental Station at Trout 
Creek. |
CATIIOUC WOMEN’S LEAGUE} 
delegates from Kelowna to the 
22nd annual CWL Diocesan Con­
vention in Trail last week were} 
Mrs. A. Oberhoffner and Mrs. J.i 
Schumacher. j
The conference ended last Sun­
day with the annual eucharistic 
congress.
come to judge the world by
MARKS TENTH ANNIVERSARY
About 2,500 persons attended a, 
solemn pontifical high mass cele­
brated by the Rt. Reverend 
Thomas J. McCarthy, Bishop of 
Nelson.
The rcligiou.s procession In­
cluded representatives from 
Catholic parishes in the Trail 
area, religious orders, children’s
THE DAILY COUmiEK TO 
FRL. MAY 30. liM ***
and youth groups, CWL delegates 
and fraternal organizations.
Guest speaker on Saturday was 
Michael J. Griffin of Victoria, 
state deputy of the B.C. Knights 
of Columbus.
Tenth anniversary of Hope 
Evangelical United Brethren 
church at the corner of Richter 
and Fuller, will be marked this 
weekend.
In honor of the occasion, a
team from Hillcrest Bible Insti­
tute in Medicine Hat, Alta., will 
present a special program. Rev. 
J. B. Keller, Hillcrest presi­
dent  ̂ will speak at services 











church of St. Ignatius. 16 card­
inals moved in procession with 
their attendants to the catafalque, 
draped in black and gold damask 
and surrounded by 100 tall can­
dles of unbleached wax.
Each in turn gave his absolu­
tion to the body of Cardinal 
Stritch. who died early Tuesday 
at 70 after the amputation of his 
right arm and a subsequent 
stroke.
As the band of a guard of honor 
provided by Italy’s three armed . . .
services sounded a fanfare out- evangelism and social service 
side, the huge congregation stoodj°[ Confer^ce of the
in reverent silence. United Church of Canada has
The cardinals, in purple robes recommended broadening of the 
signifying mourning, repeated
Divorce Laws, Unions, Missionary Aid 
Discussed A t United Church Meeting
PENTICTON (CP)—The board
country’s divorce laws 
“Enlightened public opinion 
will not tolerate forever a divorce
the prayers of absblution: “We 
pray that in passing judgment
Thou wilt nbt let Thy sentence! law wL.ch, in practice, makes 
fall heavUy upon one who isjadultry the only grounds for di- 
commended to Thee by the sin-|vorce.’’ said the board’s report 
cere prayer of Christian faith.” | made to the conference meeting 
SAMUEL CARDINAL STRITCH The choir sang “Deliver me.! here.____________ _̂_________
SUNDAY LESSON
Joshua Is Commissioned to Succeed Moses 
As the Leader Of The Children Of Israel
Scripture—Numbers 27:12-23; 
Deuteronomy 34:9-12; Joshua 1.
By NEWMAN CAMPBELL 
Our lesson begins with the 
Lord commanding Moses to “get 
thee up into this mount Abarim 
(a mountain chain over against 
Jericho in the land of Moab, Pal­
estine), and see the land which 
1 have given unto the children of 
Israel. And when thou hast seen 
it, thou also shalt be gathered 
unto thy people, 'as Aaron thy 
brother was gathered.’’
Moses begged the Lord to ap­
point a new leader for his peo­
ple, one whom the people would 
honor and obey—“Which may go 
out before them, and which rnay 
go in before them, and which 
may lead them out, and which 
may bring them in; that the con­
gregation of the Lord be not as 
sheep which have no shepherd.
“And the Lord said unto Moses, 
Take thee Joshua the son of Nun, 
a man in whom is the spirit, and 
lay thine hand upon him; and 
set him before Eleazar the priest, 
and before all the congregation; 
and give him a charge in their 
sight. And thou shalt put some 
of thine honor upon him, that all 
the congregation of the children 
of Israel may be obedient.”— 
Numbers 27:17-20.
' Moses obeyed the Lord, and 
passed out of life alone on the 
mountain. No one knows where 
he was buried.
“ Jewish tradition narrates how 
the dying prophet commits to 
Joshua not onbr the office of 
leaders, but also certain docu 
ments containing the laws of the 
community, which he is to keep 
safely stored In earthenware re- 
ccptaclc.s till a place is found on 
which the Lord shall set His 
, name.'*-William J. Deane.
"Now after the death of Moses 
the servant of the Lord it came
to pass, that the Lord spake un­
to Joshua the son of Nun (and a 
descendant of Joseph), Moses’ 
minister, saying, Moses my ser­
vant is dead; now therefore arise, 
go over this Jordan, thou, and all 
this people, unto 'the land which 
I do give to them, even to the 
children of Israel.
“Every place that the sole of 
your foot shall tread upon, that 
have I given unto you, as I said 
unto Moses.’’ —Joshua 1:1-3.
“There shall not any man be 
able to stand before thee all the 
days of thy life: as I was with 
Moses, so I will be with thee: I
will not fail thee, nor forsake 
thee . . .  only be thou strong
and very courageous, that thou— -̂------------- ----------------- —
mayest observe to do according 
to all the law, which Moses My 
servant commanded thee: turn 
not from it to the right hand or 
to the left that thou mayest pros­
per withersoever thou goest.”— 
Joshua 1:5,7.
Joshua commanded his people 
to prepare to enter the land 
which the Lord was to give them. 
They promised to obey him in all 
things and to go where he sent 
them.
MEMORY VERSE
“Be strong and of a good 
courage: be not afraid, neither 
be thou dismayed: for the Lord 
thy God is with thee witherso­
ever thou goest.’’—Joshua 1:9.
The church should lead public 
opinion in drafting a sane divorce 
law “instead of reluctantly ac­
cepting" what uninformed public 
opinion might seek, the report 
said.
The board’s detailed study of 
divorce wag put over by the con­
ference to the next annual con­
ference for final discussion and 
action.
UNIONS .
Rev. Bryce Wallace of Vancou­
ver told the assembly that lead­
ership of Canadian unions by U.S. 
officers is a major factor in 
labor strife.
Mr. Wallace was speaking dur­
ing a discussion of church-labor 
relations.
“The one-time domination by 
Communist leaders, and the pres­
ent domination of many of our 
unions by U.S. union bosses, has 






Corner Richter and Fuller 
lOTH ANNIVERSARY 
SERVICES 
Friday, May 30 
8:00 p.m,—Hillcrest Team 
Saturday. May 31 
8:00 p.m.—Service 
Sunday. June 1 
10:00 a m.—Sunday School 
11:00 a m.—Worship Service 
2:30 p.m.—Special Service 
7:30 p.m.—Evangelistic 
Guest speaker Friday 
Rev. N. W. Heebner 
Saturday and Sunday 
Rev. J, B. Keller 
• ALL ARE WELCOME
CHURCH SERVICES
operation by all levels of govern 
ment in dealing with unemploy-i 
nicnt. It recommended lower' 
taxes, public works and addi­
tional low-cost housing as ways 
to ease unemployment.
MISSIONS
B.C. is an aid-receiving confer­
ence within the United Church, 
said Rev. C. H. Searle of the 
missionary and maintenance 
board.
Last year, he related, B.C. re­
ceived $318,348 from the mis­
sionary fund and Us contributions 
came to only $314,159. The cru­
sade committee reported that in 
60 per cent of B.C. churches the 
average weekly givings are less 
than $1.
The Victoria presbytery is to 
be divided on a line between 
Ladysmith-Chemainus and Dun 
can to a point south of Cloose on 
the island’s west coast. The move 




Comer Stockwell and 
Ethel Street
Pastor Rev. A. J. Sawatsky 
Phone 4063










W ill Meet In Ontario 
For Annual Retreat
' OTTAWA (CP) — Navy, Army 
and RCAF Protestant chaplains, 
some 135 in all, will meet June 
9-13 at Muskoka, Ont., for their 
annual retreat, the defence de­
partment said today.
The retreat will be held under 
auspices of the Canadian Council 
of (Churches’ Committee on Chap­
lain Services in the forces. Spe­
cial speakers will include Canon 







Daily Courier Church Page Editor
All gre cordially invited
FIRST UNITED 
CHURCH
Rev. R. S. Lcitch, B.A., B.D. 
Minister 
As.sistant
Rev. D. M. Perley, B.A., B.D, 
Dr. Ivan Beadle, Mus.D. 
Organist and Choir Director











chairman of an Anglican Young 
People’s Association committee 
established at the first annual 
AYPA Diocesan conference.
The -conference was held In 
Trail May 16-19.
Purposively, the committee 
will encourage closer relationship 
between various AYPA branches 
in the Diocese of Kootenay., Ham­
ilton, who is president of the 
local group, was also elected to 
represent the South Okanagan on 
the committee. •
Twelve Kelowna AYPA mem- 
NEW YORK (AP)—-Mrs. Lilias bers attended the conference, in 
Dulles Hinshaw,' daughter of eluding secretary Judy Hamilton.
State Secretary John Foster 
Dulles, graduated this week from 
Union Theological Seminary, 
looking toward a career in the 
Presbyterian ministry. Two years 
ago Avery R. Dulles, the state 
secretary’s youngest son, was 
ordained a Roman Catholic 





Asked To Protest 
Unethical Books
TORONTO (CP) -Anglicans in 
the Toronto area .should protest, 
to Ihelr local drug store propri- 
ctons about the "upsurge of sex 
litornture," Rev. D. C. Candy 
said Tuo.sday,
Speaking to the Toronto synod 
of the Anglican Church of Can­
ada, Mr. Candy said he didn’t 
like the word “boycott” , but ef­
fective action had been taken in 
local aroa.s.
“ church  dnc^AlSIZATldNsTire 
invited to submit ncw.s of thoir 
nctlvltics for publication on thi.s 
, page. To meet the Dally Courier's 
deadline, new.s Items .should be 
f ithcr delivered or telephoned be- 
loro noon, Thursdays,
s'
Joshua commanding the sun to 
stand still.
“Be strong and of a good cour­
age: be not afraid, neither be 
thou dismayed; for the Lord 
thy God Is with thco whitherso­
ever thou goest.”—Joshua 1:9,
“We feel this conference serv 
ed the purpose of bringing our 
organization closer to th e  
Church,” Miss Hamilton re­
marked.
Decision was made at the con­
ference that Kelowna will host 
the event next year.
OBSERVANCE OF A DAY OF 
REST was advocated by Rev. H. 
T. Allen, Alberta and B.C, secre­
tary of the Lord’s Day Alliance in 
his address to an afternoon rally 
in Kelowna last Sunday.
The rally, sponsored by Kel­
owna and District Interchurch 
Lord’s Day Observance organiza­
tion, was held at Mennonite 
Brethren church.
(‘There must b t a jday for 
spiritual and physical restora­
tion," Mr. Allen maintained,
Rev. Allen believes it is neces­
sary for society to have one day 
set aside weekly allowing oppor­
tunity for all to take advantage 
of the respite.
The Lord’s Day Alliance, he 
indicated did not originate with 
the Church, but was the response 
to an appeal by Labour.
PEOPLES MISSION hopes to 
contribute more than $0,000 to 
wards missionary activity in the 
next twelve months. Rev, R. M. 
Bourke announced thi.s week.
Some of the money will help 
outgoing missionaries. Among 
them will be Joy Oxenham (In 
din). Rev. and Mrs, B. Oxenham 
(Italy) and Rev. and Mrs. R 
Janzen (Yukon). All took part 
In the recent Missionary Confer 
once at Peoples B?li8sion.
Rev. Roy Gager, principal of 
Vancouver Bible Institute spoke 
at Peoples Mission at a service 
Thursday evening.
Mr. Ganger was accompanied 
by nine young people who render­
ed musical selections.
An unusual subject will be the 
theme of Sunday evening’s mes­
sage at Peoples Mission. Pastor 
Bourke’s topic will be “ The Doc­
trine of Demons.’’ Discussed will 
be so-called spiritualism and ne­
cromancy.
DEDICATION CEREMONIES
at St. Paul’s United Church, Mis­
sion Road, attracted visitors 
from near and far, reports Rev.
D, M. Perley.
A number of delegates to the 
United Church Conference now 
meeting in Penticton were pres­
ent from Vancouver, White Rock, 
Cowichan Lake, Kamloops and 
Victoria.
Rev. Mortimer W. Lees, under 
whose leadership work began, de­
livered the sermon and the Sun­
day morning service. ■
At 3 p.m., a door-opening cere­
mony preceded dedication. Tak­
ing part were L. L. Douillard, R.
McClellan, Harry Mitchell, D. 
White, A. Dunnett and Rev. D. 
M. Perley. The choir entered the 
church singing “Praise My Soul 
the King 6f Heaven.”
Dedication was conducted by 
Rev. Douglas Telfer, D.D., secre­
tary of the Metropolitan Council 
for Church Extension in the 
Greater Vancouver and New 
Westminster area.
Seven ministers took part. In­
cluding Rev. R. S. Leltch, chair­
man of Kamloops-Okanagan pres­
bytery and pastor of First United 
church in Kelowna,
The choir of Fir.st United pre­
sented a special anthem.
Speaker at the evening service 
was Rev. W. S. Ta.ylor, D.D., 
principal of Union College.
The board of St. Paul’s United 
will meet in the church parlors 
I ’uesday June 3 at 8 p.m, 
SUMMER CAMP SCHEDULE 
hn.s been announced at First Bap­
tist church. Camping dates and 
supervisors for various ago 
groups are: August 1-10, 11-12 
years, camp director. Miss Gwen 
Turvey; Aiigust 10-17, 9-10 years, 
camp director. Miss Vera Coss; 
Aiigu.st 17-27, 13-15 years, camp 
director. Rev. K, Imayoshi and 
August 27-Scptcmber 1, Young 
People's camp directed by Prank 
Alkln.
Okanagiin Valley Bnpti.st arc 
expecting the camp will accom-
. . THE
SALVATION ARMY
1465 S t Paul S t 









Home League Meeting 
(for women) 




Rev. D. M .Perley, Pastor
SUNDAY, JUNE 1, 1958
“Family Service” w ith 
Baptism al Service at 
the  close •
Theme “A fter Pentecost”
Nursery Class for children 
under six during church 
period
ON SUNDAY 






Sabbath School----  9:30 a.m.



















P endozi an d  Sutherland
"The Church Without Steps!”










• 9:45 a.m. - 10:45 a.m. 
Primary and Nursery 
11:00 a.m. 
Superintendent J. Gibb
“Come, Worship with Us”
A  New leader Commissioned ILLUSTRATED SUNDAY SCHOOL LKSON •y AlfrmI I. Nttcfitr
DeutOfiWomy Mg-M; J oahua.I.
1 ^ r-v5/-
Mu.xes,r hear death, asked the 
l^rd tn name another leader for 
'hi* iKOple.: The Lord chose 
Jyshua. ion of N«n- Joshua suxid, 
before the priest: Moses laid his 
hand on him and he became the
new leader of 
Isi^ael. '
the children of
Moses dlc<l, amt Joshua Iwl'mne 
leader in his place. "And Joshua 
the son of Nun} w as full of the 
sp irit of wisdom . . . and the
\  ■ , . - f
children of Isroel hearkened un- 
tii him. andi did aif the Ix)rd 
commanded Moses."—Deuteron­
omy 34:9. '
I , , * ' ' ' I ' ' '}The I^rd convnanded Joshui) 
to study the book of the 1 aw
which Moses hod given. “Medl-i 
tntc therein day and night, that 
thou mayest observe to do ac-| 
cording to all that is written 
therein . . . then thou shalt hove 
good success,”—Joshua'1:8.
, Joshua comnaniidod the officers 
of his pix>ple to prepare food, for 
in three day.s they would march, 
nnqed. into the land which the 
l/ird has promised them. 'Hie of 
fleers obeyed the command.
MEMORY VERSE-Joshua 1:9.
A GOOD PLACE 
TO WORSHIP...
Why Not A ltond Sunday? 
Bring All Ib t Faihllyl
YOU'lL BE GIAD YOU CA/Hf
W. B. GRIFFIN
willi be the apccial 
apenker nt 
Evnngel Tnbcrnncle
i Wv B, Griffin
It n teacher from the 
I Peterborough Bible 
CoUego 





Bev. IV. C. Stevenson. Pastor
SAINT MICHAEL 
and ALL ANGELS' 
CHURCH
(ANGLICAN)
Corner Richter St. and 
Sutherland Avo.
Clergy:
VEN. D. S. CATCHPOLE 
REV. CYRIL CLARKE
Services Broadcast at 11 a.m. 
on 2nd and 5th Sundays
SUNDAY, JUNE 1. 1958




11:00 a.m.—(1st and 3rd Sun­
days) Holy Communion 
(2nd, 4th and 5th Sundays) 
Morning Prayers




Corner Bernard and Bertram 
Street
This Society Is a branch of The 
Mother Church, The First 
Church of Christ, Scientist, In 
Boston, Massachusetts.
SUNDAY, JUNE 1, 1951
Morning Service II a.m. 
Lesson Sermon 




Sunday School, 11 a.m.
Reading Room will be open on 
Wednesdays and Saturdays 
3:00 to 5:00 p.m.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE 
PROGRAM
Every Sunday at 9:15 p.m. 
over CKOV. 630 kc.
ATTEND THE CHURCH 





(Next to High School)
REV. E. MARTIN, Minister
SUNDAY, JUNE 1, 9̂58
9:45 a.m.—










Rev. J. P. Vogt, Chairman 
. Rev. J. A. Janzen, Elder 




10:45 a.m,—Worship Service 
(English and German)
7:30 p,m,—Evening Service 
(English and German)
How Christian Science Heals
“FINDING
OURSFXVES”
CKOV — 6.10 ko. Sunday, 
0:15 p.m.
PEOPLE'S MISSION
1 Block South of P.O. 
Rev. R. M. Bourke
FIRST BAPTIST 
CHURCH
ELLIS at qU|EENSWAT 
Rev. Arthur Willis
SUNDAY, JUNE 1. 1958
0:45 a.m.—ChuVeh School
lliOO a.m.—Family Worship 
“THE CHimCHES’ 
BIRTHDAY”
7:30 p.m.—Evening Borvlco 
“DID YOU RECEIVE XHK 
SPIRIT?”







', ' ' . '
7:15 p.m.— ^




•  HPfllniAL MUSIC
•  BRING A FRIEND
CKOV Mon., Wed., Frl., IiW| 
Good News of the Air
I
